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Summary

Almost any food chain on this planet begins with plants: by harvesting the

energy of the sun, they provide food and oxygen for us all. Even more, they

do so by incorporating the inorganic carbon (CO2) from the air, converting

it into organic compounds. With the climate changing and the human

population rising, it is crucial to develop efficient methods that can monitor

vegetation photosynthetic efficiency, in order to track the global carbon and

improve food production.

Plants absorb much of the available light, and the remaining light is either

reflected or transmitted back into the environment. How much light a plant

can absorb under certain conditions depends on its photosynthetic capacity.

When the plant is exposed to limiting conditions, for example, reduced soil

moisture or lack of certain nutrients, such stress negatively affects the amount

of light that can be used for photosynthesis.

These subtle changes in plant absorption can be detected with remote

sensors in the visible and near-infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum.

For decades, we have been observing vegetation from the leaf to global scales,

with leaf probes, aircrafts and satellites; and lately also with affordable and

fast developing innovations, such as drones. The key aspect of vegetation

remote sensing is its ability to non-destructively monitor plant photosynthetic

activity and health, detecting stress before significant damage in plant tissues

has even occurred.

Two indicators have been proven particularly valuable as estimators of

terrestrial photosynthesis: Chlorophyll Fluorescence (ChlF) and Photochem-

ical Reflectance Index (PRI). ChlF emanates directly from the photosystems

I and II, while the PRI is linked to the xanthophyll cycle effect, effectively

dissipating excess absorbed energy as heat: Together with photochemistry

they form a balance between dissipation and utilization of absorbed light.

Both ChlF and PRI can be detected from leaf to satellite scales, and their

potential to track photosynthetic activity of vegetation has led to selection

of the FLuorescence EXplorer (FLEX) as the eighth Earth Explorer mission

of the European Space Agency.
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Summary

To correctly interpret the remotely sensed information, models are needed.

Physical or radiative transfer models can explain how light propagates through

leaves and canopies, while models for photosynthesis can explain the bio-

chemical utilization of the available energy. The two types of models can

be combined, promoting our understanding of how the changes in optical

properties of vegetation are linked to the process of photosynthesis.

The objective of this study was to extend a leaf radiative transfer model

to include both ChlF and PRI, and explore their potential as methods for

remote sensing of leaf photosynthesis. The main objective was achieved as a

combination of three consecutive steps. At each step, the model performance

was evaluated and validated using various datasets collected over the course

of the study.

First, a leaf radiative transfer model Fluspect (Fluspect-B) was developed,

which simulates leaf ChlF, reflectance and transmittance spectra. The existing

PROSPECT model and its concept of a compact leaf were used as a starting

point. Fluspect calculates the emission of ChlF on both the illuminated and

shaded side of the leaf, with incident light and ChlF quantum efficiencies (η)

for the two photosystems provided as the input parameters. To solve the

differential equations for the radiative transfer within the leaf, an efficient

doubling algorithm is used. Due to the simplicity of these equations, Fluspect

offers a high computational speed. The results show, that Fluspect simulations

can closely match the observed ChlF spectra, especially for ChlF measured

under natural illumination. Most of the variability in ChlF and reflectance of

different leaves could be explained from differences in leaf pigment contents,

amount of water and leaf thickness, while η was shown to hold potential

additional information.

In the next step, Fluspect-B was extended to include the changes in green

reflectance as caused by the xanthophyll cycle effect (Fluspect-CX). The

xanthophyll cycle is an interconversion of three xanthophylls belonging to

a carotenoid pigment group: violaxanthin, antheraxanthin and zeaxanthin.

Violaxanthin de-epoxidation provides a sink for the excess absorbed energy

in a process called non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) of chlorophyll fluor-

escence. The changes in the de-epoxidation state (DEPS) of xanthophyll

pigments can be observed as changes in the leaf absorption of light with

wavelengths between 500 to 570 nm. The leaf is said to be unstressed, when

DEPS = 0, and fully stressed when DEPS = 1. The idea of Fluspect-CX

is to use in vivo specific absorption coefficients for two extreme states of

carotenoids, representing the two extremes of the xanthophyll de-epoxidation,

and to describe the intermediate states as a linear mixture of these two

states. The ’photochemical reflectance parameter’ (Cx) quantifies the relative

proportion of the two states. Cx was estimated from reflectance and trans-
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mittance measurements of various datasets, and the retrieved Cx correlated

with measured xanthophyll DEPS. Moreover, the results indicated a clear

relation between Cx and NPQ, important for the last step of this study.

In the last step, Fluspect-CX was coupled to an extended photosynthesis

model, able to explain the relationship between fluorescence, photosynthesis

and heat dissipation at the leaf level. The two models were linked by means

of ChlF and photochemical reflectance: outputs of the biochemical model,

fluorescence efficiency and NPQ, could be linked to η and Cx, respectively.

By inverting the combined model, a new method was developed for the

estimation of the maximum photosynthetic capacity (V cmax) parameter

from leaf ChlF and reflectance information. V cmax was estimated from

hyperspectral measurements of CO2 and light response curves measured

on sugar beet and barley leaves. The method can correctly estimate the

magnitude of V cmax, when compared to the values estimated from gas

exchange measurements. Using a coupled model instead of empirically

derived relations among spectral and photosynthetic information opens up

new ways to study the link between leaf radiative transfer and underlying

biochemical processes.

As an addition, Fluspect-CX was incorporated into the Soil Canopy

Observation, Photochemistry and Energy fluxes (SCOPE) model to scale

the processes to the canopy level. Preliminary results indicate that the

directional and physiological effects on the canopy reflectance could be

separated. Including photochemical reflectance into SCOPE provides the

foundation for the future studies of these effects on the canopy, as well as

airborne and potentially satellite scales. Since both leaf models, Fluspect

and Biochemical, are an integrated part of the model SCOPE, a scheme for

V cmax estimation, similar to the one developed for the leaf in this study,

could be devised for the canopy and higher spatial scales. SCOPE has been

used as an ’end-to-end simulator’ in the FLEX/Sentinel 3 Tandem Mission

Photosynthesis study, making the results of this dissertation particularly

relevant for upcoming FLEX satellite mission.

By including the two promising spectral indicators into a leaf radiative

transfer model, and being able to harness the information they provide by

coupling them to a model for photosynthesis, this study provides an important

advancement in the remote sensing of vegetation.
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Samenvatting

Nagenoeg elke voedselketen op onze planeet begint met planten: door het

binnenhalen van zonne-energie verschaffen zij voedsel en zuurstof voor alle

levende wezens. Bovendien doen zij dit door het vastleggen van anorganis-

che koolstof (CO2) uit de lucht, waarbij dit wordt omgezet in organische

verbindingen. Met de huidige klimaatverandering en de bevolkingsgroei is

het cruciaal om efficiënte methoden te ontwikkelen waarmee de fotosynthese-

efficiëntie van vegetatie kan worden gemonitord, om daarmee de globale

koolstofhuishouding te kunnen volgen, en de voedselproductie te verhogen.

Planten absorberen veel van het beschikbare licht; de rest wordt òf gere-

flecteerd naar boven òf geabsorbeerd door de bodem. Hoeveel geabsorbeerd

licht een plant onder gegeven omstandigheden kan gebruiken voor de groei

hangt af van zijn fotosythesecapaciteit. Wanneer de plant aan beperkende

factoren is blootgesteld, bijvoorbeeld bij een gebrek aan bodemvocht of voed-

ingsstoffen, heeft zulke stress een negatief effect op de hoeveelheid licht die

kan worden gebruikt voor fotosynthese.

Subtiele veranderingen in de absorptie van licht door planten kunnen

worden gedetecteerd met remote sensing apparatuur gevoelig voor zichtbare

en nabij-infrarode elektromagnetische straling. De afgelopen decennia heeft

men met deze apparatuur vegetatie geobserveerd op de schaal van blaadjes

tot de hele aarde, met bladclips, vliegtuigen en satellieten; en recentelijk

ook met goedkope en zich snel ontwikkelende innovaties zoals drones. Het

belangrijkste aspect aan remote sensing van vegetatie is het vermogen om

non-destructief de fotosynthetische activiteit en de gezondheid van planten

te kunnen monitoren, waarbij stress wordt gedetecteerd zelfs voordat aan het

plantenweefsel schade van enige betekenis is opgetreden.

Twee indicatoren hebben hun bijzondere waarde bewezen voor het schatten

van de globale fotosynthese: Chlorofyl Fluorescentie (ChlF) en de Photo-

chemische Reflectie-Index (PRI). ChlF is direct uit de fotosystemen I en

II afkomstig, terwijl PRI gelinkt is aan de xanthofyl cyclus, waarbij over-

tollig geabsorbeerde energie wordt afgegeven als warmte; tezamen met de

fotochemische reacties vormen zij een evenwicht tussen dissipatie en nuttig
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Samenvatting

gebruik van geabsorbeerd licht. Zowel ChlF als PRI kunnen worden gedetect-

eerd op de schalen van blaadjes tot en met die van satellietwaarnemingen, en

hun potentie voor het volgen van de fotosynthetische activiteit van vegetatie

heeft geleid tot de selectie van de FLuorescence EXplorer (FLEX) als de

achtste Earth Explorer missie van de Europese Ruimtevaartorganisatie ESA.

Om remote sensing informatie op de juiste manier te kunnen interpreteren,

zijn modellen nodig. Fysische stralingstransportmodellen kunnen verklaren

hoe licht zich voortplant in blaadjes en gewaslagen, terwijl modellen voor de

fotosynthese het biochemisch benutten van de beschiknare lichtenergie kunnen

verklaren. Beide typen modellen kunnen worden gekoppeld, waardoor ons

begrip kan verbeteren over hoe de veranderingen in de optische eigenschappen

van vegetatie in verband zijn te brengen met het proces van fotosynthese.

Het doel van deze studie is het uitbreiden van een stralingstransportmodel

op bladniveau om daarin ChlF en PRI op te nemen, en het verkennen van hun

potentieel in remote sensing methoden voor het bepalen van de fotosynthese

van bladeren. Het hoofddoel van de studie is bereikt via een combinatie van

drie opeenvolgende stappen. Bij elke stap zijn de modelprestaties geëvalueerd

en gevalideerd door het gebruiken van diverse datasets die in de loop van de

stude zijn verzameld.

Allereerst is een stralingstransportmodel op bladniveau genaamd Flus-

pect (om precies te zijn Fluspect-B) ontwikkeld, dat spectra van blad-ChlF,

-reflectie en -transmissie simuleert. Het reeds bestaande PROSPECT model,

gebaseerd op het concept van een compacte bladlaag, is hierbij als uit-

gangspunt genomen. Fluspect berekent de emissie van ChlF aan zowel de

beschenen als de achterzijde van het blad, met de invallende hoeveelheid

licht en de ChlF quantumefficiënties (¡eta¿) van beide fotosystemen als invo-

erparameters. De differentiaalvergelijkingen voor stralingstransport in het

blad worden opgelost met een efficient verdubbelingsalgoritme, en door de

eenvoud van de vergelijkingen biedt Fluspect een hoge rekensnelheid. De

resultaten laten zien dat simulaties met Fluspect de tijdens metingen waar-

genomen ChlF spectra goed kunnen benaderen, met name als ChlF wordt

gemeten onder natuurlijk licht. De meeste variatie in ChlF en de reflectie van

verschillende bladeren kon worden verklaard uit veschillen in de concentraties

bladpigment en water, en de bladerdikte, terwijl ¡eta¿ additionele informatie

bleek te bevatten.

In een volgende stap is Fluspect uitgebreid om ook veranderingen in de re-

flectie in het groene deel van het spectrum veroorzaakt door de xanthofylcyclus

(vandaar de naam Fluspect-CX) te kunnen modelleren. De xanthofylcyclus

reguleert de energiestroom naar de fotosynthetische reactiecentra in bladeren.

De verandering in de de-epoxidatie status (DEPS) van bij de xanthofylcyclus

betrokken pigmentstoffen kan worden waargenomen door veranderingen in
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de bladabsorptie van licht met golflengtes tussen 500 en 570 nm. Een blad

zonder stress heeft een DEPS van nul, en een blad volledig onder de stress een

DEPS van één. Het idee achter Fluspect-CX was om het absorptiespectrum

van alle carotenöıden tezamen te calibreren op de twee uiterste toestanden

van xanthofyl de-epoxidatie. Elke tussenliggende toestand wordt dan bes-

chreven als een lineair mengsel van beide uitersten, en de parameter die dit

proces beschrijft is the fotochemische reflectieparameter (Cx). De extreme

absorptiespectra van de carotenöıden zijn bepaald uit optische metingen

afkomstig van diverse verzamelingen gegevens, en de geschatte Cx correleerde

goed met de DEPS van xanthofyl. Bovendien wijzen de resultaten op een

duidelijke relatie tussen Cx en de ’non-photochemical quenching’ (NPQ) van

de fluorescentie, belangrijk voor de laatste stap van deze studie.

In de laatste stap is Fluspect-CX gekoppeld aan een uitgebreid foto-

synthesemodel, waardoor men in staat is het verband tussen fluorescentie,

fotosynthese en warmtedissipatie te verklaren. Beide modellen zijn gekoppeld

via ChlF en de fotochemische reflectie: de producten van het biochemische

model, fluorescentie-efficiëntie en NPQ, konden respectievelijk worden gekop-

peld met ¡eta¿ en Cx. Door het gekoppelde model te inverteren is een nieuwe

methode ontwikkeld voor het bepalen van de parameter fotosynthesecapaciteit

(Vcmax) uit blad-ChlF en -reflectie. Vcmax werd geschat uit hyperspectrale

metingen tijdens het bepalen van de curves van CO2 en lichtrespons van

suikerbieten- en gerstbladeren. De methode kan juiste schattingen geven

van de grootte van Vcmax, in vergelijking met de waarden bepaald uit

gasuitwisselingsmetingen. Het gebruik van een gekoppeld model in plaats

van empirisch afgeleide relaties tussen spectrale en fotosynthetische inform-

atie opent nieuwe wegen naar het bestuderen van het verband tussen het

stralingstransport in bladeren en de onderliggende biochemische processen.

Als een additionele stap is Fluspect-CX in het SCOPE model ingebracht

om het proces op te schalen naar gewasniveau. Voorlopige resultaten wijzen

erop dat hierbij de richtingsafhankelijke en de fysiologische effecten op de

gewasreflectie kunnen worden gescheiden.

Door de twee veelbelovende spectrale indicatoren van efficiënt lichtgebruik

door vegetatie op te nemen in een stralingstransportmodel op bladniveau,

en daardoor beter gebruik te kunnen maken van de informatie die deze

verschaffen door deze te koppelen aan een fotosythesemodel, levert deze studie

een belangrijke bijdrage tot het ontwikkelen van geavanceerde methoden voor

remote sensing van vegetatie.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Historical background

For over three decades, science has been exploring the potential of vegetation

optical properties as a proxy of pigment concentrations, plant phenology,

and photosynthesis. Development of portable and precise spectrometers has

enabled rapid advancements in the field, accompanied by an ever increasing

number of vegetation indices and models that aim to explain the physical

and biological processes affecting the vegetation optical signatures (Hilker

et al., 2008b; Schaepman et al., 2009).

Multi-spectral satellite remote sensing of Earth’s surface began in 1972

with the launch of ERTS-1, later renamed LANDSAT 1. Soon after, a simple

index, known as the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) was

proposed by Rouse Jr et al. (1974) and has been widely used ever since

(Grace et al., 2007). Traditional remote vegetation indices, such as NDVI and

SR (simple ratio) can give information on the density and spatial distribution

of green vegetation and its photosynthetic capacity. For instance, NDVI

correlates well with absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (aPAR), leaf

area index (LAI) and canopy photosynthetic capacity. However, determining

how much of this capacity is actually realized is another matter, because

these indices are very poor indicators of the fine temporal (daily to weekly)

and spectral variations indicative of spectral rate changes. The rates of

photosynthesis can vary significantly during the day or seasonally without

a detectable change in NDVI or canopy structure (Garbulsky et al., 2011;

Running and Nemani, 1988; Sellers, 1987).

Two indicators are known to be directly related to the rates of photo-

synthesis: chlorophyll fluorescence (ChlF) and photochemical reflectance

index (PRI). PRI was devised in the early 1990’s by Gamon et al. (1992).

It was designed as a remote sensing indicator of photosynthetic function

by employing dynamic changes in green reflectance at 531 nm. ChlF is a

weak signal emitted by chlorophyll a of green vegetation, with a typical

double-peaked emission spectrum ranging from 640-850 nm (typical spectra

of leaf ChlF and reflectance are shown in Figure 1.1). For over half a century,

ChlF has been used to investigate the functioning of the photosynthetic

apparatus at the sub-cellular and leaf levels. At first, the measurements of

steady-state ChlF were restricted to laboratories, where it was measured by

the so-called active techniques, involving laser or pulse-amplitude modulation

(PAM) fluorometers. With the development of portable and commercial PAM

instruments, studies of ChlF moved from laboratories to the field, however,

the active measurements still required relative proximity of the measured

sample (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000; Krause and Weis, 1991; Schreiber et al.,

1986).
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1.1. Historical background

The remote sensing of fluorescence is based on the passive measurements

of steady-state solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF). SIF was initially

of major interest to the marine sciences, due to its potential to detect

phytoplankton (Gordon, 1979; Fischer and Schlüssel, 1990; Fischer and

Kronfeld, 1990).
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Figure 1.1: Typical spectra of: incoming solar radiation (left axis, in
black; W m-2µm-1), leaf reflectance (right axis; in green) and solar-induced
chlorophyll fluorescence (right axis, in red; W m-2µm-1sr-1). Particular
colours as we perceive them at certain wavelengths are displayed in the
visible spectrum.

A major finding for remote sensing of terrestrial chlorophyll fluorescence

was a discovery that SIF could be observed from space. A couple of years

back, satellites detected a weak signal from the land surface that turned out

to be SIF of terrestrial vegetation (Frankenberg et al., 2011; Guanter et al.,

2012; Joiner et al., 2011). In the spectrum of the solar radiation reaching the

Earth, there are spectral bands in which the radiation is reduced. A few of

these bands exist within the range of the fluorescence emission, enabling its

detection with airborne- and satellite- based spectrometers (Figure 1.1): the

narrower absorption bands due to absorption of the Sun’s atmosphere (the

so-called Fraunhofer lines), and the wider and deeper absorption features such

as the oxygen absorption bands (O2-B band at 687 nm and the O2-A band

near 760 nm). Particularly O2 bands have been extensively investigated due

to their width and depth, as well as better alignment with the ChlF peaks.
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The signal of SIF is very weak compared to the much larger reflectance signal

(it amounts to only 1-2% of the total light absorbed), and development of

instruments having high spectral and radiometric resolution was key for its

detection (Campbell et al., 2008; Frankenberg et al., 2014; Joiner et al., 2011;

Meroni et al., 2009).

Remote sensing of SIF and PRI offers a direct approach of detecting

short-term changes in functional status of the photosynthetic machinery and

a direct physiology-based measure of global photosynthetic activity. Both

observables are closely connected to the processes of photosynthesis and

thus provide means of measuring, for instance, vegetation stress, before a

significant reduction in chlorophyll content has even occurred (for reviews, see

Ač et al. (2015) and Garbulsky et al. (2011)). Very importantly, they both also

provide the same or better predictions in estimating gross primary production

(GPP) compared to those derived from traditional remotely-sensed vegetation

indices (Zhang et al., 2016; Garbulsky et al., 2011; Wieneke et al., 2016).

Global estimation and monitoring of GPP is crucial for understanding the

carbon cycle and is a critical component of climate change research (Hilker

et al., 2008b).

In fact, the potential of the two indicators proved so promising, that

in November 2015, the FLuorescence EXplorer (FLEX) was selected as

the eighth Earth Explorer mission of the European Space Agency (ESA).

FLEX is a dedicated satellite mission which aims to monitor the steady-state

fluorescence of terrestrial vegetation (Drusch et al., 2017). The satellite,

flying in tandem with Sentinel-3, will carry the FLORIS instrument, which

will retrieve fluorescence at a high spectral resolution of 0.3 nm, a spatial

resolution of 300 m and with a repeat cycle of 27 days.

The Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry and Energy fluxes (SCOPE)

model (Van der Tol et al., 2009) has been developed to study feedbacks

between the energy balance and photosynthesis of the canopy, and their

relation with observed reflectance and fluorescence. The model is the only of

its kind that consists of three modules for reflectance and fluorescence scaling:

simulation of observed fluorescence and reflectance spectra as a function of

leaf chemistry; variations of GPP, fluorescence and reflectance induced by

meteorological conditions and radiative transfer; and energy balance scaling

from leaf to canopy. The model has been used as the main component in an

’end-to-end simulator’ of the FLEX mission.

1.2 Photosynthesis and leaf energy budget

Optical behaviour of vegetation is directly related to the underlying bio-

chemical and physical processes. Photosynthesis is driven by aPAR within
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400–700 nm. During the process of photosynthesis, solar irradiance is first

absorbed by the pigments in the chloroplasts, consisting of chlorophylls and

accessory pigments: carotenes, xanthophylls and chlorophyll b. They are

always associated in a very specific but non-covalent way with structurally

related membrane proteins and together they form light-harvesting (anten-

nae) complexes. These collect light and transfer its energy to the associated

reaction centres: photosystem I (PS-I) with the absorption peak around 680

nm, and photosystem II (PS-II) with the absorption peak around 700 nm.

The transfer of energy from an antenna complex to the reaction centre is a

purely physical phenomenon. In PS-I and PS-II the first chemical reactions

take place, and through a series of electron carriers, followed by carbon

reactions, the photochemistry results in fixation of CO2 and release of oxygen

(Krause and Weis, 1991; Taiz and Zeiger, 2006; Laisk et al., 2014).

However, on an ordinary day, leaves are normally exposed to irradiance

levels that are a lot higher than required for photochemistry. This excess en-

ergy must be effectively dissipated, otherwise there is a risk of photo-inhibitory

damage. For preventing this often irreversible damage to the photosynthetic

apparatus, plants have evolved a variety of efficient photo-adaptive and pho-

toprotective mechanisms, at scales ranging from photosynthetic membranes

to the whole plants (Demmig-Adams and Adams, 2006; Demmig-Adams,

1990; Niyogi, 1999).

On the level of the photosynthetic apparatus, a photon absorbed by a leaf

can be used for photochemistry as described above, it can be dissipated as

heat, or emitted as fluorescence. Under optimal conditions, photochemistry

is very efficient – more than 90% of the absorbed light can be used by

photosynthesis. The two dissipative pathways compete with photochemistry

for the use of the absorbed light – any increase in the efficiency of one will

result in a decrease in the yield of the other two, and the probability of each

depends on biochemical and environmental conditions (Bilger et al., 1989;

Björkman and Demmig-Adams, 1995; Demmig-Adams, 1990).

1.2.1 Chlorophyll fluorescence

Some of the excess photosynthetically active radiation is immediately re-

emitted at longer wavelengths as ChlF (Krause and Weis, 1991). The

fluorescence emission spectrum is characterized by two peaks, one in the red

region (675-690 nm), and another in the far-red region (730-750 nm). Emission

of each of the photosystems contributes to the total emission spectrum:

emission efficiency of PS-I is supposedly relatively stable, while emission

of PS-II is highly variable. It may increase with light stress and decrease

when photosynthesis is limited by other factors (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000;

Porcar-Castell et al., 2014).
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As early as 1959, Kautsky et al. (1960) found an increase in ChlF upon

transferring photosynthetic material from dark to light. This phenomenon

was later explained as a consequence of reduction of specific electron carriers

in the electron transport chain. When an electron acceptor receives an

electron, it has to first pass it on to the next electron carrier before accepting

another. During this short period, the PS-II reactor centre is saturated and

is said to be ‘closed’. When illuminated, reaction centres get progressively

saturated, which affects the overall efficiency of photochemistry, accompanied

by a corresponding increase in fluorescence (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000).

Over a period of a few minutes after reaching the peak, the ChlF levels

usually start falling again: a phenomenon known as fluorescence quenching.

ChlF can be quenched by photochemistry, termed photochemical fluorescence

quenching (PQ), or by the heat dissipation process, termed non-photochemical

fluorescence quenching (NPQ). In a case of a typical plant, a steady state will

be reached in about 15 - 20 minutes (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000; Krause

and Weis, 1984; Ruban, 2016).

Decades of research have shown that ChlF offers one of the most powerful

ways to non-destructively quantify plant photosynthetic and dissipation

activity from leaf to potentially global scale (Verrelst et al., 2016; Wieneke

et al., 2016; Rascher et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014). ChlF was long ago

recognized as a potentially useful remote sensing method for detecting plant

stress (Kooten and Snel, 1990; Weis and Berry, 1988) and has been extensively

explored for various environmental stress factors ever since, such as the effects

of drought and suboptimal temperatures (Dobrowski et al., 2005; Lee et al.,

2013), nitrogen deficiencies Cendrero-Mateo et al. (2015); Tremblay et al.

(2011) and even branch cutting (Richardson and Berlyn, 2002).

1.2.2 NPQ, PRI and the Xanthophyll cycle

The second energy dissipation pathway is a photoprotective mechanism,

where the excess energy is effectively dissipated as heat. In the process

of NPQ, the energy is diverted from reaction centres to the xanthophyll

cycle, which involves an interconversion of three xanthophylls: violaxanthin

via antheraxanthin into zeaxanthin. Under high light levels, the enzyme

violaxanthin deepoxidase is activated and converts violaxanthin to anther-

axanthin and then zeaxanthin. Before this process can occur, quenching

requires a threshold lumen pH - an increase in the proton gradient across the

thylakoid membrane (∆pH). This triggers the dissipation of excess energy as

heat in the light-harvesting complexes associated with PS-II (Ruban, 2016;

Demmig-Adams and Adams III, 1996; Horton et al., 1994). This process

can be observed in practice as dynamic changes in green reflectance with

a peak at about 531 nm (Gamon et al., 1992). It is common to almost all
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photosynthetic eukaryotes and it varies significantly over time in response

to different levels of sunlight and various stresses (Niyogi et al., 1998; Jahns

and Holzwarth, 2012; Demmig-Adams and Adams III, 1996; Demmig-Adams

and Adams, 2006).

Under most conditions pH-dependent energy dissipation (also called

qE) is the major component of NPQ. In some cases state transitions and

photo-inhibition can cause decreases in PS-II fluorescence, and this may also

contribute to what is measured as NPQ. But as the pH-dependent part of

NPQ has a specific kinetics of relaxation (which occurs rapidly in darkness

because of loss of the light-induced ∆pH) it can usually easily be distinguished

from the other potential causes (Krause and Weis, 1991; Niyogi et al., 1998).

Studies have shown that NPQ is linearly correlated with zeaxanthin

formed by the xanthophyll cycle (for reviews, see Demmig-Adams (1990) and

Jahns and Holzwarth (2012)). To define a reflectance-based photosynthetic

index that is directly correlated to the xanthophyll cycle (non-photochemical

quenching) and can provide complementary information on the light use

efficiency (LUE), Gamon et al. (1992) derived the PRI:

PRI =
R531 −Rref
R531 +Rref

. (1.1)

where R531 is reflectance at 531 nm and is affected by the de-epoxidation

of the xanthophyll pigments. The reference waveband is centred at 570 nm,

which remains unaffected by the de-epoxidation reaction. In this way, the

index is also partly normalized for other factors, such as pigment content

and chloroplast movement, that can also affect R531 (Gamon, 1993).

PRI has been shown to correlate with LUE on leaf and canopy scales,

across species and for differences in nutrient levels (Peñuelas et al., 1995;

Evain et al., 2004; Gamon et al., 1997; Garbulsky et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2008;

Magney et al., 2016). It also shows a potential of being useful in satellite

remote sensing, particularly as additional information to ChlF (Drusch et al.,

2017).

1.3 Problem statement

Models are needed in order to interpret the remotely sensed data. Simple

indices using only one or two spectral bands, such as PRI, may be insufficient,

due to the great contamination of the signal by various leaf pigments and

canopy structure (Gitelson et al., 2017). Seasonally, PRI has been shown

to be sensitive to the chlorophyll to carotenoid ratio (Gitelson et al., 2017;

Merlier et al., 2015), and on the canopy level it is highly sensitive to the

directional effects in illumination (Wu et al., 2015; Hilker et al., 2008a).
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Radiative transfer (RT) models have helped in the understanding of

interpretation of vegetation spectral characteristics since the beginning of

optical remote sensing. They are biophysically based and simulate the full

spectrum rather than individual bands. Describing the light interception,

absorption and scattering within a canopy in a biophysical manner has

made it possible to design various indexes, validate them, perform sensitivity

analyses and develop inversion procedures to accurately retrieve vegetation

properties from remotely sensed data (Jacquemoud et al., 2009; Ustin et al.,

2009).

In RT models, leaf pigments are described as a function of their absorption

spectrum and concentrations; they are assumed to be horizontally and

vertically evenly distributed throughout the leaves (Ustin et al., 2009).

Several leaf models have been developed and used since the 1990s to

estimate structural and biochemical properties of leaves. A well-tested,

continuously improved and widely used model is the model PROSPECT

(Leaf Optical Properties Spectra; Jacquemoud and Baret (1990)). Besides

total chlorophylls, it has been extended for total carotenoids (Féret et al.,

2008) and recently also anthocyanins (Féret et al., 2017).

For leaf-level fluorescence, two models have been developed based on

the model PROSPECT: FluorMODleaf (Pedrós et al., 2010) and Fluspect

(Verhoef, 2011). FluorMODleaf was one of the two models, developed as a

part of ESA’s FluorMOD project (Zarco-Tejada, 2005) to simulate SIF in

vegetation; the other being the canopy model FluorSAIL (Verhoef, 2004).

Contrary to FluorMODleaf, in Fluspect fluorescence is included by applying

a doubling algorithm, making it computationally more efficient.

While fluorescence has been successfully implemented into RT models

of the leaf and the canopy, this is not the case for the xanthophyll driven

reflectance dynamics.

Inclusion of both ChlF and PRI into a RT model would allow for studies

of their dynamics, effects of scattering and re-absorption within the leaf and

canopy, as well as separating the directional and structural effects on the

canopy level PRI. Moreover, the RT model can be coupled to models of

photosynthesis, which would provide a unique and comprehensive method to

study relations between the three energy pathways: photochemistry, ChlF

and heat dissipation.

1.4 Research objective

The main objective of this dissertation is to extend the leaf model Flus-

pect to simulate both chlorophyll fluorescence and xanthophyll dependant

reflectance, and explore their potential as methods for remote sensing of leaf
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photosynthesis. The main objective was achieved as a combination of the

following sub-objectives:

1. Improvement and evaluation of Fluspect against datasets with measured

leaf ChlF

2. Implementation of leaf-level photochemical reflectance into Fluspect

3. Coupling of Fluspect to a model of leaf photosynthesis in order to

estimate leaf photosynthetic capacity

1.5 Structure of the thesis

This dissertation consists of five chapters. Besides the introduction and

synthesis, three chapters are published in, or submitted to, an ISI journal.

Each of the published (submitted) chapters addresses one of the above-

mentioned sub-objectives.

Chapter 2, together with appendices A to C, provides a detailed descrip-

tion of the Fluspect model, including its mathematical background. Fluspect

is validated against bi-directional measurements of steady state chlorophyll

fluorescence, measured under both artificial and natural illumination. Its

sensitivity to illumination quality and quantity, as well as leaf structural and

biochemical parameters is assessed.

In Chapter 3, Fluspect is extended to simulate xanthophyll driven

leaf reflectance dynamics via a new parameter Cx, which is a measure for

xanthophyll DEPS. This chapter describes how the model was developed

by using measurements of leaves in a transient, i.e. dark adapted leaves

suddenly exposed to light of a high intensity. Model performance is further

investigated against two additional datasets, and Cx is empirically linked

to NPQ. Chapter 3 also addresses the use, sensitivity and limitations of the

extended model.

In Chapter 4 the output of Chapters 2 and 3, the extended Fluspect,

is combined with a model for leaf photosynthesis in order to estimate the

maximum carboxylation capacity of photosynthesis (V cmax). Different meth-

ods of V cmax retrieval are compared, by using a unique dataset, combining

hyperspectral, pulse-amplitude-modulated and gas exchange measurements.

The sensitivity of the retrieval to each of the indicators is assessed.

Chapter 5 is a Synthesis of the results obtained in this dissertation. It

provides main conclusions and recommendations for future development and

potential applications.
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

2.1 Introduction

Spectroscopy has long been used as a non-invasive technique for the detection

and analysis of plant physiological and anatomical traits (Buschmann and Na-

gel, 1993). Several models have been developed in order to non-destructively

predict the effects of leaf pigment content and internal structure on both

reflectance and transmittance (Ustin et al., 2009). Physically based radiative

transfer models have been developed and modified since the early 1990s.

A few examples include PROSPECT (Leaf Optical Properties Spectra) de-

veloped by Jacquemoud and Baret (1990), LIBERTY (Leaf Incorporating

Biochemistry Exhibiting Reflectance and Transmittance Yields) (Dawson

et al., 1998) and the work of Stuckens et al. (2009).

Besides plant reflectance and transmittance, the emission of plant chloro-

phyll fluorescence (ChlF) has also been demonstrated to be an important

signal. Measurements of solar-induced ChlF (SIF) have introduced a new

remote sensing method for tracking photosynthesis and gross primary pro-

ductivity (GPP) from leaf and canopy to airborne and potentially, satellite

scale (Porcar-Castell et al., 2014; Moreno et al., 2014).

ChlF provides information on the dynamic behaviour of photosynthesis

(for a review, see Porcar-Castell et al. (2014)). The signal originates in

the antennae complexes of photosystems I and II (PS-I and PS-II), and a

green leaf will emit ChlF upon excitation with photosynthetically active

light (wavelengths between 400-700 nm). The ChlF signal is variable and

most of its variability at ambient temperatures has been shown to originate

in photosystem II (Franck et al., 2002). The efficiency of photosynthesis

is regulated and responds to environmental constraints. As most of the

regulation of photosynthesis takes place in PS-II, and because ChlF is mainly

emitted from PS-II, the ChlF signal is a good indicator of the functional

status of photosynthesis and is related to the light use efficiency (LUE) of

photosynthesis (Ač et al., 2015; Hilker et al., 2008b).

Tracking the variability of ChlF over time offers a direct non-destructive

approach to detecting plant stress before the stress results in any significant

reduction in chlorophyll content, both at the leaf and more remote scales

(Campbell et al., 2008; Van Wittenberghe et al., 2013; Frankenberg et al.,

2011; Joiner et al., 2011; Meroni et al., 2009; Rossini et al., 2015). The ChlF

signal has been used to study, for example, seasonal variations (Joiner et al.,

2011; Guanter et al., 2012), the effects of pollutants (Van Wittenberghe

et al., 2013; Eullaffroy and Vernet, 2003), water stress (Panigada et al., 2014;

Dobrowski et al., 2005) and nitrogen deficiencies (Campbell et al., 2008;

Tremblay et al., 2011).

As with reflectance and transmittance, ChlF depends on leaf pigment

content (predominantly chlorophyll concentration, but other constituents

12
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as well) and anatomy. Over the short term (seconds to a few days), we

can assume that leaf biochemical and structural properties do not change.

However, rapid variations in ChlF emission are still observed in response to

changes in incoming light and various stress factors (Ač et al., 2015). These

rapid variations in ChlF are due to variations in the fluorescence quantum

efficiency (η); where η is expressed as a fraction of the radiation absorbed by

the chlorophyll. This efficiency is inversely proportional to the photochemical

(PQ) and non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), derived from measurements

of active ChlF (Krause and Weis, 1984; Demmig et al., 1987). Variations in

the efficiency are usually measured by taking repeated measurements of ChlF

on the same leaf, while exposing the leaf to varying light conditions, CO2

concentrations, air temperatures and humidities (Genty et al., 1989; Weis

and Berry, 1987).

When measuring the solar-induced ChlF (SIF) of natural vegetation

canopies in uncontrolled conditions over longer time scales (several days

to seasons), then leaf biochemistry, structure and η vary together in space

and time (Cogliati et al., 2015). It is then more difficult to retrieve η, leaf

biochemical and structural properties separately (Porcar-Castell et al., 2014).

In several recent publications (Zhang et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2013, 2015),

the SCOPE model (Van der Tol et al., 2009) has been used for this purpose.

SCOPE simulates: radiative transfer in the leaf and canopy; and variations

in the quantum efficiency as affected by various stress factors. SCOPE

consists of several routines that are separate models: some nested and some

executed in cascade. In such a model, equifinality can be a real problem.

Therefore is it useful to evaluate its components separately using controlled

experiments. A model component that simulates leaf ChlF based on a

conventional photosynthesis model has been reported (Van der Tol et al.,

2014), but a separate evaluation of the leaf level radiative transfer component

of the model, named Fluspect, has not been published previously. An early

version was presented in a conference paper (Verhoef, 2011), but since then,

the model has undergone several revisions.

Fluspect is a radiative transfer model that simulates the leaf reflectance,

transmittance and ChlF for a given emission efficiency and a given spectral

shape of ChlF for PS-I and PS-II emission (Miller et al., 2005). It is similar

but computationally simpler, and consequently faster, than the FluorMODleaf

model (Pedrós et al., 2010), which is to our knowledge the only leaf radiative

transfer model for ChlF reported in the literature to date.

The objective of this chapter is to present and evaluate the Fluspect

model. We first describe the latest version of the model, namely Fluspect-B

(Sect. 2.2 and Appendices). This is followed by a description of an experiment

in which data were collected for model performance evaluation (Sect. 2.3.1).
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

The model evaluation is achieved by first retrieving the leaf biochemical

and structural (PROSPECT) parameters from measured reflectance and

transmittance by means of model inversion (Sect. 2.3.2), and consequently

using the retrieved parameters to simulate ChlF (Sect. 2.3.3). In the results

section, we compare the simulated to measured reflectance and transmittance

(Sect. 2.4.1), the retrieved to measured parameters (Sect. 2.4.2), and the

simulated to measured ChlF (Sect. 2.4.3). In Sect. 2.4.4 we show the results

of a sensitivity analysis of the model. Conclusions are presented in Sect. 2.5.

2.2 Model description

Here we present the latest version, called Fluspect-B, implemented in Matlab

and published under GNU General Public License at https://github.com

/christiaanvandertol. Fluspect-B parameters, together with their range and

standard values, are defined in Table 2.1.

The model takes the PROSPECT model (Jacquemoud et al., 2009) as

its starting point to compute the two fluorescence matrices g (backward

direction, that is ChlF detected from the leaf side turned toward the light

source, and in this study we exclusively illuminated the adaxial leaf side)

and f (forward direction, i.e. ChlF detected from the leaf side turned away

from the light source; in this study, the abaxial leaf side) by means of a

fast doubling method. During this doubling process also leaf reflectance and

transmittance are reproduced. This was done by applying the Kubelka-Munk

(KM) theory of diffuse scattering and absorption to the whole leaf (Kubelka

and Munk, 1931). The starting doubling equations are just an expression

of the KM differential equations with fluorescence effects added. After 15

doubling steps the reflectance and transmittance spectra are obtained, which

are identical to those of PROSPECT, while the fluorescence matrices are

obtained as useful by-products.

In Fluspect-B, the doubling algorithm that generates the fluorescence

matrices of the leaf is no longer applied to the complete leaf as computed

with PROSPECT, but only to the leaf mesophyll layer, which is obtained

after ”removing” the top and bottom leaf-air interfaces. The reflectance and

transmittance (ρ and τ) of this mesophyll layer are now taken as the starting

point to calculate the KM scattering and absorption coefficients, and these

are applied along with the fluorescence spectra of photosystems I and II as a

basis for the doubling algorithm. The outcomes of the doubling algorithm

are reflectance and transmittance ρ and τ , plus the fluorescence matrices g

and f , for the backward and forward fluorescence of the leaf mesophyll layer,

respectively. In the last step, these internal leaf fluorescence matrices are

modified to include again the effects of the leaf-air interfaces.
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2.2. Model description

In the first version of Fluspect (Verhoef, 2011), the model showed discrep-

ancies with FluorMODleaf (Pedrós et al., 2010), especially when fluorescence

was plotted as a function of the chlorophyll content, but this problem has

been resolved as follows.

Table 2.1: Fluspect input parameters

Parameter Symbol Range Standard value Unit Reference Origin

Chlorophyll a+b content Cab 0-100 40 µg cm-2 Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Total carotenoid content Ccar 0-30 5 µg cm-2 Féret et al. (2008) PROSPECT

Water content Cw 0-0.4 0.009 cm Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Dry matter content Cdm 0-0.5 0.012 g cm-2 Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Leaf mesophyll structure parameter N 1-4 1.5 - Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Senescence material (brown pigments) Cs 0-0.6 0 fraction Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Fluorescence quantum efficiency for PS-I ηI 0-0.2 0.002 - Miller et al. (2005) Fluspect

Fluorescence quantum efficiency for PS-II ηII 0-0.2 0.01 - Miller et al. (2005) Fluspect

2.2.1 PROSPECT background

The model PROSPECT is based on the concept of a so-called compact leaf

and it uses the so-called plate theory (Allen et al., 1969) to describe radiative

transfer at the surface and inside plant leaves. Only diffuse fluxes in backward

and forward direction are considered in this theory.

Throughout the chapter, the flux interactions are illustrated with boxes

and circles, where a square box stands for incident radiation and a circle for

reflected or transmitted radiation. The boxes and circles are connected by

arrows that indicate the direction of flow, and a symbol next to the arrow

indicates the corresponding reflectance or transmittance. Forward fluxes are

placed on the left and backward fluxes on the right. Since reflection always

takes place at the same vertical level (that is, for a horizontal plate), and

transmission goes from a certain level to one level lower or higher, reflections

are indicated by horizontal arrows and transmissions by vertical arrows.

Circles and boxes connected by solid bars refer to one and the same vertical

level.

Fig.2.1 illustrates the interactions between the fluxes if a single layer is

illuminated by forward flux at the top and backward flux at the bottom.

There are two reflectances, one at the top (Rt) and one at the bottom (Rb),

and two transmittances, one forward (Td) and one backward (Tu).

The interface between two media of different refraction index has no

thickness, but will yet be considered as a layer too. A diffusing layer may

be bounded by two interfaces to the surrounding air, one at the top and

one at the bottom, so that optically it will be described by three layers in

total. An example of this is given in Fig.2.2.a, which illustrates a diffusing

layer bounded by two leaf-air interfaces, and where each optical layer is

described by two reflectances (one at the top and one at the bottom) and
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

two transmittances (backward and forward). The vertical levels are simply

indicated here by the numbers 0, 1, 2, and 3. The forward and backward

fluxes are indicated by E− and E+, respectively.

Figure 2.1: Two incident fluxes (boxes) producing reflected and transmit-
ted fluxes (circles). The boxes and circles are connected by arrows that
indicate the direction of flow, and a symbol next to the arrow indicates the
corresponding reflectance or transmittance.

A compact leaf is a leaf that has two leaf-air interfaces, but the internal

leaf mesophyll layer consists only of absorbing materials (as presented in

Fig.2.2a), namely chlorophylls, carotenoids, water, dry matter and brown

pigments, so that scattering and therefore also reflectance are absent. Note

that the obtained R and T are dependant on assumed optical properties of

these absorbing materials, used in the model as optical parameters.

However, applying PROSPECT to simulate leaves with varying optical

properties has led to the conclusion that the compact leaf is not sufficient to

capture all spectral variability. Therefore, the non-compact leaf is applied

(Gausman et al., 1970; Allen et al., 1970), which consists of a pile of more than

one layer (namely N) of compact leaves, where N can also be non-integer.

In the latter case, the Stokes equations are used to derive the reflectance and

transmittance of a sub layer of N -1 leaves thick (Fig.2.2c). The N parameter

in PROSPECT is very important since it can capture the variability of

leaf optical properties due to differences in leaf internal scattering and leaf

thickness. Finally, the PROSPECT result is obtained by combining the

compact top layer with the N -1 compact layers underneath, giving the final

total reflectance Rt and total transmittance Tt, as illustrated in Fig.2.2.

The subscripts of the corresponding reflectance (R) or transmittance (T )

indicate either the cone incident angle (α), a sub layer (sub) or the order

of the involved media, for instance, the subscripts ”12” indicate that the

respective reflectance or transmittance corresponds with a transition of the

light from medium 1 (air) to medium 2 (leaf). In the PROSPECT model use

is made of the function ”tav”, which stands for ”transmittance average”, and

which can be calculated for any given cone incidence angle α. This function

calculates the transmittance of a non-absorbing rough surface. Traditionally

(and also in Fluspect) one takes α = 59°(40°in PROSPECT-5, (Féret et al.,

2008)) for the light incident on the leaf from the outside, whereas for the

internal diffuse light one takes α = 90°. We acknowledge, that this is a
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2.2. Model description

fundamental simplification, as the real BRDF characteristics of leaves are

complex and greatly influence leaf reflectance (Jacquemoud and Ustin, 2001).
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Figure 2.2: Flux interaction diagram for (a) a compact leaf as defined in
PROSPECT, simplified into (b) a single additional sub-layer and defined as
(c) N -1 sub-layers (Stokes equations). The boxes and circles are connected
by arrows that indicate the direction of flow, and a symbol next to the arrow
indicates the corresponding reflectance or transmittance. Circles and boxes
connected by solid bars refer to one and the same vertical level.

2.2.2 Mesophyll reflectance and transmittance

The first step in the whole procedure is the calculation of mesophyll layer

reflectance and transmittance, called ρ and τ of the mesophyll layer, from

the given PROSPECT leaf reflectance and transmittance (Rt and Tt) and

the optical properties of the leaf-air interfaces. Since this element is entirely

novel, it is described in some more detail. For this, we use Fig.2.3, which

illustrates how Rt and Tt are related to ρ and τ .

The effect of the top leaf-air interface is shown in the two right-most

diagrams (Fig.2.3b,c), where the reflectance of the background, i.e. the leaf

without the leaf-air interface, is indicated by Rb. By adding the leaf-air

interface to this background we obtain the new reflectance Rt , given by

Rt = rα +
tαRbt21

1− r21Rb
(2.1)
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Figure 2.3: Flux interaction diagram for (a) a leaf layer with top and
bottom border air-leaf interfaces and derived relations between PROSPECT
reflectance and transmittance Rt and Tt and reflectance and transmittance
of the leaf mesophyll layer, ρ and τ . Diagram (b) depicts the leaf without
the leaf-air interface, indicated by Rb and (c) adds the leaf-air interface to
this background to obtain the new reflectance Rt. The boxes and circles are
connected by arrows that indicate the direction of flow, and a symbol next to
the arrow indicates the corresponding reflectance or transmittance. Circles
and boxes connected by solid bars refer to one and the same vertical level.

This equation can be easily inverted to obtain Rb from given Rt and some

other elementary optical quantities of PROSPECT, which gives

Rb =
Rt − rα

tαt21 + (Rt − rα)r21
. (2.2)

The total leaf transmittance Tt of the leaf is found by using Fig.2.3 and

assuming E+(3) = 0 and E−(0) = 1. This gives

E−(1) =
tα

1−Rbr21
, E−(2) =

τ

1− ρr21
E−(1), (2.3)

and finally

E−(3) = t21E
−(2). (2.4)

so the total transmittance is the product

Tt =
tα

1−Rbr21

τ

1− r21ρ
t21. (2.5)

Writing

Z =
Tt(1−Rbr21)

tαt21
=

τ

1− r21ρ
, (2.6)
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2.2. Model description

we obtain a linear equation in ρ and τ which reads

(1− r21ρ)Z = τ, or τ + r21Zρ = Z. (2.7)

Note that Z as well as Rb can be obtained from elementary optical

quantities in PROSPECT. Since Rb can also be expressed in ρ and τ by

Rb = ρ+
τ2r21

1− r21ρ
= ρ+ τr21Z (2.8)

we obtain another linear equation in ρ and τ which reads

r21Zτ + ρ = Rb, (2.9)

so we now have two linear equations in ρ and τ , which can be easily solved

to yield

τ =
1−Rbr21

1− (r21Z)2
Z ; ρ =

Rb − r21Z
2

1− (r21Z)2
. (2.10)

2.2.3 Effects of border interfaces on fluorescence

Although the calculation of the border effects on the fluorescence matrices

is the last step of the model, it is described here since the same quantities

as used in the previous section are used here again. From here onwards,

excitation and fluorescence fluxes are symbolized using the letters E and F ,

respectively, and subscripts e and f are be used to indicate the wavelengths

of excitation and fluorescence, respectively. As in Fig.2.3, the vertical levels

corresponding to the top and the bottom of the mesophyll layer are 1 and

2. ChlF emitted from the leaf mesophyll layer can thus be described by the

equations

F−(2) = fE−(1) + gE+(2) (2.11)

F+(1) = gE−(1) + fE+(2) (2.12)

After incorporating the leaf-air interfaces at the top and the bottom,

we apply similar equations, in which we use double-primed fluorescence

quantities and the vertical levels are 0 and 3 instead of 1 and 2:

F−(3) = f ′′E−(0) + g′′E+(3) (2.13)

F+(0) = g′′E−(0) + f ′′E+(3) (2.14)

As derived in Appendix C, the double-primed backward and forward

fluorescence quantities are given by

f ′′ = Xe[(Ye + Yf )g + (1 + YeYf )f ]Xf (2.15)

g′′ = Xe[(1 + Ye + Yf )g + (Ye + Yf )f ]Xf (2.16)
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

where

Xλ =
t21λ

1− r21λRbλ
, Yλ =

τλr21λ

1− ρλr21λ
, (λ = e, f). (2.17)

It can be concluded that the effects of the border interfaces on the leaf

mesophyll fluorescence matrices are easy to implement.

2.2.4 The doubling method

The doubling algorithm is a powerful tool for the calculation of radiative

transfer in a homogeneous medium. It can easily be extended to include

fluorescence and therefore it has been selected as the method applied in

Fluspect to calculate the fluorescence matrices f and g of the leaf mesophyll

layer.

In the doubling method we work with a small quantity ε, which represents

the fraction of the total optical thickness of the layer to be simulated. If the

whole layer is divided into a large number 2n of thin and optically identical

sub layers, then ε = 2−n, where n is the number of doubling steps to be

applied. When applied to the Kubelka-Munk differential equations, radiative

transfer for a single layer without considering fluorescence is approximated

by

E−(1) = [1− (k + s)ε]E−(0) + sεE+(1), (2.18)

E+(0) = sεE−(0) + [1− (k + s)ε]E+(1) (2.19)

where k is the absorption coefficient and s the backscattering coefficient. For

a homogeneous and optically thick layer we may define the reflectance ρ and

the transmittance τ by

E−(b) = τE−(t) + ρE+(b) (2.20)

E+(t) = ρE−(t) + τE+(b) (2.21)

where b and t indicate the bottom and the top of the layer, respectively.

Since the Kubelka-Munk system has an analytical solution, the relationship

between k and s on one hand and ρ and τ on the other is known and given

by the equations

ρ =
r∞(1− e−2m)

1− r2∞e−2m
; τ =

(1− r2
∞)e−m

1− r2∞e−2m
, (2.22)

where m =
√
k(k + 2s) and r∞ =

k + s−m
s

=
s

k + s+m
. (2.23)

However, in order to establish the starting equations (Eqs.2.18 and 2.19)

of the doubling procedure, we need to derive the absorption and scattering
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coefficients k and s from given ρ and τ . The solution of this equation is given

in Appendix B, and the result is given by

s =
2a

a2 − 1
ln b; k =

a− 1

a+ 1
ln b, (2.24)

where

a =
1 + ρ2 − τ2 +

√
D

2ρ
; b =

1− ρ2 + τ2 +
√
D

2τ
; (2.25)

D = (1− ρ+ τ)(1 + ρ− τ)(1− ρ− τ)(1 + ρ+ τ). (2.26)

To include ChlF in the doubling algorithm, we express the hemispherical

fluorescence for a single elementary layer at the start of the procedure by

ϕ = 0.5ηφ(λf )kChl(λe)σ(λe, λf ), (2.27)

where η is the fluorescence quantum efficiency in radiation energy units, φ is

the fluorescence spectral distribution function in nm-1 at photosystem level,

kChl is the absorption optical thickness, also taken as the excitation spectrum

of the chlorophyll in the leaf mesophyll layer, and σ is a sigmoid function

given by

σ(λe, λf ) =
1

1 + exp[(λe − λf )/10)]
(2.28)

This function is used to suppress the so-called anti-Stokes fluorescence.

It goes to zero if the wavelength of excitation largely exceeds the wavelength

of fluorescence.

To incorporate fluorescence in the doubling method, for the fluorescence

wavelength Eqs.2.18 and 2.19 are modified into

F−(1) = [1− (kf + sf )ε]F−(0) + sfεF
+(1) + ϕεE−(0) + ϕεE+(1),

(2.29)

F+(0) = sfεF
−(0) + [1− (kf + sf )ε]F+(1) + ϕεE−(0) + ϕεE+(1),

(2.30)

and for the excitation wavelength we write as before

E−(1) = [1− (ke + se)ε]E
−(0) + seεE

+(1), (2.31)

E+(0) = seεE
−(0) + [1− (ke + se)ε]E

+(1). (2.32)

These equations form the basis under the doubling procedure with fluor-

escence included. A doubling step consists in combining two identical layers

and calculating the reflectance, transmittance, backward fluorescence and
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

forward fluorescence of the combined layer. With the initial equations, given

by

rλ = sλε; tλ = 1− (kλ + sλ)ε; fλ = ϕλε; gλ = ϕλε; (λ = e, f)

(2.33)

the resulting doubling step is expressed by

xλ =
tλ

1− r2
λ

; t′λ = tλxλ, r′λ = rλ(1 + t′λ), (λ = e, f). (2.34)

f ′ = f(xe + xf ) + gxexf (re + rf ) (2.35)

g′ = g[1 + xexf (1 + rerf )] + f(xere + xfrf ) (2.36)

where the primed quantities refer to the newly formed double layer.

These equations, which are derived in Appendix A, are still relatively

simple, which explains the high computational speed of the doubling algorithm

for the calculation of fluorescence. A full calculation of the four excitation-

fluorescence matrices (backward and forward matrices for both photosystems

PS-I and PS-II) at 1 nm spectral resolution with Matlab takes only about 0.1

sec on an average PC. The optimum number of doubling steps depends on the

machine floating point precision and the required accuracy. A small number

of doubling steps leads to a low numerical precision in the approximation

of the differential equations of radiative transfer. On the other hand, a

large number of doubling steps leads to a very small value of ε, and for the

given floating point machine precision this may lead to a relative inaccurate

difference between the transmittance and unity at the start of the algorithm.

For 32-bit floating point numbers it turns out that 15 doubling steps gives a

fair compromise between both criteria mentioned.

2.2.5 Implementation of Fluspect in SCOPE

In this chapter Fluspect is used independently, but for a broader understand-

ing it is useful to briefly address the implementation of Fluspect in the canopy

radiative transfer and energy balance model SCOPE (Van der Tol et al.,

2009). In SCOPE, Fluspect is executed first, and the output of reflectance,

transmittance and ChlF matrices f and g are stored for later use in the

radiative transfer and energy balance routines for the whole canopy. This

procedure is accurate for reflectance and transmittance, as long as pigment

concentrations and structure are uniform throughout the canopy. However,

the ChlF matrices f ′ and g′ are not uniform, because the fluorescence emission

efficiencies ηI and ηII depend on the efficiency of competing quenching mech-

anisms of photochemical quenching (PQ) and non-photochemical quenching
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(NPQ), which in turn depend on quantities that vary in the canopy: leaf

temperature, illumination and carboxylation capacity (Van der Tol et al.,

2014). Because the matrices f ′ and g′ scale linearly with η, it is not necessary

to run Fluspect for all leaves separately. It is sufficient to correct f ′ and

g′ (of PS-II) for the effects of PQ and NPQ per leaf, by multiplying them

by a coefficient ηII/ηII(0) afterwards, where ηII(0) is the default value, and

ηII is calculated as function of PQ and NPQ separately for each leaf in the

canopy following Van der Tol et al. (2014). With the corrected f ′ and g′, the

ChlF emission by sunlit and shaded leaves of different orientation and optical

depth in the canopy is calculated. The re-absorption and scattering of the

emitted ChlF in the canopy is calculated by a separate radiative transfer

routine (Van der Tol et al., 2009).

2.3 Methodology

We compared simulations of the Fluspect model to measurements of reflect-

ance, transmittance and ChlF spectra for plants grown in a greenhouse. The

experiment (Section 2.3.1) was designed to maximize between plant differ-

ences in pigment content. This enabled us to verify the simulated dependence

of ChlF on pigment content using the procedure as sketched in Figure 2.4:

by first fitting the model to observed reflectance and transmittance, and next

comparing simulated to observed ChlF (Section 2.3.2).

2.3.1 Experimental setup

A total number of 96 pots of barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and sugar beet

(Beta vulgaris L.) were grown in a greenhouse under controlled conditions in

Reflectance
Transmittance

(Sect.
2.3.1 and

2.4.1)

Fluspect−1

(Sect.2.3.2)

Leaf pigments
and structure
(Sect.2.4.2)

Destructively
measured

pigments and
structure

(Sect.2.3.1)

Fluspect
(Sect.2.2)

Chlorophyll
fluorescence

(Sect.
2.3.3 and

2.4.3)

Measured
ChlF

(Sect.2.3.1)

Figure 2.4: Fluspect model evaluation process. Leaf pigment contents
and structural properties were retrieved from reflectance and transmittance
(the superscript ’-1’ denotes model retrieval or inversion), followed by the
simulation of ChlF. Both retrieved parameters and simulated ChlF were
compared to measurements.
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Forschungszentrum Jülich between December 2013 and March 2014. Because

daylight hours were too short and many days were cloudy, the natural

light was complemented with artificial light from growth lamps for 15 hours

per day, from 6 am to 9 pm, such that the total light intensity remained

relatively stable throughout the day. The plants were grown under three

different light conditions (16 pots per treatment per species). A portion of

the pots was grown under full light conditions (HL treatment) with incoming

photosynthetically active radiation (iPAR) of about 1000 µmol photons m-2

s-1 (measured in the greenhouse with Li-190SL), and the other two portions

under reduced light, by covering them either with one (OC treatment, filtering

out about 60% of full iPAR) or two layers of shade cloth (DC treatment,

filtering out about 85% of full iPAR), to provoke differences in leaf pigment

content and acclimation of photosynthesis to light conditions. When the

plants were fully grown, a part of the pots grown under full light were exposed

to water deficits (D treatment).

2.3.1.1 Reflectance, transmittance and chlorophyll fluorescence measurements

Measurements were taken on the leaves of intact plants using one or two

healthy and fully developed leaves per pot. Due to insufficient growth of

sugar beet under lower light intensities, measurements of sugar beet were

only performed on plants grown in full light conditions. The measurements

were carried out using artificial excitation light, except for one sunny day in

March, when measurements were taken outdoor in full sunlight on a few high

light (HL) adapted barley leaves and a few samples from the water deficit

(D) group.

The setup consisted of a spectroradiometer (FieldSpec 4, ASD Inc) con-

nected to a FluoWat leaf clip (Alonso et al., 2007), through an optical fibre.

The portable FluoWat leaf clip enables one to discriminate the emitted ChlF

from the reflected and transmitted light by consecutive measurements using

unfiltered and filtered incident light. A short-pass filter can be slotted into the

opening for incident light, which cuts off the incoming light spectrum between

650 and 850 nm. We used a TechSpec OD4 short-pass filter (Edmund Optics

GmbH, Germany). The leaf is positioned in the leaf clip, normally with its

adaxial side facing the light source. The measurements are taken on either

side of the leaf, such that the ’forward’ and ’backward’ ChlF signal (650 to

850 nm) are measured. A standard reflectance panel is used to estimate the

incident (unfiltered, I) and the filtered (If ) incident radiation and the exact

transmittance of the filter. For more details on the FluoWat leaf clip, see

Van Wittenberghe et al. (2013). The samples were illuminated by a cold light

lamp (KL 2500 LCD, SCHOTT B.V., The Netherlands) as an artificial and

constant light source to collect indoor measurements under 5 different light
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intensities, with iPAR ranging from 100 to 700 µmol photons m-2 s-1. When

measuring the spectra at different light intensities, we marked the position

of the leaf clip on the leaf, to keep the measurement position constant. An

example of the data obtained from the FluoWat is presented in Fig. 2.5.

The transmittance of the filter (τf ), the apparent (i.e. including fluorescence

contribution) reflectance (Ra) and transmittance (T a), the backward (F u)

and forward fluorescence (F d) were calculated as:

τf =
If
I

(2.37)

Ra =
Eu
I

(2.38)

Ta =
Ed
I

(2.39)

Fu =
Euf − Euτf

1− τf
(2.40)

Fd =
Edf − Edτf

1− τf
(2.41)

The true reflectance (R) and transmittance (T ) were calculated as:

R = Ra for wl < 650 nm and for wl > 850 nm (2.42)

R = Ra − Fu for 650 nm < wl < 850 nm (2.43)

T = Ta for wl < 650 nm for wl > 680 nm (2.44)

T = Ta − Fu for 650 nm < wl < 850 nm (2.45)

It should be noted that the measurements below 660 nm are unreliable

due to the cut-off filter’s characteristics. Between approximately 650 and 660

nm, the filter has an ’opening’, which causes a sharp rise in the measured

ChlF spectrum. Thus this is not ChlF, but a measurement artefact.

Unlike solar light, the artificial light was not fully collimated. This caused

additional scattering in the opening of the FluoWat clip, which affected

our estimate of the filter transmittance and thus ChlF. To correct for this

contamination, we retrieved the true τf
* and a down-scaling factor α. Three

additional measurements were taken at the intensity of about 700 µmol

photons m-2 s-1: white reference without filter while keeping the plastic

holder on (Ih), white reference without filter and without the plastic holder

(Ie) and white reference with the filter (I*). These measurements were used

to calculate the true τf
* and a down-scaling factor α:

τ∗f =
I∗

Ih
(2.46)

α =
Ih
Ie

(2.47)
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Figure 2.5: Representation of a measurements sequence. Top from left
to right: incident light at 5 intensities, incident filtered light, and the ratio
between filtered and unfiltered incident light (the transmittance of the filter).
Bottom from left to right: true reflectance and 1-transmittance, ChlF in the
backward direction (i.e. from the top of the leaf), and ChlF in the forward
direction.

Finally, ChlF was retrieved:

Fu =
Euf − Eu α τ∗f

1− τ∗f
(2.48)

Fd =
Edf − Ed α τ∗f

1− τ∗f
(2.49)

2.3.1.2 Destructive measurements of leaf biochemical and structural properties

We cut circles with diameter of 9 mm for further determination of specific

leaf area (SLA [cm2 mg-1]), leaf water content (Cw [g cm-2]), dry matter

content (Cdm [g cm-2]) and relative dry matter content (LDMC, leaf dry

mass/fresh mass) of the sampled leaves. Total chlorophyll (Cab [µg cm-2]) and

carotenoid (Ccar [µg cm-2]) content was determined with UV-VIS spectroscopy

(Uvikon XL, Bio-tec instruments) by 100% acetone extraction according to

(Lichtenthaler and Buschmann, 2001).

2.3.2 Retrieval of model parameters

We used reflectance and transmittance data of 23 barley leaves (of which 9

were also measured outdoors) and 11 sugar beet leaves, in the spectral range

from 400 nm to 1800 nm for parameter retrieval. Data of each leaf sample

were used separately in the model simulations.
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2.3. Methodology

The retrieved parameters were chlorophyll (Cab), carotenoid (Ccar), leaf

water (Cw), dry matter (Cdm) and senescent material (Cs, brown pigments)

content, and leaf mesophyll structure parameter (N). The two remaining

parameters, notably fluorescence quantum efficiency for PS-I and PS-II (ηI

and ηII), which have no effect on reflectance and transmittance, were retrieved

separately.

The structural parameters were obtained after fitting the modelled R and

T spectra to measurements at one light intensity (iPAR = 300 µmol photons

m-2 s-1). The two fluorescence quantum efficiency parameters, ηI and ηII,

were retrieved at all light intensities, while keeping structural parameters

constant at their retrieved values. A trust-region algorithm was applied in

Matlab using the built-in function ’lsqnonlin’ to quantify a cost function.

The stopping criteria were an insignificant change in parameter values and a

minimum improvement in the cost function of 10−6; iteration stopped when

one of these criteria were met. The algorithm provided optimised parameters

once for each leaf. The choice of starting values did not affect the result,

indicating that local minima did not occur because the spectral effect of each

parameter was sufficiently distinct. The following cost function was applied:

C = (M − S)2 (2.50)

where M is the measured spectrum in the form of a vector and S the

corresponding simulation re-sampled to the resolution of the ASD FieldSpec

4 bands.

The parameters were retrieved by fitting just reflectance, just trans-

mittance, and by fitting both at the same time. The results of the three

alternative procedures were compared to each other. The retrieved parameter

values were compared to corresponding destructive measurements of the same

leaves by calculating the root mean-squared error (RMSE) and Pearson’s

correlation coefficient (R2) as measures for the goodness-of-fit. It should

be noted that this is only an indicative comparison as the parameters of

a radiative transfer model may not be directly comparable to measurable

quantities.

Error propagation in the retrieval of parameters and the simulation of

ChlF was carried using the Jacobian (J) of the model. The uncertainty in

the parameters ∆p was estimated as1:

E(∆p∆p>) = (J>RTJRT )−1σ2
r , (2.51)

where the standard deviations of the retrieved parameters (σp) are found as

the square roots of the diagonal elements of this matrix. JRT is a matrix with

1The equation was corrected after the publication of this chapter. For a full derivation
of Eq. 2.51 refer to Chapter 3.
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

the partial derivatives of the reflectance or transmittance at each wavelength

(rows) to each parameter (columns). σr represents the standard deviation

of the measurements due to the measurement noise, for which we used the

value of the signal mean divided by the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 500.

The uncertainty in the simulated ChlF was then calculated from ∆p as:

∆F = JFσp (2.52)

where JF is a matrix with the partial derivatives of the ChlF at each

wavelength (rows) to each parameter (columns).

2.3.3 Backward and forward chlorophyll fluorescence simulations

The optimised parameters obtained at a light intensity of iPAR = 300 µmol

photons m-2 s-1 by fitting both R and T simultaneously, were further used

to simulate forward and backward ChlF at all light intensities. The filtered

incident light spectrum of each measurement was provided as the incident

light input parameter. In these simulations it was assumed that the emission

efficiency of ChlF was a constant, hence ηI and ηII for photosystems I and II

were kept constant. We maintained them at the default values for both species:

0.001 and 0.02, for ηI and ηII, respectively. Because these efficiencies were

kept constant, the simulated ChlF should be proportional to the illumination

intensity. Comparison between measured and modelled ChlF at different

light intensities then reveals possible variations in emission efficiency.

Simulated and measured spectra of ChlF at the two peaks were compared

to each other by calculating the RMSE and R2. Next, differences between

treatments were evaluated for both species. In case of comparing two treat-

ments, HL and D, a two-tailed t-test was used. Comparison between all

treatments for barley was performed by using a one-way ANOVA test.

As a final step, the efficiencies ηI and ηII were fitted to each observation

of ChlF separately at all light intensities, by including the measured ChlF

spectra in the cost function. During this procedure, we kept other parameter

values constant at optimised values obtained at a light intensity of iPAR

= 300 µmol photons m-2 s-1 by fitting both R and T simultaneously. This

enabled us to investigate, how the emission efficiencies vary between the

species, treatment, light intensity, and with light quality (i.e. artificial light

versus natural solar light).

2.4 Results and discussion

In this section we compare measured and simulated reflectance and ChlF

spectra (obtained for both artificial and natural sunlight), measured and
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2.4. Results and discussion

retrieved PROSPECT parameters, and we evaluate the model performance

to reproduce variations in ChlF due to variations in PROSPECT parameters.

2.4.1 Reflectance and transmittance

In Table 2.2 we show the RMSE in-between the spectra measured at 5

different light intensities, and between the simulated spectrum and the 5

measured spectra, for both species. For this comparison, spectra were divided

into 3 bands: VIS (400 - 700 nm), NIR1 (700 - 1000 nm, which is where the

range of the second detector of the ASD ends) and NIR2 (1000 - 1800 nm).

The RMSEs between measured spectra indicate the reproducibility of the

measurements. The low values in the VIS (less than 0.025) indicate good

reproducibility. However, the RMSEs in the NIR regions display values up

to 0.09, possibly either due to measurement error or the artificial light’s

properties. In the NIR region of some measurements, the sum of R and T

spectra exceeds one. Leaves with either a higher quantity of trichoma or/and

an increased cuticle thickness are known to have a non-lambertian reflectance

(Slaton et al., 2001; Woolley, 1971). This effect, together with scattering

within the chamber may have been responsible for an overestimate of R. When

tuning simultaneously for both R and T spectrum, this overestimate may

cause an inaccurate estimation of model parameters that affect reflectance

in the NIR region, notably Cs and Cw. The effect on Cab and Ccar, which

were of most interest for this study, is limited.

Table 2.2: (a) RMSE of measured reflectance (R) and transmittance (T )
spectra shown for all leaves of barley and sugar beet, measured indoors. Spec-
tra measured at 5 different light intensities were compared to the spectrum
measured at 200 µmol photons m-2 s-1, (b) RMSE of simulated compared
to measured (at iPAR = 200 µmol photons m-2 s-1) R and T spectra. The
following spectral regions were distinguished: VIS (400 - 700 nm), NIR1 (700
- 1000 nm, which is where the range of the second detector of the ASD ends)
and NIR2 (1000 - 1800 nm).

Band Spectrum (a) Barley Sugar beet (b) Barley Sugar beet

VIS(400 - 700 nm) R 0.025 0.018 0.032 0.023

T 0.018 0.011 0.022 0.015

NIR1(700 - 1000 nm) R 0.089 0.083 0.076 0.082

T 0.094 0.077 0.080 0.074

NIR2(1000 - 1800 nm) R 0.079 0.073 0.070 0.074

T 0.094 0.073 0.084 0.074

The RMSEs of modelled compared to measured spectra indicate the

model performance. The spectral RMSEs for the VIS are generally less

than 0.03, indicating good spectrum reconstruction (Jacquemoud et al.,

1996) for both reflectance and transmittance. Also, the values are generally
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

comparable to RMSEs between measurements, indicating that the model

fit was acceptable. It should be noted that fitting the model does not

result in an exact match between model and measurements. This is due to

the fact that the optical properties of the absorbing materials (Cab, Cdm
etc.) are prescribed inputs spectra of the model. They were not tuned to

the measurements, and therefore, some spectral mismatch can remain after

retrieving the concentrations (but not the spectral shapes) of the absorbing

materials.

An example of measured reflectance and transmittance spectra, optimised

for either reflectance and transmittance or both simultaneously, is represented

in Fig.2.6. The measured spectra show typical characteristics of a plant leaf,

with R and T being low in the VIS and high in the NIR region. The two

leaves compared in the figure differ in Cab concentrations. The leaf with lower

Cab concentration has higher R and T in the VIS region. The general effects

of leaf pigment content and leaf structure on R and T of leaves has been

extensively studied before (Gitelson et al., 1998; Demarez, 1999; Gitelson

et al., 2003) and complies with our findings, but is not the focus of this study.
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Figure 2.6: Reflectance and transmittance spectra, where parameters were
optimised to best reproduce measured transmittance, reflectance, or both
simultaneously, for one barley leaf (a) grown at high light, with measured
ChlF concentration of Cab = 35 µg cm-2, measured under iPAR = 328 µmol
photons m-2 s-1), and (b) grown under double cloth, with measured ChlF
concentration of Cab = 18 µg cm-2, measured under iPAR = 344 µmol
photons m-2 s-1).
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2.4. Results and discussion

2.4.2 Parameter retrievals

Parameters obtained by destructive analysis (Cab, Ccar, Cdm and Cw) were

compared to the attributable retrieved PROSPECT parameters (Fig.2.7).

Supporting statistical data is shown in Table 2.3. Retrieved PROSPECT Cab

parameter for barley is in a strong agreement with destructive measurements

for barley (R2 ranges from 0.69 to 0.75 with RMSE of approximately 3

to 5.5 µg cm-2 for the three tuning options). On the other hand, the R2

for sugar beet reaches a maximum value of only 0.36, most likely due to

the narrow range of variation of experimental data. However, RMSEs are

similar for both species. Compared to other parameter retrieval methods,

our results for barley provide a fairly good estimate for Cab concentrations,

with encouragingly low RMSE values. Different approaches, for example

PROSPECT inversion according to Demarez (1999) and Jacquemoud et al.

(1996) and a regression algorithm based on the Gaussian Processes by Van

Wittenberghe et al. (2014), gave similar results for goodness-of-fit and the

RMSE values for retrieved versus measured Cab concentrations.

Table 2.3: Statistical data supporting Fig.2.7. R2 and RMSE are rep-
resented per species and for all samples (including barley leaves measured
outdoors) for each of the optimised Fluspect parameters versus their meas-
ured equivalents (Cab [µg cm-2], Ccar [µg cm-2], Cdm [g cm-2], Cw [cm]). Cdm

is shown for all samples only. Parameters were optimised to best reproduce
measured transmittance, reflectance, or both simultaneously.

Transmittance Reflectance Tran + Refl

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

Barley Cab 0.75 5.4 0.71 3.2 0.69 4.5

Ccar 0.42 1.1 0.08 0.9 0.29 0.8

Cw 0.03 0.0034 0.10 0.0025 0.02 0.0035

Sugar beet Cab 0.03 4.4 0.12 3.8 0.36 8.8

Ccar 0.08 0.7 0.21 3.1 0.41 1.8

Cw 0.17 0.0038 0.13 0.0038 0.12 0.0055

All samples Cab 0.69 5.9 0.55 8.6 0.64 7.0

Ccar 0.40 1.1 0.51 2.5 0.60 1.4

Cdm 0.12 0.0033 0.05 0.0012 0.02 0.0070

Cw 0.02 0.0037 0.04 0.0040 0.03 0.0043

The retrievals of Ccar values were fairly good, especially when outdoor

samples were included in the calculations (Table 2.3, ’All samples’): R2 is 0.6,

when optimizing for T and R simultaneously. Retrieved Cw is underestimated

and the measured variability is not reproduced (see low R2 in Table 2.3 and

the clusters of Cw in Fig. 2.7). Similar holds for retrieved Cdm and for

many samples the retrieval of Cdm failed completely. However, for outdoor

measurements all retrievals were successful. We attribute the failed retrievals

to the measurement error of both spectral (explained in Section 2.4.1) and

destructive measurements. The reliability of the destructive Cw and Cdm
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

measurements is limited, as dry matter and water content are difficult to

measure accurately in practice, due to the impact of sample preparation,

rehydration procedure and time of collection (Turner, 1981; Garnier et al.,

2001).

Leaf senescent material (Cs) and leaf mesophyll structure parameter (N)

were also retrieved. Information on average values of retrieved parameters

can be found in Table 2.9. Cs was on average approximately 0.06 for barley

leaves (with the exception of OC group) and 0.09 for sugar beet leaves. The

two species differed significantly in the leaf structure parameter N , with

average treatment values ranging from 1.53-1.6 for barley and 1.43-1.46 for

sugar beet leaves. Generally, N ranging between 1 and 1.5 corresponds to

monocotyledons (in this case barley) and between 1.5 and 2.5 corresponds to

dicotyledons (sugar beet) (Jacquemoud and Baret, 1990). Thus, sugar beet

values of N fall slightly below the expected values, which could be due to

both specific growing conditions and leaf immaturity.

The statistical analysis in Table 2.3 gave best general results for parameters

obtained by optimizing for R and T simultaneously and we use these results

for ChlF spectra simulations in further evaluation of the model.
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Figure 2.7: Optimised PROSPECT parameters versus the measured (from
destructive sampling) equivalents: (a) chlorophyll (Cab [µg cm-2]) and (b)
carotenoid (Ccar [µg cm-2]) concentrations; (c) dry matter (Cdm [g cm-2])
and (d) leaf water (Cw [cm]) content; represented for two species: barley
measured indoors (red circles), barley measured outdoors (black squares)
and sugar beet (blue triangles). Empty symbols represent reduced soil
moisture samples). Parameters were optimised to best reproduce measured
transmittance, reflectance, or both simultaneously.
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2.4.3 Simulated chlorophyll fluorescence
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Figure 2.8: ChlF spectra at incoming PAR of about 300 µmol photons
m-2 s-1 for one barley leaf grown (a) at high light level with estimated
ChlF concentration of Cab = 35 µg cm-2, and (b) under a double cloth
with estimated ChlF concentration of Cab = 18 µg cm-2. PROSPECT
parameters were optimised to best reproduce both measured reflectance and
transmittance. Simulations were performed using either the default values of
η (left), or η optimised for each sample separately (right): ηI and ηII, for (a)
0.0018 and 0.0102; for (b) 0.0014 and 0.0135, respectively.

Fig.2.8 shows ChlF spectra for two leaves (the leaves shown in Fig.2.6,

namely high and low Cab), both with default values of η (left) and with η

tuned for each sample separately. Applying the default values of η, the red

peak of ChlF is reproduced fairly well, but the far-red peak is underestim-

ated, especially for backward ChlF. These over and underestimates partly

disappear after tuning η, but some discrepancies remain; for example, the

underestimation of the far-red peak, the shallower valley between the two

peaks and a somewhat narrower red peak.

The higher red peak for the lower Cab leaf confirms that red ChlF is

re-absorbed (Van Wittenberghe et al., 2015). We expected that by tuning the

emission efficiencies, the underestimate of the far-red ChlF would disappear,

because the two peaks are scaled separately: ηI affects the far-red peak and ηII

mostly the red peak (Franck et al., 2002). However, this proved not to be the

case. The remaining underestimate of the far-red peak after tuning η suggests

that there is a problem with the shape of the emission spectra. Another
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2.4. Results and discussion

explanation for the underestimate could be the measurement conditions; in

particular, the effect that the different spectral quality of the incoming light

might have on a leaf, compared to that of solar light.

In Figure 2.9, we show the relationship between measured and simulated

ChlF at the two peaks (690 nm and 740 nm) at three light intensities for all

samples. For each leaf, we retrieved a separate set of model parameters from

R and T at one light intensity, but the emission efficiency parameters (η) were

kept constant at default values, for PS-I and PS-II, respectively. In Figure

2.9, we present HL, OC and DC treatments for barley collectively, whereas

samples exposed to reduced soil moisture (D) are presented separately due

to the fact that they differed most from all other samples (analysed using

one-way ANOVA, not shown).
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Figure 2.9: Modelled versus measured backward and forward ChlF at 690
and 740 nm for three light intensities (approximated): (a) 200, (b) 500 and
(c) 700 - 800 µmol photons m-2 s-1; for two species: barley measured indoors
(red circles; only HL represented at (c)), barley measured outdoors (black
squares; only represented at (c)) and sugar beet (blue triangles). Empty
symbols represent reduced soil moisture samples. Note that for each indoors
sample all model parameters were fixed at the optimised values for one light
intensity, and the emission efficiency parameters (η) for both photosystems
were kept constant.

ChlF is better reproduced for the red peak than far-red peak for both
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species, as already suggested in Fig.2.8 and supported by the degree of

agreement between measured and simulated values (with R2 ranging from

0.18 to 0.99 for 690 nm peak compared to R2 ranging from 0.02 to 0.98 for

760 nm peak) presented in Table 2.4. Moreover, results in Table 2.4 indicate

that model predictions are generally better for forward ChlF. This is to be

expected, as the light passing through the leaf interacts more with the inner

leaf structure than reflected light, in contrast to reflected light and backward

ChlF, which are mostly affected by the upper layers (Van Wittenberghe

et al., 2015), where leaf anatomy might play a more significant role in light

propagation.

Table 2.4: Statistical data supporting Figure 2.9. R2 and RMSE are
represented for all samples (including barley leaves measured outdoors)
and by species for each light intensity. Data was modelled from optimised
parameters for both transmittance (T ) and reflectance (R) simultaneously;
each was evaluated separately, namely as ’Forward’ and ’Backward’. All
model parameters were fixed at the optimised values at one light intensity
for each sample.

Forward Backward

Barley Sugar beet All samples Barley Sugar beet All samples

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

ChlF 690 iPAR200 0.73 0.11 0.81 0.13 0.59 0.16 0.38 0.23 0.88 0.13 0.50 0.22

iPAR500 0.79 0.23 0.72 0.34 0.67 0.34 0.18 0.60 0.76 0.41 0.26 0.60

iPAR750 0.99 0.11 0.90 0.32 0.93 0.38 0.99 0.15 0.73 0.65 0.96 0.50

ChlF 740 iPAR200 0.76 0.16 0.82 0.19 0.76 0.18 0.25 0.33 0.83 0.21 0.37 0.33

iPAR500 0.59 0.46 0.61 0.61 0.50 0.56 0.02 0.84 0.76 0.54 0.06 0.90

iPAR750 0.97 0.34 0.68 0.83 0.86 1.04 0.98 0.33 0.53 1.11 0.95 0.72

The agreement between backward measured and simulated ChlF varies:

for sugar beet they are in a high agreement (R2 ranges from a minimum of

0.53 for 740 nm peak to 0.88 for 690 nm peak), in contrast to barley, where

R2 reaches a maximum of 0.38, where only indoor samples are considered.

However, at the highest light intensity (Figure 2.9.c), where barley measured

outdoors is shown together with indoors HL samples only, the combined R2

reaches 0.98. Moreover, the inclusion of barley outdoor samples generally

improves the agreement between the simulations and measurements, for both

forward and backward ChlF.

Thus for sugar beet, we can explain most of the variability of ChlF emission

at the top and bottom of the leaf from the six PROSPECT biochemical

and structural parameters alone (keeping emission efficiency at the photo-

system level constant)(Van Wittenberghe et al., 2015; Gitelson et al., 1998;

Jacquemoud et al., 1996). On the other hand, for barley leaves, PROSPECT

parameters do not explain the variations in ChlF, when all experimental

treatments of indoor measurements are combined in the analysis. The
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magnitude of simulated backward ChlF for barley samples measured indoors

is significantly lower than that of the measurements, and the simulations

show less variability.

2.4.3.1 Relations between experimental treatments

In Figure 2.9, we can observe an apparent difference in ChlF between reduced

soil moisture samples (D) and all other samples. The reduced soil moisture

samples were selected from the plants grown under high light (HL), and

were later exposed to reduced soil moisture. These samples appear to show

significantly different values for the PROSPECT parameters than the HL

samples (Table 2.5). The simulated and measured ChlF are also significantly

different between HL and D for barley (Table 2.6), but for sugar beet, the

significant difference in ChlF is only reproduced for the backward flux.

In Table 2.5 we show the differences in PROSPECT parameters between

groups. For barley, differences in chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations

explain most of variation between treatments. The average Cab and Ccar

concentrations of the D samples was higher than that of the HL samples

(Table 2.9). This is contrary to what we expected, and suggests that other

factors, such as leaf development with age or Julian date (the D samples

were measured later), may have caused the differences in biochemical and

structural properties between the treatments rather than drought stress.

However, regardless of the explanation for the differences between HL and D

samples, the model reproduces these differences accurately.

Table 2.5: Differences in PROSPECT parameters between treatments of
barley and sugar beet: plants grown under full sunlight (HL), plants grown
under one shade cloth (OC), plants grown under double shade cloth (DC),
plants grown under full sunlight exposed to reduced soil moisture (D); result
of a t-test. Level of significance is represented by *** for p≤ 0.001, ** for
p>0.001 and p≤ 0.01, * for p> 0.01 and p> 0.05 and - for no significance.

Compared groups Cab Ccar Cw Cdm Cs N

Barley HL OC - - - - - -

HL DC * *** - - - -

HL D * * - - - -

OC DC * * - - - -

OC D * ** - - - -

DC D *** *** - - - -

Sugar beet HL D - - * - - -

2.4.3.2 The role of the emission efficiency parameters

As mentioned previously, the emission efficiency parameters (η) for both

photosystems were initially kept constant, in order to evaluate the effects of
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2. Fluspect-B: A model for leaf fluorescence, reflectance and transmittance spectra

Table 2.6: Differences in the two peaks of ChlF spectra (s - simulated, m -
measured) at three different light intensities (iPAR), for barley and sugar beet,
as a result of exposing the plants grown under full sunlight (HL) to reduced
soil moisture (D); result of a t-test. Level of significance is represented by
*** for p≤ 0.001, ** for p>0.001 and p≤ 0.01, * for p> 0.01 and p> 0.05
and - for no significance.

Backward Forward

ChlF 690 s ChlF 690 m ChlF 740 s ChlF 740 m ChlF 690 s ChlF 690 m ChlF 740 s ChlF 740 m

Barley iPAR200 HL D *** *** *** *** * *** *** ***

iPAR300 HL D *** *** *** *** * ** *** ***

iPAR500 HL D *** *** *** *** * ** *** ***

Sugar beet iPAR200 HL D * ** * * - * - *

iPAR300 HL D * * - * - * - *

iPAR500 HL D ** * * - - * - -

leaf biochemical and structural properties.

To study the potential effect of fluorescence emission efficiency values (η),

we further optimised these two parameters by minimizing the RMSE between

simulated and measured ChlF, and compared fitted η values to model default

values (ηII = 0.01 and ηI = 0.002, with a ratio of 1:5) based on work of Miller

et al. (2005). In general, both photosystems (PS-I and PS-II) contribute

to the ChlF signal, but PS-II causes most of the variability in the signal,

contributing to both red and far-red ChlF emission, while PS-I contributes

up to 35% in the form of far-red light (Palombi et al., 2011).

In Table 2.7, we explore the significance of differences in η values between

treatments. In most comparisons for barley, ηII differs significantly between

treatments, whereas changes in ηI are less evident. Thus, most of variability

is due to ηII, which supports our initial assumption. Interestingly, ηI is

significantly different between HL and D samples. However, for sugar beet

samples, the results are less clear, with varied differences between HL and D

treatments in both parameters for the the light intensities.

These results are further supported by the results shown in Table 2.8,

where average retrieved values for various treatments are presented and clear

differences between treatments can also be observed. This suggests that

different treatments not only lead to differences in leaf structure and pigment

content, but also in leaf physiology; as revealed by the emission efficiencies.

2.4.3.3 Relation between chlorophyll fluorescence and chlorophyll concentration

We further focus on the role of Chl concentration, which we expected to

account for most of the variability of ChlF.

In Fig.2.10, we show the relation of simulated and measured ChlF to the

increasing chlorophyll concentrations of the leaves. To represent the overall

relationship between ChlF and Cab in the model, we also plotted a simulation
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2.4. Results and discussion

Table 2.7: Differences in efficiency parameters (ηI and ηII) between treat-
ments over three different light intensities (iPAR) for barley and sugar beet as
a result of a one-way ANOVA. As the differences are minimal, only iPAR300

for barley is shown. Level of significance is represented by *** for p≤ 0.001, **
for p>0.001 and p≤ 0.01, * for p> 0.01 and p> 0.05 and - for no significance.

Light intensity Compared groups ηI ηII

Barley iPAR300 HL OC - ***

HL DC - ***

HL D ** ***

OC DC - -

OC D - ***

DC D - **

Sugar beet iPAR200 HL D - *

iPAR300 HL D - *

iPAR500 HL D - -

of ChlF versus Cab, increasing from 1 to 90 µg cm-2 in steps of 1, while

keeping all other parameters constant.

Forward red ChlF shows a typical decline with chlorophyll content (Gi-

telson et al., 1998; Pedrós et al., 2010). This effect is due to increasing

chlorophyll re-absorption in the red with higher Cab concentrations (Gitelson

et al., 1998; Agati et al., 1993; Van Wittenberghe et al., 2014).

Barley samples again show much higher variations than sugar beet. We

note that concurrent photosynthesis measurements (data not shown) showed

that sugar beet, unlike barley, was unstressed and showed high photosynthesis

rates, which might explain the higher agreement between measured and

simulated ChlF. A link between increased ChlF variability and a physiological

down-regulation of leaf photosynthesis was also reported by Schickling et al.

(2016). Moreover, barley plants were grown under various light intensities,

thus they not only differ in chlorophyll concentrations, but also in the

physiology and anatomy of the leaves.
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Figure 2.10: Modelled and measured forward and backward ChlF at 690nm
and at 740nm versus the optimised Fluspect parameter Cab for light intensity
at 300 µmol photons m-2 s-1 for the two species (barley (circles) and sugar
beet (triangles)). Empty symbols represent measured values and full symbols
simulated values. The blue curve represents modelled ChlF versus chlorophyll
concentrations, while keeping all other model parameters fixed at the values
of one representative barley leaf grown in high light.

2.4.3.4 Effect of illumination quantity

In both the measured and simulated ChlF spectra shown in Figure 2.9, ChlF

levels increase significantly with increasing light intensity, as expected (Gitel-

son et al., 1998; Van Wittenberghe et al., 2014). However, analysis of changes

in ηI and ηII with increasing light intensity, either in general or within exper-

imental groups, revealed no variability. The range of illumination intensity

(200-800 µmol photons m-2 s-1) was either too small, or the experimental

design was not suitable to draw any conclusion on the effect of illumination

intensity on η. Consequently, these results are not reported in this chapter.

2.4.3.5 Effect of illumination quality

Plant ontogenesis and plant spectral response at any period of development

are known to be greatly affected by the properties of the light source (Hoge-

woning et al., 2010; Gitelson et al., 1998). Fluspect simulates the excitation

wavelength dependence of ChlF through radiative transfer equations, but

the spectral shapes of emission by the PS-I and PSI-II are independent of

the excitation wavelength (except that anti-Stokes radiation is suppressed).
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2.4. Results and discussion

An open question remains whether the spectral shape of the artificial light

source causes any physiological responses that are not accounted for by the

model.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between measured incoming unfiltered and filtered
radiation, modelled and measured reflectance, transmittance and ChlF spectra
for one barley leaf measured: (a) outside under natural illumination of iPAR
= 682 µmol photons m-2 s-1, ηI and ηII are 0.0027 and 0.0068, respectively;
(b) in the laboratory under artificial illumination of iPAR = 526 µmol photons
m-2 s-1, ηI and ηII are 0.0005 and 0.0095, respectively. For both simulations,
we used PROSPECT parameters optimised for leaf (b), with Cab = 31 µg
cm-2. Incoming radiance and ChlF are expressed in W sr-1m-2µm-1.

To address this question, we compared measurements recorded under

full sunlight and under artificial light in the laboratory (Fig.2.11). These

measurements were collected for the same leaf, within 24 hours of each other,

to reduce the potential change in the structural and biochemical properties

of the leaves.

Assuming that leaf biochemical and structural properties remained the

same, we simulated R, T and ChlF for both leaves, using the PROSPECT

parameters retrieved for indoor measurements. Since ηI and ηII might have

changed between measurements, we used values that were optimised for each

leaf separately. The model resembles spectra measured under natural sunlight

better than those measured under artificial light.

Although R and T spectra were similar (the same leaf was measured), the

measurements show a relatively high red peak in the artificial light induced

ChlF compared to the SIF. For the same emission efficiencies, the model

would predict an almost identical spectral shape of the ChlF curves. In

reality, the spectral shape of the artificial light may have favoured PS-II

ChlF, as indicated by the retrieved values of η.
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By comparing optimised η values for the two settings (Table 2.8), we

found that the ratio ηII/ηI is lower outdoors (2.4) than in the laboratory

(5.3), mostly because ηII was lower outdoor. This indicates that there are

other spectral effects not accounted for by the model.

Table 2.8: Average tuned values for photosystems I (ηI) and II (ηII) and
their ratios for: (a) four barley groups (HL - high light, OC - one cloth, DC -
double cloth, D - reduced soil moisture), two sugar beet groups (HL - high
light, D - reduced soil moisture) illuminated by artificial light; and (b) the
difference between barley leaves of two treatments, measured outdoors under
natural illumination.

Barley Sugar beet

Setup ηI SD ηII SD Ratio ηII/I ηI SD ηII SD Ratio ηII/I

HL 1.5·10-3 4.8·10-4 7.9·10-3 1.3·10-3 5.3 1.2·10-3 3.0·10-4 8.1·10-3 1.5·10-3 6.7

OC 1.3·10-3 4.3·10-4 14.7·10-3 1.0·10-3 11.1 - - - - -

DC 1.3·10-3 1.6·10-4 14.1·10-3 1.2·10-3 10.6 - - - - -

D 0.7·10-3 2.5·10-4 10.9·10-3 0.7·10-3 15.8 0.7·10-3 5.1·10-4 10.5·10-3 0.3·10-3 14.3

HLout 2.8·10-3 2.1·10-4 6.8·10-3 0.8·10-3 2.4 - - - - -

Dout 2.8·10-3 0.6·10-4 6.8·10-3 1.1·10-3 2.4 - - - - -

2.4.4 Model sensitivity analysis

As mentioned in section 2.3.2, we used a Jacobian (J) of the model for

determination of error propagation of the R and T measurements into the

retrieved parameters and the simulation of ChlF. We investigated how a small

change (a step of the size 10-6) in the model parameters propagates into the

simulated reflectance and transmittance. The resulting Jacobian was then

used to translate the RMSE of the measured reflectance and transmittance

at various light intensities into RMSEs of the parameters (Table 2.9). The

RMSEs are expressed as percentages of the average values of the tuned

parameters.

Table 2.9: Average values of tuned parameters used for ChlF simulations
and the error propagation in the retrieval of parameters expressed as (±)
RMSE for each parameter, expressed as percentage of the parameter.

Species Sample Cab % Cdm % Cw % Cs % Ccar % N %

Barley HL 28.6±3.9 3.3 0.002±3.4·10-3 114.5 0.009±3.6·10-3 6.0 0.059±0.09 64.7 2.9±0.37 4.6 1.57±0.12 2.3

OC 27.9±1.7 1.7 0.001±1.5·10-3 162.3 0.009±3.3·10-3 1.7 0 - 2.6±0.37 3.7 1.56±0.07 2.2

DC 17.4±1.2 4.4 0.004±3.3·10-3 71.9 0.012±5.8·10-3 7.8 0.068±0.11 81.0 1.8±0.20 11.8 1.53±0.15 2.0

D 37.1±7.2 2.2 0.002±4.4·10-3 30.9 0.012±1.9·10-3 2.8 0.061±0.08 49.6 3.5±0.62 3.6 1.59±0.07 3.8

Sugar beet HL 46.1±6.7 3.4 0.003±2.9·10-3 56.4 0.011±4.0·10-3 4.6 0.090±0.11 40.5 6.0±0.87 4.2 1.43±0.10 6.6

D 48.4±6.7 0.9 0.011±4.9·10-3 4.7 0.018±3.9·10-3 1.3 0.089±0.08 49.1 7.9±0.94 1.2 1.47±0.09 8.4

The scale of error ranges from a few percent up to almost 160% for

the barley dry matter parameter. Cs and Cdm have by far the greatest

uncertainty for both species.
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2.5. Conclusions

In the next step (Fig.2.12), we investigated how the uncertainty in re-

trieved model parameters propagated into the simulation of ChlF spectra. It

appears that the propagated uncertainty in ChlF is small (see the shaded

area’s in Fig. 2.12). Cs and Cdm contribute most to the variability, in partic-

ular for the drought (D) and one cloth shaded (OC) treatment. The retrieved

values for these two parameters were uncertain, but this is compensated for

by the limited sensitivity of ChlF to these two parameters. However, the

opposite is the case for Cab: ChlF is rather sensitive to Cab, which was

estimated accurately. In both cases, the propagated uncertainty of ChlF is

small.
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Figure 2.12: Influence of error propagation in the retrieval of parameters
on: (a) backward and (b) forward ChlF simulations. Results are presented for
one representative barley leaf for Cs and Cdm: top (red) - D, middle (black) -
OC, bottom (blue) - HL) samples. The shaded area shows the RMSE caused
by the RMSE in each parameter value.

2.5 Conclusions

We have presented the Fluspect-B model, a computationally fast radiative

transfer model that calculates leaf reflectance, transmittance, and ChlF

emission spectra between 640 nm and 850 nm from excitation spectra from

400 to 700 nm.
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Parameter retrieval for leaf chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations

works reasonably well, particularly for transmittance. However, we note that

the retrieval could be further improved by improving the specific absorption

coefficients of leaf biochemical components.

The model was able to reproduce observed variations in ChlF from the

retrieved (PROSPECT) parameters, in particular: (1) the increase of ChlF

with increasing radiance, and (2) the decrease of forward red ChlF with

chlorophyll content. Simulations agreed more with measurements for the red

peak and for forward simulations, than for the far-red peak and backward

simulations.

Furthermore, fluorescence emission efficiency parameters hold potential

additional information about dynamic behaviour of photosynthesis, as shown

by differences in retrieved emission efficiencies. However, we could not explore

this in further detail due to limitations of the experimental data.

Our measurements were carried out mostly under artificial light; a few

measurements were carried out using sunlight as the excitation source. It

appears that the model reproduces the outdoor measurements more accurately.

The spectral distribution of the excitation light appears to affect the shape of

the measured ChlF spectrum in a way that the model cannot fully reproduce.

After the calibration of PROSPECT parameters and fluorescence emission

efficiencies, some systematic differences between the measured and simulated

shapes of the ChlF spectra still remain. These are unrelated to the radiative

transfer scheme, and rather suggest that the initial PS-I and PS-II emission

spectra used in the model need to be improved. This improvement would

also preferably be done by taking high quality, SIF measurements.

We conclude that leaf biochemical and structural properties have a sub-

stantial effect on ChlF and that Fluspect-B is able to reproduce these effects.

Fluspect-B model is also computationally efficient, which makes it possible

to simulate reflectance and ChlF spectra of whole vegetation canopies in a

radiative transfer scheme such as SCOPE. By means of inversions, biochem-

ical and structural properties together with fluorescence emission efficiencies

could then be retrieved from field and airborne data of ChlF and reflectance.
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3Extending Fluspect to simulate

xanthophyll driven leaf reflectance

dynamics

This Chapter is based on: Vilfan, N., Van der Tol, C., Yang, P., Wyber, R., Malenovský,
Z., Robinson, S.A., and Verhoef, W. Extending Fluspect to simulate xanthophyll driven
leaf reflectance dynamics. Remote Sensing of Environment, 211:345–356, jun 2018. doi:
10.1016/j.rse.2018.04.012
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3.1 Introduction

Under excess irradiance the amount of absorbed photosynthetically active

radiation (aPAR) exceeds the capacity of photosynthetic reactions, which can

cause irreversible damage to the photosystem II reaction centre resulting in

photoinhibition. In order to regulate the energy dissipation, photosynthetic

eukaryotes have developed many protective mechanisms, in one of which,

the excess energy is diverted from the photosystem reaction centres to the

pigments of the xanthophyll cycle (Niyogi et al., 1998).

The xanthophyll cycle is an interconversion of three xanthophylls belong-

ing to a carotenoid pigment group: zeaxanthin, antheraxanthin and violax-

anthin. Under high aPAR levels an increase in the proton gradient across the

thylakoid membrane activates the enzymatic conversion of violaxanthin to

antheraxanthin and then to zeaxanthin. This interconversion provides a sink

for the excess absorbed energy in a process called non-photochemical quench-

ing (NPQ) of chlorophyll fluorescence: the energy is dissipated as heat in the

light harvesting complexes associated with photosystem II (Björkman and

Demmig-Adams, 1995; Horton et al., 1994; Niyogi et al., 1998; Ruban, 2016;

Jahns and Holzwarth, 2012). Under low light conditions or in darkness, the

process is readily reversed and zeaxanthin is converted back to violaxanthin.

Numerous studies have shown that NPQ is positively correlated with

zeaxanthin formed by the xanthophyll cycle (for reviews, see Demmig-Adams

(1990) and Jahns and Holzwarth (2012)).

In practice, the xanthophyll cycle can be observed as dynamic changes in

green reflectance between approximately 500 to 570 nm. In order to express

these changes with a simple physiologically based optical index, the narrow

band photochemical reflectance index (PRI) was defined by Gamon et al.

(1992) (for a review, see Garbulsky et al. (2011)). PRI is usually calculated as

(R531−R570)/(R531+R570), comparing the xanthophyll induced reflectance

(R) change at 531 nm to a xanthophyll independent reference band at 570

nm. PRI has been shown to vary significantly over different time scales, in

response to different levels of sunlight and to various stresses, from the leaf

to the satellite levels. Its empirical relationship to light use efficiency (LUE)

has been confirmed over a wide range of species, providing means for global

tracking of primary productivity (Garbulsky et al., 2011; Magney et al., 2016;

Sims and Gamon, 2002). Moreover, a functional link has been documented

between PRI, DEPS of the xanthophyll cycle and NPQ (Gamon et al., 1992;

Evain et al., 2004; Peñuelas et al., 1997).

However, the applicability of PRI is limited. In general, correlations

are most convincing at the leaf scale, but become far less reliable when we

move to the higher levels, due to the influences of canopy structure, viewing

and illumination angles on the R signal (Garbulsky et al., 2011; Barton and
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North, 2001; Zhang et al., 2017).

On the leaf level, the shape of the R signal in the visible range depends

primarily on leaf biochemistry. In particular, in the spectral range of 500-

570 nm, at least three types of pigments contribute to the shape of the

R spectrum, namely chlorophylls, anthocyanins and carotenoids, the later

include carotenes and xanthophylls. The absorption spectra of these pigments

not only strongly overlap, but also vary with their local chemical environment

and scattering conditions (Ustin et al., 2009; Lichtenthaler and Buschmann,

2001). In order to decouple the individual pigments contributions to the R

signal, an index with only 2 bands, such as PRI, is not sufficient.

PRI has been shown to correlate with the ratio of carotenoid to chlorophyll

pool sizes. On the diurnal scale it is mostly affected by changes in the

xanthophyll cycle, whereas on the longer time scales it primarily depends on

the carotenoid and chlorophyll concentration changes (Fréchette et al., 2016;

Porcar-Castell et al., 2014; Wong and Gamon, 2015). The use of the index is

further complicated by a lack of clear consensus on both the wavelengths used

and the normalization methods (Magney et al., 2016; Panigada et al., 2014).

A common normalisation method is the use of delta PRI (∆PRI), calculated

by subtracting the dark adapted reference value from the light adapted values.

The method is used to measure absolute diurnal as well as seasonal changes

in xanthophyll de-epoxidation (Magney et al., 2016; Hmimina et al., 2014).

Besides PRI, few other attempts have been made to model dynamic

changes in green R by using the contiguous spectral information rather than

just two bands (Kováč et al., 2012, 2013), but to our knowledge, a model that

can reproduce changes over a broad band of green R in a radiative transfer

(RT) manner has never been published.

In this chapter, we present an extension to the leaf RT model Fluspect-B

(Vilfan et al. (2016); see also Chapter 2), called Fluspect-CX, which is able

to reproduce dynamic spectral changes in a broad band of green R, from

500 to 570 nm. Fluspect-CX now provides a dynamic green R together with

chlorophyll fluorescence (ChlF) spectrum, using the incoming light and ten

parameters as input.

First, we describe a way of calibrating Fluspect-CX specific spectral ab-

sorption coefficients (SAC). Next, we present the model routine for retrieving

dynamic changes in green R, represented by a parameter Cx. We retrieve Cx

for various datasets and link it empirically to leaf chlorophyll fluorescence

dynamics.

Moreover, Fluspect-CX was implemented as a routine within the Soil

Canopy Observation of Photosynthesis and Energy (SCOPE) balance model

(Van der Tol et al., 2009), and lately also in the three-dimensional Discrete

Anisotropic Radiative Transfer (DART) model (Gastellu-Etchegorry et al.,
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2017). By including the spectral coefficient for dynamic green R, the leaf

model can be up-scaled to the canopy scale, giving the potential to study

PRI dynamics in real time at the canopy level.

3.2 Model description

Fluspect is a radiative transfer model that simulates R and T from 400 nm

to 2500 nm and ChlF spectra from 640 nm to 850 nm. It is implemented

in Matlab and published under GNU General Public License at https:

//github.com/christiaanvandertol.

Fluspect is based on the model PROSPECT (Jacquemoud and Baret,

1990). Recently, a new version was published, called PROSPECT-D (Féret

et al., 2017), which has made a leap further towards modelling leaf optical

properties through a complete plant life cycle by introducing anthocyanins

as a new model input and re-calibrating the existing SACs of carotenoids

and chlorophylls.

Here we present an extension of Fluspect-B (Vilfan et al. (2016); see also

Chapter 2), called Fluspect-CX, in which we: 1) incorporate the absorption

of anthocyanins and replace the SACs of carotenoids and chlorophylls, as

defined in PROSPECT-D and 2) include the SACs for the two extreme states

of the violaxanthin de-epoxidation.

The spectral absorption (k) by leaf constituents is simulated in Fluspect

by:

k(λ) =

n∑

i=0

Ki(λ) · Ci (3.1)

where C is the pigment concentration and K the specific spectral absorption

coefficient. Fluspect-B uses five SACs (chlorophylls (Cab), carotenoids (Ccar),

leaf water (Cw), dry matter (Cdm) and senescent material (Cs)). In Fluspect-

CX we incorporate a sixth, representing anthocyanins (Cant), and we add a

seventh (Cx), which is a radiative transfer analogue to the PRI: it represents

the spectral effect of the leaf xanthophyll de-epoxidation, described in the

model as change in the absorption of the total carotenoids. The model input

parameters, together with their range and standard values, are defined in

Table 3.1.

Because of the strong overlap of viola- and zeaxanthin absorption spectra

with the absorption spectrum of total carotenoids, we could not include

them as separate SACs. Instead, we describe the carotenoid absorption

spectrum as a linear combination of two coefficients representing the two

extreme situations: one for an unstressed leaf, where NPQ and the associated

xanthophyll DEPS are 0 (Kcar0), and one for the state where maximum NPQ
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activity occurs and DEPS is 1 (Kcar1):

Kcar = (1− Cx) ·Kcar0 + Cx ·Kcar1 (3.2)

where Cx is the parameter representing the xanthophyll DEPS.

Table 3.1: Fluspect-CX input parameters

Parameter Symbol Range Standard value Unit Reference Origin

Chlorophyll a+b content Cab 0-100 40 µg cm-2 Féret et al. (2017) PROSPECT-D

Total carotenoid content Ccar 0-30 10 µg cm-2 Féret et al. (2017) PROSPECT-D

Anthocyanin content Cant 0-10 0 µg cm-2 Féret et al. (2017) PROSPECT-D

Water content Cw 0-0.4 0.009 cm Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Dry matter content Cdm 0-0.5 0.012 g cm-2 Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Leaf mesophyll structure parameter N 1-4 1.4 - Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Senescence material (brown pigments) Cs 0-0.6 0 fraction in arbitrary units Jacquemoud and Baret (1990) PROSPECT

Fluorescence quantum efficiency η 0-0.2 0.002 - Miller et al. (2005) Fluspect

Photochemical reflectance parameter Cx 0-1.5 0 - / Fluspect

3.3 Methodology

The methodology consists of four steps: 1) calibrating the specific spectral

absorption coefficients for the total carotenoids representing the two extreme

states of violaxanthin de-epoxidation (Section 3.3.2); 2) developing a protocol

for the retrieval of Cx from leaf optical measurements (Figure 3.1, Section

3.3.3); and 3) performing a sensitivity analysis of a new leaf model (Section

3.3.4). The experimental data used in each of these steps are presented in

Section 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Experimental data

Experimental data consists of three datasets. The first dataset (Section

3.3.1.1) was used for the calibration, and the other two datasets (Sections

3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.4) were used for the validation of the new model. The

datasets employ three different measuring techniques, enabling us to evaluate

how well Cx can be retrieved from different types of measurements. Moreover,

Dataset 3 includes high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) meas-

urements of carotenes and xanthophylls, allowing us to test the influence of

lutein and the xanthophyll DEPS cycle against the retrieved values of Cx.

3.3.1.1 Dataset 1: Transients of reflectance and chlorophyll fluorescence

For the calibration of SACs for the two extreme cases of the violaxanthin de-

epoxidation and for quantifying the relationship between Cx and fluorescence,

we used measurements of leaves in a transient, i.e. dark adapted leaves

suddenly exposed to light of a high intensity. The dark adapted starting
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point assured that the leaf was initially unstressed, and the short duration

of the measurements assured that leaf structure and chlorophyll content

stayed unchanged. The setup enabled us to study the spectral effects of both

ChlF and the xanthophyll de-epoxidation simultaneously. For each leaf we

thus obtained the spectrum of R with no NPQ activity (the first spectrum),

followed by spectra corresponding to increased violaxanthin de-epoxidation,

until the steady state condition (the last spectrum).

The experiment was conducted in the laboratories of Forschungszentrum

Jülich in November 2015. R and ChlF measurements were taken on leaves of

two bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) and two sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) plants.

Plants were grown in pots in a greenhouse under controlled conditions; the

natural light was complemented with artificial light from growth lamps for

15 hours per day, from 6 am to 9 pm, such that the total light intensity

remained relatively stable throughout the day at about 1000 µmol photons

m-2 s-1 (measured in the greenhouse with Li-190SL).

The setup consisted of a spectroradiometer (FieldSpec 4, ASD Inc) con-

nected to a FluoWat leaf clip. The FluoWat clip is a portable device for

standardised bidirectional fluorescence, R and T measurements. The clip

has two openings for fibre optics perpendicular to both leaf surfaces (adaxial

and abaxial leaf sides) and one light entrance, fitting both a light source at a

45°angle as well as a short-pass filter. For more details on the FluoWat leaf

clip design and standard equations used with FluoWat measurements, see

Van Wittenberghe et al. (2013) and Chapter 2. The incident light was filtered

with a high performance OD4 short pass filter (TechSpec, Edmund Optics

GmbH, Germany), which blocks the irradiance above 650 nm in order to

measure ChlF. The samples were illuminated by two different light sources: a

cold light lamp (KL 2500 LCD, SCHOTT B.V., The Netherlands) with high

illumination of PAR of approximately 1000 µmol photons m-2 s-1 for bean

leaves and 1500 µmol photons m-2 s-1 for sugar beet leaves, and a custom

made LED light source with a lower illumination of PAR around 200 µmol

photons m-2 s-1.

A dark-adapted leaf was placed in a FluoWat leaf clip, with its adaxial

side facing the light source. The R, forward (downward) and backward

(upward) ChlF signal (650 to 850 nm) were measured in a transient. The

normal operation of the FluoWat clip is to wait for 1-3 minutes after inserting

the leaf in the clip before taking measurements, in order to measure the

steady state signal. In this experiment, however, we were interested in the

transient, i.e. the changes in R and ChlF during the adaptation of the leaf

to changed illumination conditions. With each ’transient’ we took a sequence

of measurements, while the section of the leaf in the FluoWat leaf clip was

adapting to provided light exposure; a process that lasted about a minute on
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average. A measurement was recorded every second. The experiment was

repeated with two different light sources on fully developed and attached

leaves.

We measured ChlF simultaneously with R spectra by keeping the short-

pass filter slotted in front of the light source throughout the experiment.

Since our FluoWat was not equipped with a shutter, we briefly switched

the light off for a few seconds, while inserting the dark-adapted leaf into

the leaf clip. Immediately after inserting the leaf, the lamp was switched

on again. Separately, in order to calculate the true R as well as the filtered

transmittance τ , a standard R panel was used to estimate the incident

(unfiltered) and filtered radiation.

3.3.1.2 Estimation of fluorescence quenching

For Dataset 1, we estimated NPQ from the ChlF measurements. In practice,

it is not possible to objectively distinguish the effects of NPQ and photosyn-

thetic quenching (PQ) on ChlF without a separate measurement technique,

such as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) fluorometry. However, theor-

etically it can be separated when considering the rate coefficients (Kp and

Kn for PQ and NPQ, and Kd and Kf for heat dissipation and fluorescence,

respectively, as in Van der Tol et al. (2014)):

F (t) ∝ Q · Kf

Kf +Kd +Kp +Kn
, (3.3)

where F (t) represents fluorescence in absolute units in time and Q is the

light intensity.

The rate coefficients Kf and Kd can be considered as constants (we set

Kf+Kd = 1), but Kp and Kn are variable. At the first measurement (Ft = 0)

we assume Kn = 0, and fluorescence can be expressed as:

F (t = 0) ∝ Q · Kf

Kf +Kd +Kp0
. (3.4)

Next, we combine eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 into their ratio and express the change

in fluorescence as:

F (0)

F (t)
− 1 =

Kn + (Kp −Kp0)

1 +Kp0
. (3.5)

In order to estimate the quenching effects, we assumed that at the first

measurement Kp0 was also zero. The combined effect of Kp+Kn can then

be expressed as:

Kp +Kn = (
F (0)

F (t)
− 1) (3.6)

where Kn+Kp can be calculated from the first measurement of fluorescence

(F(0)) and any other measurement at time t (F(t)) during the transient.
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3.3.1.3 Dataset 2: Diurnal cycles of fluorescence and reflectance in avocado

and orange jasmine leaves

For validation of retrievals of Cx, we used measurements performed on fully

expanded leaves of two C3 plants, avocado (Persea americana Mill. cv.

Haas) and orange jasmine (Murraya paniculatta Jack) at the University

of Wollongong, Australia in April, September and November 2015. Six

leaves of either orange jasmine or avocado were monitored over 18 diurnal

cycles throughout the year (10 diurnal cycles of avocado and 8 diurnal

cycles of orange jasmine) (for detailed description of growth conditions and

measurements see Wyber et al. (2017)). Additionally, it should be noted that

unlike other plants used in this study, avocado leaves have both a xanthophyll

and a lutein epoxide cycle. In deep shade avocado leaves, lutein slowly

converted to lutein epoxide, which is readily converted back to lutein under

strong light (Matsubara et al., 2005). However, the avocado leaves used in

this experiment were either full sun exposed leaves, or outer canopy leaves

receiving diurnal PAR intensities greater than that would allow for significant

accumulation of lutein epoxide.

Measurements of diurnal changes in leaf reflectance and both active

and passive ChlF were taken on leaves fixed in a vertical position in the

perpendicular distance of 1 m from the sensor head. Active chlorophyll

fluorescence was measured using a commercially available Light Induced

Fluorescence Transient instrument (LIFT) (Soliense Inc, Shoreham, NY, USA;

http://www.soliense.com/LIFT_Terrestrial.php). A cross-comparison

of LIFT and PAM (miniPAM; Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) measurements

during light response curves proved their reciprocal comparability (R2 =

0.90 for φII). Leaf radiance was measured with a QE Pro (Ocean Optics,

Dunedin, FL, USA) spectroradiometer with a spectral range of 440 to 870

nm and spectral resolution of 0.7 nm. Both instruments observed leaves with

the same field of view and each measurement consisted of a QE Pro single

leaf reflected radiance measurement, followed by a LIFT measurement.

In our study, we used a total of 7 samples of diurnal cycles: 4 avocado and

3 orange jasmine leaves. Leaf reflectance spectra with high errors, particularly

due to clouds and the shading of the instruments were filtered out from the

dataset. Because the leaves were fixed in a vertical position, the R signal

was highly influenced by the solar illumination angle, resulting in strong

directional effects. In order to minimize these effects, we normalized the

spectra to 565 nm. We chose this wavelength on the basis of where the

xanthophyll cycle ceases to have any spectral effect in the Fluspect model.
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3.3.1.4 Dataset 3: Reflectance measurements in an integrating sphere and

pigment dynamics of avocado leaves

Fully expanded leaves of the avocado plants, which were used also for Dataset 2

(Section 3.3.1.3), were prepared the evening prior to the laboratory experiment

by cutting and transferring their petiole into a centrifuge tube containing 10

ml of water. This transfer was conducted under room temperature to avoid

air entering the leaf xylem. Parafilm was used to provide a water tight seal

between a hole in the centrifuge tube lid and the leaf petiole. Following the

collection, leaves were allowed to dark adapt overnight prior to experiments

performed the following day.

Pigment dynamic experiments were performed between the 4th to the

26th of June 2015, with leaves randomly sampled from the available plants.

Detached avocado leaves were mounted horizontally with the abaxial leaf

surface in contact with a corrugated cardboard surface as to not block

leaf stomata. As a control, one half of each leaf was covered with non-

transmissible black fabric and the other half was treated with 800 or 600

µmol photons m-2 s-1 of white light from a warm white incandescent reflector

bulb (Philips Electronics Australia). To limit the impact of heat produced

by the incandescent bulb, a large Petri dish filled with 40 ml of distilled

water was suspended just above leaf surfaces. Leaf surface temperatures

were recorded with a TiS10 Infrared Camera (Fluke Australia Pty Ltd),

using the emissivity of 0.98. Leaf temperatures were found to increase by

approximately 2°C following light treatment, with no significant difference

between the control and light treated leaf regions. Irradiance at the leaf

surface was measured using a MQS-B Cosine Corrected Mini Quantum Sensor

and ULM-500 light metre (Heinz Walz GmbH, Germany), with the sensor

head placed at the level of the leaf surface. Leaf optical properties, light

response curves and leaf hole punches were collected from both the control

and treated leaf section before the light treatment, immediately after the

treatment and two hours post the treatment. Leaf optical measurements were

performed using a Li-COR integrating sphere (Li-COR 1800-12S, Li-COR,

Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) coupled via a 400 µm optical fibre with a

QE Pro spectroradiometer (Ocean Optics, Florida, USA). Measurements

were acquired between 440 to 870 nm at a 0.7 nm spectral resolution using

a 280 ms integration time and six averaged spectral scans. Leaf R and T

for both abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces were measured as described in the

Li-COR 1800 portable spectrometer manual (Li-COR 1800-12S, Li-COR,

Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA), using a comparable separate avocado leaf to

account for the sample substitutional error. Three independent spots on leaf

blades (marked using a permanent marker) were measured on both control

and treated sections for each leaf.
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Light response curves were measured on both control and treated leaf sec-

tions using a miniPAM and a 2035-B leaf clip (Heinz Walz GmbH, Germany)

on a separate spot to those used to measure leaf optical properties. They

were performed using nine irradiance steps from 0 to 600 µmol photons m-2

s-1, with two minutes at each illumination level and a five step dark recovery

over five minutes.

HPLC pigment analysis was performed on leaf hole punches collected

from both control and treated leaf section at each point in time. Pigments

were analysed on equipment described in Wyber et al. (2017), using the

methodology outlined in the former and based upon the methods of Pogson

et al. (1996).

The DEPS was calculated using the formula:

DEPS =
Antheraxanthin+ Zeaxanthin

Antheraxanthin+ Zeaxanthin+ V iolaxanthin
(3.7)

In our study, we used all samples, which had combined measurements of

leaf R or T , NPQ and DEPS, i.e. 9 leaves in total. Data did not undergo

any additional processing.

3.3.2 Calibration of the specific absorption coefficients for xanthophyll

de-epoxidation

The calibration for the two SACs representing the two extreme states of total

carotenoids due to the xanthophyll de-epoxidation, Kcar0 and Kcar1, was

carried out with the numerical optimization routines using the measured leaf

R, similar to the procedure described in Féret et al. (2017). We selected

the transients of one sugar beet and two bean leaves from Dataset 1 for the

calibration, and reserved the remaining 8 transients (6 bean and 2 sugar beet

samples) for validation purposes.

The calibration procedure consisted of the following steps: 1) We retrieved

the values of PROSPECT parameters (see Table 3.1) from the last R spectrum

of the transient over the spectral range of 400 to 1800 nm by using the Kcar,

Kab and Kant as defined in PROSPECT-D. 2) We calibrated Kcar to the

first (unstressed) R spectrum of all the three leaves simultaneously, thus

obtaining Kcar0. 3) We re-calibrated Kcar to the last R spectrum of all the

three leaves simultaneously by setting Cx = 1 for the last measurements,

thus obtaining Kcar1.

In all three steps, the Matlab built-in function ’lsqnonlin’ was applied, to

minimize a cost function:

C = (M − S)2 (3.8)

where M are the measured R spectra and S the corresponding simulation

spectrally convolved to the resolution of the spectroradiometer. In the
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calibration steps 2 and 3, M and S were matrices of three leaves (i.e. three

R spectra in total). In these steps, all the parameters were kept constant at

their retrieved values and both SACs were constrained to be positive.

3.3.3 Retrieval of Cx

In order to accurately estimate Cx, we evaluated different retrieval methods.

We assumed all PROSPECT parameters to be constant in time during

the measurements. We retrieved the PROSPECT parameters for the first

spectrum only, and kept them constant for all other spectra of the same

measurement sequence. Cx was then retrieved separately for the starting

spectrum, as well as all other spectra of the same leaf. The same cost function

was applied as in the calibration, as described above (Section 3.3.2).

While retrieving all PROSPECT parameters over the whole measured

spectral range, it became evident that the model could not sufficiently

accurately reproduce the measurements in the visible and near infra-red range

simultaneously. Consequently, the final configuration of the retrieval was

established in 3 steps (Figure 3.1): 1) For the first (unstressed or reference)

spectrum of the measurement, we retrieved all PROSPECT parameters

over the whole measured spectral range. 2) For the reference spectrum, we

retrieved the PROSPECT parameters with the main absorption in the visible

spectrum (VIS) over the VIS range, while keeping the parameters with the

main absorption in the near-infra red fixed at the values acquired in the first

step. This step was introduced to improve the fit in the range relevant for

the retrieval of Cx. 3) Cx was retrieved separately over the range of 520 - 565

nm, while keeping all other parameters constant at their previously retrieved

values for the reference leaf.

For all three datasets, we retrieved Cx by fitting only reflectance, with

the exception of Dataset 3 (Section 3.3.1.4, where we retrieved Cx by fitting

either reflectance, transmittance, or both at the same time. We evaluated

the retrieval accuracy for each dataset with the relative root mean-squared

error (RRMSE). The retrieved Cx values were further compared to NPQ,

as well as lutein and xanthophyll DEPS measurements of the same leaves,

where available, by calculating the root mean-squared error (RMSE) and

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2) as measures for the goodness-of-fit.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the Cx retrieval process: Top: model fit for the
VNIR region. Middle: improved model fit for only the VIS region. Bottom:
model fit after retrieving Cx.

3.3.4 Model sensitivity and error propagation

In order to investigate the most influential parameters for R, and also the

ill-posedness of their retrieval, we calculated the Jacobian (J) matrix of the

model for one representative sample, and locally linearised the model:

∆R = J∆p (3.9)

where J is a matrix with the partial derivatives of the R at each wavelength

(rows) for each of the 8 parameters (columns), here restricted to the VIS. Eq.

3.9 describes the propagation of a small change in the parameter vector (∆p)

into the reflectance (∆R).

To obtain comparable values of the sensitivities and to normalise JN , we
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multiplied J by the span of each parameter (see Table 3.1). Subsequently,

we carried out Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of JN :

JN = UΣV > (3.10)

where Σ is a diagonal matrix of non-negative real singular values, and the

columns of U and V are the left-singular vectors and right-singular vectors

of JN , respectively. U is a matrix of 8 spectra, and V is a 8 Ö 8 matrix

providing the contributions of each of the 8 parameters to each spectrum in

U . The occurrence of relatively low singular values indicates ill-posedness.

To compute the error propagation (i.e., the standard deviation (SD)) in

the retrieval of model parameters, we inverted Eq. 3.9:

J>∆R = J>J∆p, (3.11)

and wrote ∆p as a function of ∆R:

∆p = (J>J)−1J>∆R. (3.12)

A covariance matrix of p as a result of noise in R is:

E(∆p∆p>) = E[(J>J)−1J>∆R∆R>J(J>J)−1]

= (J>J)−1J>E(∆R∆R>)J(J>J)−1,
(3.13)

where E(∆R∆R>) is the covariance matrix of the measurements. If this

covariance matrix is diagonal and uniform (all diagonal elements equal),

characterized by a variance σ2
r , then the covariance matrix of the retrieved

parameters due to measurement noise is given by:

E(∆p∆p>) = (J>J)−1J>σ2
rJ(J>J)−1

= (J>J)−1J>J(J>J)−1σ2
r

= (J>J)−1σ2
r .

(3.14)

The standard deviations of the retrieved parameters (σp) are then found as

the square roots of the diagonal elements of this matrix. For σr we used the

value of the signal mean divided by the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 500,

and calculated ∆p.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Specific absorption coefficient spectra

In the left panel of Figure 3.2, we compare the SACs for carotenoids, chloro-

phylls and anthocyanins of PROSPECT-D with those of PROSPECT-5 (Féret

et al., 2008), which were originally used in Fluspect-B. Kcar differs mostly in
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the wavelengths below 500 nm, whereas the two versions for Kab demonstrate

substantial differences throughout the spectrum. Results of Féret et al. (2017)

show a great improvement in retrieval accuracy when using PROSPECT-D

coefficients compared to older versions, and thus appear more useful.

In the middle panel of Figure 3.2, we plot the SACs for the two extreme

states of carotenoids, Kcar0 and Kcar1, which now replace Kcar originating

from PROSPECT-D. The Kcar0 spectrum is shifted by approximately 2 nm

into the shorter wavelengths compared to Kcar. The difference between the

two spectra (the right panel of Figure 3.2) has a maximum at 528 nm, and

gradually diminishes towards 500 nm and 565 nm.
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Figure 3.2: Specific absorption coefficients for: carotenoids (Kcar), chloro-
phylls (Kab) and anthocyanins (Kant) as adopted from PROSPECT-D (solid
line) compared to the version used in Fluspect-B (broken line) (left panel);
the two extreme states of carotenoids, Kcar0 (broken line) and Kcar1 (solid
line) as defined in Fluspect-CX, displayed in the range of 500 to 570 nm
(middle panel); difference between the two extreme states of carotenoids
(right panel).

3.4.2 Dynamics of measured reflectance and ChlF spectra

Dataset 1 provided with unique data on simultaneous changes of ChlF and

green R. We observed the induction of ChlF at the first second after exposing

the leaf to illumination, and then a gradual decrease over about a minute, due

to photochemical and non-photochemical quenching. NPQ dynamics can be

observed by a gradual decrease in the green R that closely accompanies the

changes in ChlF . The dynamics of the two responses and their relation are

presented for a representative sample in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Dynamics of measured ChlF and green R spectra, plotted
against wavelength (upper panels) or as change in time (middle panels) for
one representative sample. Bottom panel displays the change in green R at
531 nm as a function of ChlF at 745 nm (R2 = 0.98).

3.4.3 Parameter retrieval

A representative measured and fitted spectrum for each of the two extreme

states is presented in Figure 3.4. As expected from the optical coefficients, we

observe the maximum spectral differences between the two extreme spectra

in the transient between 525 and 550 nm, and diminishing differences before

510 and beyond 560 nm.

In the left top panel of Figure 3.4 we show the spectra of Fluspect after

fitting PROSPECT parameters with PROSPECT-5 coefficients (steps 1 and
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2 of Section 3.3.3), illustrating that the spectral fit is insufficiently accurate

to retrieve Cx. In the right panels we used PROSPECT-D coefficients, Kcar0

and Kcar1 following all three steps: retrieving PROSPECT-D parameters

as well as Cx for the first spectrum, but only Cx for the last. With these

coefficients, the spectral fit can be considered as sufficient.

The middle and the bottom panels of Figure 3.4 show the relative root

mean square error (RRMSE) of retrieval accuracy per dataset. It is evident,

that when retrieving from VIS and NIR spectra simultaneously (bottom

panels), the region between 500 and 600 nm cannot be reproduced accurately

(RRMSE of up to ±20%), and the step 2 of Section 3.3.3 is indeed required.

When retrieving Cx over the spectral range of 500 to 600 nm, the accuracy

is generally very good (RRMSE of ±1%), except below 520 nm, where the

model cannot reproduce the measurements well.

We conclude that Fluspect-CX reproduces the R between 520 and 570 nm

more accurately, in contrast to Fluspect-B, where a significant discrepancy

between the measured and fitted spectra is evident throughout the spectral

region affected by the xanthophyll cycle (maximal RRMSE of ±8%).

3.4.4 Dynamics of ∆PRI, Cx and NPQ

For a further validation of the Cx retrievals, we investigated relationships

among Cx, ∆PRI and NPQ using all three datasets. By plotting Cx and

∆PRI versus NPQ, we obtained the empirical relationships (Figure 3.5).

The relationship between Cx and NPQ can be described by a linear equation.

Goodness of fit represented by Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2; Table

3.2) is generally better for NPQ(Cx) (R2 = 0.78) compared to NPQ(∆PRI)

(R2 = 0.30) for all datasets combined. Moreover, NPQ(∆PRI) performs

slightly better in the case of the data acquired with the integrating sphere,

whereas for diurnal data NPQ(Cx) relationship significantly outperforms

NPQ(∆PRI).

Retrieval of Cx for R, T and R+T simultaneously for the integrating

sphere data shows, that the model can reproduce the effect similarly well

(R2≈0 .58) for all three scenarios.

Light source intensity does have a significant influence on the span of Cx:

the higher the illumination is the higher the values of NPQ (or Kp+Kn) are,

as evident from the diurnal data and the transient data measured with the

much brighter halogen lamp.

In Figure 3.6 we explore the effects of pigment dynamics on Cx and NPQ.

Cx dynamics can be statistically related to the DEPS (R2 = 0.57), whereas,

interestingly, NPQ cannot (R2 = 0.21). As demonstrated, lutein epoxide

has a non-systematic effect on Cx.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the measurements and the retrieval accuracy of
either Fluspect-B (left panels) or Fluspect-CX (right panels). Top panels
show measured (squares) and fitted spectra (solid line) between 510 and
580 nm. In the middle and bottom panels we plot the relative root mean
square error (RRMSE) of retrieval accuracy after fitting between 500 and
580 nm (middle panels) and after fitting over VIS and NIR (bottom panel).
Shaded area represents the standard deviation of the mean. The three colours
represent three datasets: dotted line (black) for Dataset 1, whole line (blue)
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3.4.5 Model sensitivity

Figure 3.7 and Table 3.3 show a representative example of the SVD, computed

for a normalized Jacobian of the reflectance model, restricted to the visible

spectrum. As expected, the highest SVs are dominated by parameters for

photosynthetic pigments, with the highest contributions of Cab, Ccar and

Cant, to each of the first three SVs, respectively.

The fourth to eight SVs represent less than 1% of the first value, and the

influence of other parameters, including Cx, becomes more important.

Cx fully dominates the fifth SV, which represents only 0.5% of the highest

SV. Nonetheless, this indicates that the contribution of Cx, however small, is
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∆PRI (middle), as well as ∆PRI to Cx (right). Different symbols and colours
mark different datasets. The blue dashed line in the left panel represents
the least squares linear relationship between Cx and NPQ, determined for
Datasets 2 and 3 combined.

Table 3.2: Statistical data supporting Fig.3.5. Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient (R2) and RMSE are represented per dataset.

NPQ(Cx) NPQ(∆PRI) ∆PRI(Cx)

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

Diurnal 0.54 0.451 0.10 0.634 0.60 0.008

Int. sphere R 0.60 0.538 0.76 0.420 0.88 0.002

Int. sphere T 0.53 0.598 0.45 0.651 0.95 0.002

Int. sphere R and T 0.58 0.556 0.76 0.420 0.77 0.002

Transient LED 0.91 0.188 0.96 0.129 0.90 0.001

Transient halogen 0.94 0.240 0.57 0.645 0.61 0.004

All combined 0.78 0.388 0.30 0.692 0.49 0.005

unique. Moreover, the left singular vector for Cx (U5 in Figure 3.7) suggests

that for the retrieval of Cx one might need to consider spectral differences at

3 highly specific wavelengths: 512, 539 and 562 nm.

The sixth SV is dominated by Cs, with a noticeable contribution of Cx.

The seventh is dominated by Cdm. The eighth is again an order of magnitude

smaller than the seventh, as is dominated by water absorption, which does

not occur in the VIS part of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Furthermore, the first four SVs are dominated by parameters with contri-

butions of the opposite sign, which indicates that the spectral effects of these

parameters can, to some degree, cancel each other out, resulting in potential

over- or underestimations of these parameters.

The retrieved parameter values (RV) and the error propagation in the
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retrieved parameters (σp) in the VIS are presented in Table 3.4. σp ranges

from about ±10% of the retrieved values for Cab, Ccar and N , to a very high

value for Cw. This is expected, as Cw cannot be principally estimated from

the VIS wavelengths. On the other hand, the error propagation for Cx is the

lowest, about ±3%, due to the low sensitivity of the model to Cx.
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Figure 3.7: Left singular vectors (U) for the Jacobian of the reflectance
model for one representative sample, narrowed down to the visible spectrum.
The singular value (SV), t.i. the weight of the vector, and the most contrib-
uting parameter (↑parameter) are provided in the caption of each sub-plot.
Refer to Table 3.3 for the right singular vectors (V), the SV and rank of each
of the 8 parameters.
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Table 3.3: Singular values (SV) and right singular vectors (V) of the
Jacobian matrix for the reflectance model after fitting to the measured
reflectance of a sugar beet leaf, narrowed down to the visible spectrum. The
highest contribution per SV is shown in bold font. The squared sum over
rows equals 1, and the squared sum over columns equals 1.

SV 3.066 1.128 0.491 0.029 0.014 0.010 0.001 0.000

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Cab 0.77 0.46 -0.12 0.36 -0.00 -0.09 0.22 0.00

Cdm 0.06 -0.03 0.06 -0.55 -0.03 0.00 0.83 0.00

Cw 0.00 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 1.00

Cs 0.07 -0.08 0.12 -0.17 -0.46 -0.85 -0.14 0.00

Cca 0.13 -0.72 -0.58 0.30 -0.03 -0.08 0.20 0.00

N -0.54 0.19 0.15 0.63 -0.04 -0.22 0.45 0.00

Cx 0.01 -0.03 0.01 -0.08 0.88 -0.46 -0.02 -0.00

Cant 0.30 -0.48 0.78 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.00

Table 3.4: Retrieved values (RV) after fitting to the measured reflectance
and the retrieval error propagation (σp) in the visible spectrum, assuming a
signal to noise ratio of 500. The lower (LB) and upper (UB) boundaries are
calculated as RV±σp; LB are constrained to 0.

RV σp LB UB

Cab 34.80 3.74 31.06 38.53

Cdm 0.014 0.005 0.009 0.019

Cw 0.012 0.700 0.000 0.712

Cs 0.000 0.017 0.000 0.017

Cca 9.77 1.03 8.74 10.80

N 1.41 0.16 1.25 1.56

Cx 0.62 0.02 0.60 0.64

Cant 0.56 0.09 0.46 0.65

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Photochemical reflectance in Fluspect

By means of adding calibrated SACs for two extreme states of the carotenoid

absorption spectrum, namely Kcar0 and Kcar1, we have included the PRI

effect in Fluspect.

According to our results, several features indicate that Kcar0 and Kcar1

describe the xanthophyll DEPS of plant leaves. Both of the calibrated SACs,

and also the measured spectra for the two extreme states show a similar shift

with a maximum between approximately 525 and 550 nm (Figs. 3.2 and 3.4).

Moreover, the difference curve of the two SACs has a peak at 528 nm. These

values are in accordance with previous reports (Gamon et al., 1992, 1997;

Hmimina et al., 2014; Kováč et al., 2013). Furthermore, the experimental

setup used in the calibration assured that constitutive leaf properties, i.e.
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irreversible slow changes in leaf pigment content and anatomy, had stayed

the same during the experiment. The change in green reflectance during a

transient could then be ascribed primarily to the change in the violaxanthin

de-epoxidation status.

Retrieved values of Cx are strongly related to both ∆PRI and DEPS

(Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, respectively). PRI has been been shown to correlate with

DEPS similarly as Cx, with R2 between 0.5 to 0.7, for needle- (Fréchette

et al., 2016; Harris et al., 2014) and broad-leaved species (Gamon et al.,

1990), at the leaf scale over short (diurnal) time scales.

Similarly, both ∆PRI and Cx display a comparable general relationship

with NPQ (Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.2), albeit reversed: increasing Cx predicts

an increase in NPQ.

It is not surprising that the dependence of Cx on DEPS is much higher

than the dependence of NPQ on DEPS: NPQ measured by PAM methods

is a combination of ∆pH of the thylakoid, xanthophyll de-epoxidation cycle,

changes in constitutive losses and many other quenching effects (Ruban,

2016). NPQ is triggered by ∆pH either directly, or indirectly, by the activity

of the xanthophyll cycle(s). Nonetheless, the high correlation between Cx

and NPQ suggests, that Cx might represent more factors involved in the

dynamics of green R, than the de-epoxidation of violaxanthin alone.

On a diurnal scale, Cx represents the xanthophyll DEPS within the

leaf, with a value of Cx equal to zero corresponding to the case where no

zeaxanthin dependent NPQ is active and the associated xanthophylls still

consist entirely of violaxanthin. On the other hand, a value of approximately

1 corresponds to the situation where maximum NPQ activity occurs and

violaxanthin undergoes full de-epoxidation. We acknowledge, that Kcar1 is

likely underestimated: In in vivo leaves of higher plants, maximal DEPS

is variable but never 100%, as well as species and growth light conditions

dependant (Adams and Demmig-Adams, 1992; Demmig-Adams and Adams,

2006). As such, the SAC for maximum DEPS is difficult to characterize by

using in vivo measurements. In our results, the upper limit was not set as

a hard boundary and the estimated values of Cx extended slightly beyond

1, up to approximately 1.2, suggesting that the samples we used for Kcar1

calibration were not fully de-epoxidized.

When measuring leaf spectra throughout the day in a natural, uncon-

trolled environment, changes in green R are subjected to more than just the

xanthophyll cycle change, for example changes in light direction, chloroplast

movements, lutein epoxide cycle, temperature stress, water stress etc. It

is likely that some of the mentioned features are present in the calibrated

spectrum, even though the model does not take them into account explicitly.

Some of these effects vary greatly with changing leaf anatomy, among
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3. Extending Fluspect to simulate xanthophyll driven leaf reflectance dynamics

species or with plant functional types. Such an example are chloroplast

movements (Königer and Bollinger, 2012; Brugnoli and Björkman, 1992;

Suetsugu et al., 2017), and lutein epoxide cycle (Garćıa-Plazaola et al., 2007).

Contrary to these photoprotective plant mechanisms, the xanthophyll cycle is

known to be present in all plant-like eukaryotes, from algae to higher plants

(Niyogi et al., 1998).

In addition to the xanthophyll cycle, the lutein epoxide cycle can also

contribute to the dissipation of excess absorbed light energy (Niyogi et al.,

1997; Gilmore and Yamamoto, 1993; Demmig-Adams, 1990). Lutein epox-

idation is mostly restricted to woody species, such as avocado, used in this

study, and accumulation of lutein epoxide to high concentrations is found

most commonly in old leaves in deeply shaded canopies (Garćıa-Plazaola

et al., 2007). Results of our study suggest that lutein epoxidation had a

minimal effect on the dynamics of green reflectance, the most likely reason

being the conditions in which the avocado plants were grown. Consequently,

the lutein-epoxidation might not have been active and therefore the influence

of the lutein epoxide cycle on the experiments was limited. Leaves with

a lutein epoxide cycle have a photo-active and constitutive level of lutein

(Garćıa-Plazaola et al., 2007). The lutein epoxide measured was thus likely

a part of the constitutive pool. Moreover, recent progress of research on

the roles of zeaxanthin and lutein in photoprotection of photosystem II also

indicates that Z is the major player in NPQ (Jahns and Holzwarth, 2012).

Over seasonal time frames, green R is further affected by slowly chan-

ging (constitutive) components, such as variations in pigment (chlorophyll,

carotenoid and anthocyanin) pool sizes; and PRI is primarily controlled by

carotenoid and chlorophyll content rather than xanthophyll cycle dynam-

ics (Fréchette et al., 2016; Gitelson et al., 2017). Also, the ideal reference

waveband for PRI varies between experiments and treatments (Panigada

et al., 2014; Gamon et al., 1992). Due to the strong overlap of the absorp-

tion features of different pigments in the VIS, indices using only one or two

spectral bands may be insufficient to decouple rapidly changing (facultative)

and slowly changing (constitutive) components. In the case of PRI, Hmimina

et al. (2014) and Magney et al. (2016) showed that the use of a reference

∆PRI, defined as the PRI of perfectly dark-adapted leaves, is needed in

order to be able to separate the physiologically related PRI variability over

both diurnal and temporal scales.

RT models have an advantage, that they allow an analysis of the remote

sensing signal based on robust physical, chemical, and biological processes.

The relations between biochemical parameters and spectral reflectance are

expected to be independent of site conditions and do not require field data for

input after calibration. In fact, they represent an ideal tool to develop and
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test optical indices (Haboudane et al., 2002; Malenovský et al., 2006). Our

results support this: retrieved values of Cx appeared to be better comparable

among leaves of different datasets than ∆PRI (Table 3.2).

3.5.2 Retrieval of Cx: requirements, sensitivity and limitations

The inclusion of re-calibrated SACs for carotenoids, chlorophylls and anthocy-

anins of PROSPECT-D greatly improved the accuracy of retrieval, reported

also by the other studies (Féret et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018).

Accurate determination of in vivo SACs is critical. Although in vitro

SACs from isolated pigments in solutions are available in literature, their

inclusion in leaf radiative transfer models is complicated by three factors:

(1) the absorption spectrum of a pigment depends on the choice of sample,

solvent system, and spectrophotometer used (Lichtenthaler and Buschmann,

2001); (2) similarly, the in vitro SACs will clearly differ from the in vivo

SACs of the pigments in the natural leaves; (3) the absorption features of

different pigments strongly overlap in the VIS. This is especially true for the

major carotenoids of green leaves, such as β-carotene, lutein, neoxanthin and

violaxanthin (Lichtenthaler and Buschmann, 2001).

The overlap makes it difficult to correctly estimate the contribution of

each parameter in the model retrieval, producing ill-posed problems. This

particularly applies to the parameters having a small effect on the whole

spectrum, such as Cx. Consequently, to correctly estimate Cx, either a

reference (unstressed) spectrum or the inclusion of a-priori information is

needed; similar to the case of ∆PRI, as discussed above. In this study we

use reference spectra, measured for each investigated sample.

In the retrieval procedure, we used a simple cost function (the squared

spectral difference), and narrowed down the spectral region to the VIS in

order to increase the weight of the parameters of interest (Cx). It was

necessary in order to prevent parameters that affect a broad spectral range,

such as N and Cw, to dominate the cost function. An alternative to the

applied narrowing of the spectral range is to attribute weights to specific

wavelengths in the cost function. The retrieval might be also improved by

selecting a different retrieval algorithm, as reviewed in Verrelst et al. (2014);

Rivera et al. (2013), or strategy (Li and Wang, 2011; Ali et al., 2016; Li et al.,

2018; Jay et al., 2016).

Another important factor in the accuracy of parameter estimations is

spectral quality of the measurements. Our model sensitivity analysis shows

that the chosen instrument noise level (SNR of 500) did not significantly

perturb the retrieval of Cx, especially because most instruments used provide

an even better SNR in the VIS. The error propagation in the retrieved
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parameters for photosynthetic pigments was about 10%, which is comparable

to other studies, and for Cx the bias appeared to be minimal, only ±3%.

The left singular vector for Cx suggests that 3 highly specific wavelengths

should be used for the retrieving of Cx. Since the inner product of this

vector with a given spectrum is highly sensitive to Cx and not to the other

parameters, it could be used as an algorithm to estimate Cx. However,

for such an algorithm to work operationally, the actual noise level of the

measurement instrument is very important.

Fluspect simulations are directional-hemispherical. On the other hand,

Dataset 1, used for calibration of Kcar0 and Kcar1, is bidirectional; it assumes

that the leaf is bi-Lambertian while most real leaves are not. As discussed

in Chapter 2, a common outcome is an overestimation of leaf R, which

may cause an inaccurate estimation of model parameters that affect R,

particularly in the NIR region. Because we describe the xanthophyll de-

epoxidation as a relative change in the total carotenoid absorption spectrum,

only the conservation of spectral shape must be ensured, as compared to

the integrating sphere measurements. FluoWat leaf clip measurements show

a systematic deviation of 2% lower R values compared to the integrating

sphere measurements, which could be explained by the clip not measuring

the specular reflection (Luis Alonso, personal communication). Moreover,

research shows (Bousquet et al., 2005; Jay et al., 2016) that the effect of

diffuse and directional component on bidirectional measurements is highly

wavelength independent in the VIS: the shape of the spectra in the region

between 500 and 600 nm is relatively conservative, with increasing wavelength

dependence at wavelengths below 520 nm. This is further supported by our

results, where the accuracy of Cx retrieval was highest for Dataset 3 (Fig.

3.4), measured with an integrated sphere, and the general accuracy was very

good (RRMSE of ±1%) above 520 nm. These results also indicate, that

Cx can be retrieved with different measuring techniques. This is important,

as leaf clips coupled to spectrometers are easier to operate, and they allow

for measurements of solar induced chlorophyll fluorescence spectra, which

provides means to study the two dynamic leaf spectral features simultaneously.

3.5.3 Implications for future applications: Fluspect-CX in SCOPE

Most of the published studies have focused on changes in R only. The

dynamics of green T is more difficult to measure, because its detection

depends greatly on leaf thickness and pigment content. Nonetheless, in the

simulations and interpretation of whole canopy measurements, it is necessary

to include T . The Fluspect-CX model fills this gap. Although the SACs were

calibrated to R data only, the model also simulates T , which, however, needs

further validation efforts.
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The need for a reference spectrum or a-priori information, reduces the

direct applicability of both ∆PRI and Cx. Nonetheless, relating Cx to NPQ

via a simple linear equation provides means to further (1) couple Fluspect-CX

to a biochemical routine, such as an extended Farquhar’s photosynthesis

model (Van der Tol et al., 2014), and to (2) implement Fluspect-CX into the

model SCOPE.

By including the dynamic green R into SCOPE, we were able to simu-

late the top-of-canopy PRI in a multi-angular sun-to-sensor geometry. A

preliminary example indicates (forward simulation, Figure 3.8), that the

model is able to separate the directional and physiological effects on the

top-of-canopy PRI, which is a crucial requirement for up-scaling the PRI

index from leaf to the canopy, and even further to landscape and global levels,

using satellite observations. The R directional effects are quite pronounced

in the top-of-canopy PRI values: even if the xanthophyll cycle effect is not

included in the model, some ’PRI’ angular change is still generated due to

the directional effects alone. These findings are in accordance with literature

Hall et al. (2008); Hilker et al. (2008a); Drolet et al. (2005) and call for

further investigation.
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Figure 3.8: Hemispherical graphs of top-of-canopy PRI: without the
xanthophyll cycle (XC) effect (left), with the xanthophyll cycle effect included
in the model (middle) and the difference between the two (right) as a function
of viewing zenith angle and viewing azimuth angle (relative to the solar
azimuth). Zenith angle varies with the radius, the azimuth angle (in italic)
increases while rotating anticlockwise from north. The sky was assumed clear
and homogeneous, and the solar zenith angle was 30°.

3.6 Conclusions

This study demonstrates that dynamic changes in green R over short periods

of time can be simulated and retrieved over a broad band from 515 to 565

nm with a single new parameter, Cx.
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With Fluspect-CX one could retrieve Cx for any R spectrum, as long as

the two conditions are met: 1) the retrieval is done in at least two steps: over

the whole measured spectrum, and further in the spectral range of carotenoid

absorption; and 2) either a reference (unstressed) spectrum or certain prior

information is provided.

By linking NPQ with Cx, we were able to create a connection between

the radiative transfer model of the leaf (Fluspect-CX), and the canopy model

SCOPE, such that the PRI can be simulated on both the leaf and canopy scale.

The introduction of the photochemistry driven leaf reflectance dynamics into

the models Fluspect and SCOPE thus presents new opportunities for the

study of photosynthesis: 1) The PRI effect can be up-scaled to the canopy,

and the directional and physiological effects on the canopy PRI can be

separated; 2) Dynamic green R and chlorophyll fluorescence changes can be

simulated simultaneously. When related to biochemical routines, this should

enable us to better decouple the contributions of NPQ, PQ and fluorescence

to the process of photosynthesis; 3) With the inclusion of Cant and Cx,

these features should allow for monitoring of leaf and canopy properties and

development on both shorter and longer time scales, but also between species.
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4.1 Introduction

Monitoring photosynthesis through remote sensed signals leads to a better

understanding of vegetation canopies and their interaction with the envir-

onment. Two optical indicators have been proven particularly valuable as

estimators of photosynthetic activity from leaf to potentially global scale:

chlorophyll fluorescence (ChlF) and photochemical reflectance index (PRI).

Both ChlF and PRI are intrinsically linked to photosynthesis, and have

both been established as good estimators of leaf light use efficiency (LUE)

and gross primary productivity (GPP) (for reviews, see Ač et al. (2015)

and Garbulsky et al. (2011)). Developing methods for the estimation of

photosynthesis from the two optical indicators is particularly relevant for the

fast developing field of precision agriculture (Wieneke et al., 2016; Tremblay

et al., 2011), and for the European Space Agency’s dedicated FLuorescence

Explorer (FLEX) satellite mission (Drusch et al., 2017).

In order to develop such methods, it is key to understand how the dynamic

changes in plant optical properties are linked to the underlying enzyme

kinetics of photosynthesis. The solar energy, absorbed by the leaf, undergoes

one of the three possible pathways that form a closed energy balance loop:

it can be used in photochemistry, emitted as chlorophyll fluorescence or

dissipated as heat. This interconversion of energy can be detected as a

dynamic optical signature in the visible and near-infrared part of the leaf

spectrum.

The light is captured by the light-harvesting antennae, and the energy

is transferred to the photosynthetic reaction centres. From the captured

light, about 2% of light is directly emitted as ChlF. The spectrum of ChlF

has a typical double-peak, and ranges from approximately 650 to 850 nm.

The rest of the captured energy follows a complex process of photochemistry,

eventually resulting in the fixation of CO2.

However, in natural conditions, plants are often exposed to various stresses,

lowering their capacity to utilize the available light. Excess energy must then

be effectively dissipated via one of the many photoprotective mechanisms of

higher plants in order to prevent damage to the photosynthetic apparatus.

For example, high light exposure causes rapid saturation of the photosynthetic

reaction centres, and the fastest response of the photosynthetic membrane

to excess light is to dissipate the surplus of energy as heat. This process is

known as the non-photochemical fluorescence quenching (NPQ). It is closely

related to the xanthophyll cycle, which involves an interconversion of three

xanthophylls: violaxanthin via antheraxanthin into zeaxanthin, followed by a

complex series of thylakoid conformational and pH changes, concluded with

heat dissipation (Ruban, 2016; Demmig-Adams and Adams III, 1996). This

photoprotection mechanism can be observed as dynamic changes in the green
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part of the visible (VIS) spectrum, commonly expressed as the PRI (Gamon

et al., 1992).

In order to interpret the remotely sensed data, models are needed. Simple

indices using only one or two spectral bands, such as PRI, may be insufficient

due to the contributions of various leaf pigments and canopy structure to the

few selected spectral bands (Gitelson et al., 2017). Radiative transfer models

can describe the light propagation within leaves and canopies based on the

robust biochemical and physical properties, enabling us to better decouple the

contributions of individual parameters. Complementary to radiative transfer

models, models for photosynthesis can explain the underlying biochemical

processes. Coupling the two types of models would provide a unique insight

into the connection between optical and biochemical properties of vegetation.

State-of-the-art models, such as the Soil-Canopy Observation of Photo-

synthesis and Energy balance (SCOPE) model (Van der Tol et al., 2009), are

able to quantify both the variability of photosynthesis and spectral changes

at different temporal and spatial scales, by employing the biochemical and

radiative transfer properties of vegetation.

On the leaf level, SCOPE employs (1) a Biochemical model, able to

explain the relationship between fluorescence, photosynthesis and NPQ under

different environmental conditions (Van der Tol et al., 2014), and (2) a

radiative transfer model Fluspect (Vilfan et al. (2016); see also Chapter

2). Both of the models are well-tested, computationally affordable and can

function separately, providing independent outputs.

The Biochemical model follows Farquhar 1980’s photosynthesis formu-

lation (Farquhar et al., 1980), in which the maximum carboxylation rate

(V cmax) of leaves is a key parameter. V cmax determines the maximum photo-

synthesis rate of a plant under optimal conditions, and has a great influence

on the modelled gross primary productivity (GPP).

Fluspect simulates leaf reflectance (R), transmittance (T ) and ChlF

spectra as a function of leaf pigment content and structure. Recently, Fluspect

has been extended to simulate the dynamics of green R as a function of the

xanthophyll de-epoxidation; a radiative transfer analogy to the PRI (Vilfan

et al. (2018); see also Chapter 3).

In this study, we couple the two leaf models via chlorophyll fluorescence

and photochemical R parameters, and effectively link spectral to biochemical

properties. Attempts to create such links have been made before, however,

in most cases, PRI and ChlF as proxies of photosynthesis were studied

separately (for a review, see Grace et al. (2007)), with a rare exception of

the study conducted by Atherton et al. (2016). The link of R dynamics to

photochemistry is generally addressed with the use of the PRI, and relations of

spectral information to photosynthetic parameters have mostly been defined
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via regression models (Dechant et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016; Liu et al.,

2017; Serbin et al., 2015). With the introduction of dynamic xanthophyll R

into Fluspect, we could avoid the use of PRI, and approach changes in both

R and Chlf in a radiative transfer based manner. We developed a scheme

that links leaf V cmax to spectral dynamics of R, T and ChlF . Such a model

has not been published before.

The coupled model enabled us to devise a method for the retrieval of the

V cmax directly from hyperspectal measurements of leaf ChlF and R or T .

In this study, we describe the coupled model and the retrieval method. We

test its performance against a unique dataset, with combined leaf spectral,

gas exchange and Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) measurements. We

evaluate the sensitivity of the method to ChlF and R, and discuss whether

combined they provide an even better constraint to the retrieval of leaf

photosynthetic parameters.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Laboratory experiment

The experiment was conducted in the laboratories of Forschungszentrum

Jülich in February and March 2014. Sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) and barley

(Hordeum vulgare L.) plants were grown in pots under controlled conditions

in a greenhouse in Forschungszentrum Jülich between December 2013 and

March 2014. Due to the limited winter light conditions, the natural light was

complemented with artificial light from growth lamps for 15 hours per day.

When the plants were fully grown, a part of the pots grown under full light

were exposed to water deficits. For a full description of growth conditions, see

Chapter 2. Measurements were collected on the same leaves in two separate

experimental settings.

The first setup, ’Chamber dataset’, consisted of a Li-COR portable gas

exchange system (Li-6400, Li-COR, Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska) connected to

a (1) 6400-10 MiniPAM Adapter (clear top, Li-COR, Inc., Lincoln, Neb-

raska) housing the Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) Fluorescence System

(Mini-PAM-II, Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany); and (2) an ASD

spectroradiometer (FieldSpec 4, ASD Inc.). The gas exchange chamber

bottom was equipped with an air tight slot, fitting an optical fibre of the

ASD. The chamber was illuminated externally, with a cold halogen lamp (KL

2500 LCD, SCHOTT B.V., The Netherlands). The lamp was positioned to

illuminate the chamber under an angle of about 45°, ensuring that the whole

leaf surface within the chamber was illuminated, and not shaded by the PAM

optical fibre. A short-pass filter can be slotted into the opening of the lamp,

which cuts off the incoming light spectrum above approximately 700 nm.
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This allowed for measurements of forward ChlF signal (from approximately

700 to 850 nm). The setup is presented in Figure 4.1. With this setup, almost

simultaneous measurements of passive and active fluorescence, dynamic T

and gas exchange measurements were taken under very controlled conditions.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of the ’Chamber dataset’ measure-
ment setup. Assimilation rate unit is µmol CO2 m-2s-1 and ChlF unit is W
m-2 µm-1 sr-1.

The plants used in this experiment were grown under light intensity of

about 1000 µmol photons m-2 s-1 (measured in the greenhouse with Li-190SL).

Measurements were taken on attached leaves of intact plants using one or

two healthy and fully developed leaves per pot. The leaf was positioned in

the chamber with its adaxial side facing the light source. The gas exchange

system was set to a constant leaf temperature of 25°C, constant air humidity,

and a CO2 concentration of 400 ppm. Next, we measured light and CO2

curves, both for each leaf. The light curves were measured first, directly

followed by the measurement of the CO2 curves, under illumination of 1000

µmol photons m-2 s-1. The measured leaf surface and the position of the

whole setup was kept constant. Light intensities and CO2 concentrations

were adjusted manually, in the following sequences of approximately:

1. 0, 50, 100, 150, 250, 350, 500, 700, 1000, 1300 µmol photons m-2 s-1,

2. 400, 50, 100, 150, 250, 350, 500, 700, 900, 1200, 700, 400 ppm CO2.

We waited for the steady state conditions before each recording, 5 minutes

on average, and up to 20 minutes for a light curve measurement. Each

measurement consisted of the following sequence of recordings: (1) gas

exchange, (2) transmittance, recorded with the ASD spectroradiometer, (3)

passive forward chlorophyll fluorescence spectra, recorded with the ASD

spectroradiometer, after slotting the filter into the opening of the lamp, (4)
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4. Estimating photosynthetic capacity from leaf reflectance and chlorophyll fluorescence

active PAM measurement at the top of the leaf after removing the filter again.

The procedure was repeated for each change of the either illumination or

CO2 conditions.

A standard reflectance panel was used separately to estimate the incident

and the filtered incident radiation and the exact transmittance of the filter

for each light intensity. The panel was positioned at the same distance from

the light source as the leaf. Each hyperspectral measurement was the average

of 5 individual ASD measurements over the region of 350 - 2500 nm. ChlF

spectra were calculated using the standard formulas as described in Chapter

2. It should be noted that the measurements below 700 nm are unreliable due

to the cut-off filter’s characteristics. Moreover, the relative positioning of the

reflectance panel, as well as the shape and characteristics of the gas exchange

chamber might have contributed to additional scattering and inaccuracies

in the calculated ChlF spectra. Furthermore, many hyperspectral measure-

ments of barley had to be excluded from the study, because the leaves were

too small to cover the surface of the entire leaf chamber, contaminating the

measurements with additional illumination.

Light use efficiency was calculated from gas exchange data as mols of

CO2 captured per mol photons of light absorbed:

LUE =
A

iPAR
. (4.1)

where A is the assimilation rate (in µmol CO2 m-2 s-1) and iPAR the incoming

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR; in µmol photons m-2 s-1).

From hyperspectral data, we calculated the PRI as (R531−R570)/(R531+

R570). For a better comparison of the spectral measurements, we normalized

the PRI and ChlF at the far red peak (F740) by subtracting the unstressed

reference value from all other values of the curves, thus obtaining ∆PRI and

∆F740, respectively. For the light curves that was the lowest illumination

(dark adapted) spectrum, and for CO2 curves the spectrum at 1200 ppm

CO2.

For PAM measurements, standard procedures were followed (Maxwell

and Johnson, 2000). During each measurement, a short, intense pulse of light

is given, which enables to calculate the separate contributions of PQ and

NPQ to fluorescence quenching. Quantum yield of PS-II (φPSII) reflects the

proportion of light absorbed by PS-II that is used for photochemistry and

was calculated as:

φPSII =
F ′m − Fs
F ′m

, (4.2)

where Fs is the steady state fluorescence, and F ′m is light adapted maximum

fluorescence yield.
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In the early morning, before the start of the measurement setup, PAM

measurements were taken on dark adapted leaves. This allowed for the

calculation of minimal and maximal dark adapted fluorescence, Fo and Fm,

respectively, and subsequently the NPQ:

NPQ =
Fm − F ′m

F ′m
, (4.3)

where Fm represents the maximal dark adapted fluorescence yield. Because

the information of PAM experiments is contained in the ratios, we generalized

the signals to Fo = 1.

The second setup, the ’FluoWat dataset’, is described in detail in Chapter

2. Measurements of bi-directional leaf R, T and ChlF were collected with

the FluoWat leaf-clip, coupled to the spectroradiometer, which was also used

in the first setup. The leaf-clip has two openings for the fibre optics and one

light entrance, fitting both a light source at a 45°angle as well as a short-pass

filter (TechSpec, Edmund Optics GmbH, Germany). For more details on the

FluoWat leaf clip design, see Van Wittenberghe et al. (2013) . The samples

were illuminated with the same cold light lamp as in the first setup. We

used measurements taken under 3 different light intensities, with iPAR of

approximately 200, 500 and 700-800 µmol photons m-2 s-1, respectively.

4.2.2 Leaf models in SCOPE

SCOPE (Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry and Energy fluxes) is a

vertical (1-D) integrated radiative transfer and energy balance model (Van der

Tol et al., 2009) that calculates the top of canopy outgoing radiation in the

viewing direction, the turbulent heat fluxes, photosynthesis and chlorophyll

fluorescence. The model consists of many modules, two of which are leaf

models, relevant for this study: (1) radiative transfer model Fluspect and (2)

a biochemical routine that calculates the steady state chlorophyll fluorescence

yield Fs, electron transport rate (ETR), NPQ and photosynthesis in leaves

under different environmental conditions. Within SCOPE, the two leaf

models are not connected on the leaf level, but only indirectly via the canopy

level calculations.

4.2.2.1 Fluspect

Fluspect is a radiative transfer model for the leaf, based on the model

PROSPECT (Jacquemoud and Baret, 1990), where the absorption is a

function of the concentrations and specific absorption coefficients (SACs)

of pigments and water. Fluspect computes R and T spectra from 400

nm to 2500 nm, as well as ChlF spectra from 640 nm to 850 nm. It is

implemented in Matlab and published under GNU General Public License at
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https://github.com/christiaanvandertol. Input parameters, together

with their definitions and standard values, are provided in Table 4.1. For

a published full description of the model (Fluspect-B), see Chapter 2 and

Appendices A to C.

In this study, we use the latest version of Fluspect, called Fluspect-CX

(Vilfan et al. (2018); see also Chapter 3), which is able to simulate dynamic

changes in green R from approximately 500 to 570 nm, as a function of the

xanthophyll de-epoxidation parameter (Cx): a radiative transfer analogy to

the PRI. Moreover, in Fluspect-CX we adopted the SAC for anthocyanins as

well as re-calibrated SACs for chlorophylls and carotenoids from PROSPECT-

D (Féret et al., 2017).

Dynamic changes in ChlF spectra can be simulated by varying the fluores-

cence quantum efficiency parameters ηI and ηII. In analogy to SACs, Fluspect

uses two spectra for the probability density function φ to describe the spectral

distribution of emitted ChlF: φI and φII, one for each of the photosystems I

and II. The two functions were adopted from Franck et al. (2002), and can be

linearly mixed. However, due to systematic discrepancies between measured

and simulated fluorescence spectra, φ has recently been re-calibrated into a

single spectrum for φ (Van der Tol et al., in preparation), used in this study.

Fluspect can be inverted and its parameters estimated from measured

spectra. However, Fluspect can not explain the underlying processes of

photosynthesis related to the dynamic parameters, such as Cx and η. They

can, however, be estimated indirectly with a semi-empirical photosynthesis

model of Van der Tol et al. (2014), which addresses the relationship between

fluorescence, photosynthesis and NPQ at leaf level.

Table 4.1: List of parameters for the SCOPE leaf models.

Parameter Interpretation Range Standard value Unit Origin

Leaf optical: Fluspect

Cab Chlorophyll a+b content 0-100 40 µg cm-2 PROSPECT-D

Ccar Total carotenoid content 0-30 10 µg cm-2 PROSPECT-D

Cant Anthocyanin content 0-10 0 µg cm-2 PROSPECT-D

Cw Water content 0-0.4 0.009 cm PROSPECT

Cdm Dry matter content 0-0.5 0.012 g cm-2 PROSPECT

N Leaf mesophyll structure parameter 1-4 1.4 - PROSPECT

Cs Senescence material (brown pigments) 0-0.6 0 in arbitrary units PROSPECT

η Fluorescence quantum efficiency 0-0.2 0.01 - Fluspect

Cx Photochemical reflectance parameter 0-1.5 0 - Fluspect

Leaf physiology: Biochemical

V cmax Maximum carboxylation capacity 0-250 70 µmol CO2 m-2s-1

m Ball–Berry stomatal conductance param. 2-20 8 -

Rdparam Parameter for dark respiration 0.001-0.03 0.015 -

Ko
n Fitting parameter for Kn (Eq. 4.4) 2-6 2.48 -

β Fitting parameter for Kn (Eq. 4.4) 0-10 0.114 -

γ Fitting parameter for Kn (Eq. 4.4) 0-10 2.83 -
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4.2.2.2 The Biochemical model

The biochemical model used in SCOPE calculates the photosynthetic rate and

ChlF, as a function of absorbed light, leaf temperature, relative humidity and

the concentrations of CO2 and O2. It follows Farquhar (1980)’s formulation

(Farquhar et al., 1980), where GPP is dependent on electron transport and

carboxylation, and the actual rate of assimilation is determined by the most

limiting of these processes. Maximum carboxylation rate per leaf area under

light-saturated conditions (V cmax) is the key parameter in this model.

As summarized by Verrelst et al. (2015), several new leaf physiological

routines have been introduced over time. Apart from the model being

able to distinguish between C3 (Farquhar et al., 1980) and C4 (Collatz

et al., 1991) species, it also provides three alternative descriptions for the

calculations of the fluorescence yield: TB12, TB12-D and MD12. The first

two were formulated by Van der Tol et al. (2014) and empirically describe the

relationship between photochemical and fluorescence yield, either for ideal

and unstressed (TB12), or drought conditions (TB12-D). The MD12 module

(Magnani et al., 2009) has a more explicit parametrization of fluorescence

quenching mechanisms and is not limited to the empirical calibration of the

TB12 models. In this study, we use the TB12 module, due to the model

simplicity. Input parameters of the Biochemical model are provided in Table

4.1. Only parameters relevant for this study are shown.

In TB12, the fluorescence parametrization is based on a close non-linear

relationship between the relative light saturation of photosynthesis and non-

radiative energy dissipation in plants of different species. The model is based

on the principles of PAM fluorometry. To calculate the probability of the

different fates of the excitations, it uses rate coefficients (K): Kp and Kn

for PQ and NPQ, and Kd and Kf for heat dissipation and fluorescence,

respectively.

Two outputs are particularly relevant for this study: (1) fluorescence

emission efficiency, ε, expressed as the ratio of the steady state (Fs) to the

dark adapted fluorescence yield (Fo), and (2) Kn, which is considered to be

equivalent to NPQ, and is calculated as follows:

Kn =
Ko
n(1 + β)xγ

β + xγ
, (4.4)

where Ko
n, γ and β are fitting parameters, and x is a measure for the light

saturation of photosynthesis, calculated as

x = 1− Φp
Φop

. (4.5)

Φp and Φop represent the photochemical yield and the photochemical yield of

dark adapted state, respectively.
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Dark adapted fluorescence yield Fo is then computed as

Fo =
Kf

Kf +Kp +Kd
, (4.6)

and the steady state fluorescence Fs as

Fs = F ′m · (1− Φp), (4.7)

Here it should be noted that Fs, and consequently ε, is related to Kn through

the calculation of F ′m,

F ′m =
Kf

Kf +Kd +Kn
. (4.8)

4.2.3 Coupling the leaf models

As evident from previous sections, both Fluspect and the Biochemical model

provide information related to ChlF and NPQ, albeit of a different kind. The

two dynamic input parameters of Fluspect, η and Cx, can be directly related

to the outputs ε and Kn, respectively, as computed by the Biochemical

model.

To couple Cx to Kn, we define Cx as a function of NPQ by using the

empirical linear equation, defined in Chapter 3:

Cx = 0.3187 ·NPQ. (4.9)

Similarly, η and ε are coupled as:

η = ε · ς. (4.10)

where ς represents a scaling factor, calculated as a ratio of a typical value of

η to a typical value of ε, with a value of 0.007.

Linking the two models provides a foundation for the retrieval of key

photosynthetic parameters, such as V cmax.

4.2.4 Retrieving maximum carboxylation capacity

V cmax was retrieved using three different methods. The dataset collected in

the second setup consisted of a unique assembly of combined gas exchange,

PAM and hyperspectral measurements, measured in extremely regulated

conditions. We used each of these three data types to constrain the retrieval

of V cmax. For each data type, each measurement contained a full response

curve to changes in either CO2 or light conditions, and each retrieval was

constrained by a full response curve. The schematics for each method is

shown in Figure 4.2. The retrieved parameters for each investigated method,

their boundaries and constraints are presented in detail in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The schematics for three methods of V cmax retrieval: (a) In
Methods 1 and 2 the Biochemical model is inverted by constraining the
inversion with A curves; (b) In Method 3, the combined model is inverted.
First, the PROSPECT parameters (see Table 4.1) are retrieved once per
leaf. Next, the Biochemical model is initialized with standard input values
(Table 4.1). Parameters for photochemical reflectance (Cx) and fluorescence
quantum efficiency (η) are prescribed as functions of NPQ and ε, following
Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. Cx and η, together with the estimated
PROSPECT parameters, are provided as inputs of Fluspect. The difference
between the Fluspect simulation and measured spectra is minimized by a
cost function, resulting in the optimization of the chosen parameters.

In Method 1, we retrieved V cmax by inverting the Biochemical model

only. A standard input to the Biochemical model was selected, together with

measured values of PAR, leaf temperature, CO2 and water vapour. The

inversion was constrained with the assimilation rate curves, measured with

the gas exchange system. This method is a traditional approach (Walker

et al., 2014; Kosugi and Matsuo, 2006; Zheng et al., 2017), and we took

V cmax estimated with this method as a validation measure.

In Method 2, we used the same retrieval method as in Method 1 (Figure

4.2a), but this time we constrained the model with Fs and NPQ curves,
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measured with the PAM system. In order to achieve an accurate fit, the

three fitting parameters of Eq. 4.4, namely Ko
n, γ and β, had to be fitted as

well.

In Method 3, we used only the spectroscopy measurements to retrieve

V cmax (instead of the gas exchange and PAM measurements). A narrow

band of ChlF at the far-red peak (730-750 nm) and of green R (525/545 nm)

were selected as the constraint for the model inversion. With this method,

we retrieved V cmax and the additional parameters Ko
n and ς (Table 4.2). The

procedure of retrieval was as follows (Figure 4.2b):

1. PROSPECT parameters (see Table 4.1) were retrieved once per leaf.

They were assumed to stay constant during the light and CO2 response

curves.

2. A standard input of the Biochemical model was selected, as in Methods

1 and 2. The model outputs NPQ and ε were linked to Cx and η,

following Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10 respectively.

3. The retrieved PROSPECT parameters together with η and Cx were

provided as input for the model Fluspect

4. A cost function (see Eq. 4.11 below) was defined as the difference

between spectra simulated by Fluspect and measured spectra. Paramet-

ers V cmax, Ko
n and ς were optimised by minimizing the cost function

for the whole light or CO2 response curve at once.

For model inversion, in all three methods a trust-region algorithm was

applied in Matlab using the built-in function ‘lsqnonlin’ to quantify a cost

function:

C = (M − S)2 (4.11)

where M is the measured data and S the corresponding simulation. For

hyperspectral data, M and S were matrices of multiple spectra, depending

on the measurements. Retrieved parameters were minimally constrained and

no prior information was used (Table 4.2).

All three methods were applied to the Chamber dataset. In Method 3,

we fitted T and forward (’downward’) ChlF spectra: 10 spectra for CO2 and

8 spectra for light response curves.

To the FluoWat dataset only Method 3 was applied. The dataset consisted

of 3 R, T , backward (’upward’) ChlF and forward ChlF spectra per light

curve: We fitted either R and backward ChlF , T and forward ChlF , or all

spectra at the same time.

4.2.5 Evaluating the model inversion

Method 1, the most standard method of obtaining V cmax, provided the

validation data for the other methods. First, we compared the V cmax retrieved
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Table 4.2: List of retrieved parameters, their initial values, lower boundaries
(LB), upper boundaries (UB) and constraints per each investigated method.

Retrieved parameter Initial value LB UB Constraint

Method 1 V cmax 70 0 250 assimilation rate curves

Method 2 V cmax 70 0 250

Ko
n 2.48 2 6 Fs and NPQ curves

β 0.114 0 100

γ 2.83 0 100

Method 3 V cmax 70 0 250 ChlF and R or T spectra

Ko
n 2.48 2 6

ς 0.007 0 0.2

with Method 1 from the light and the CO2 response curves of the same leaves.

We further compared the V cmax estimated with Method 1 against all

other methods. We evaluated the goodness-of-fit of V cmax, A and other

variables, by calculating the root mean-squared error (RMSE) and Pearson’s

correlation coefficient (R2). The number of fitted samples was different per

each method, because some measurements were of insufficient quality, and

some failed to converge in fitting curves.

The retrieval accuracy was evaluated for the Chamber dataset with the

relative root mean-squared error (RRMSE). We investigated (1) the sensitivity

of T and ChlF spectra to the relevant parameters; (2) the sensitivity of

the retrieved parameters to their initial values; and (3) the ill-posedness of

the retrieval. We calculated the Jacobian matrices (J) for T and ChlF of

the model for one representative sample. To obtain comparable values of

the sensitivities and to normalise J , we multiplied J by the span of each

parameter (see Table 4.2).

Error propagation in the retrieved parameters (σp) due to the measure-

ment noise was estimated as:

E(∆p∆p>) = (J>J)−1σ2
r , (4.12)

where the standard deviations of the retrieved parameters (σp) are found as

the square roots of the diagonal elements of this matrix. σr represents the

standard deviation of the measurements due to the measurement noise. For

σr we used the value of the signal mean divided by the signal to noise ratio

(SNR) of 500. For a full derivation of Eq. 4.12 refer to Chapter 3.

For a further evaluation, we used Method 3 and constrained the retrieval

with the FluoWat dataset. To reduce the directional effects present in the R

of some samples, we normalized the spectra of each light curve to 565 nm.

We compared the retrieved values of V cmax to the control values, obtained

for the same leaves from the Chamber dataset with Method 1.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Optical and physiological measurements

In Figure 4.3, we display different physiological and optical responses of leaves

to variations in CO2 concentrations and illumination. Assimilation increases

with both increasing CO2 and illumination intensity, until a plateau is reached.

The initial slope of the assimilation curve represents the maximum LUE of

the leaf, while the plateau signifies the light-saturated rate of photosynthesis

(Björkman, 1981).
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Figure 4.3: Response to changing CO2 concentrations (in ppm) and light
intensity (in µmol photons m-2 s-1) in barley (circles) and sugar beet (squares)
leaves for (top to bottom): photosynthetic CO2 assimilation (A; in µmol CO2

m-2 s-1); light use efficiency (LUE) of CO2 assimilation (mol CO2 per mol
photons); quantum efficiency of photosystem II (ΦPSII); non-photochemical
quenching (NPQ); PRI normalized to the most non-stressed state (∆PRI);
and ChlF at 745nm normalized to the most non-stressed state (∆F745).
nCO2 = 20 and nlight = 17.
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For the case of CO2 curves, the indicators of photosynthetic efficiency (A,

LUE and φPSII) continuously increase until the external concentration of

approximately 700 ppm CO2, when the maximum assimilation and efficiency

is reached. NPQ and PRI respond similarly, with highest response at the

lowest CO2 concentrations; fluorescence response, however, is negligible.

LUE for the light curve response shows a different pattern: It sharply

increases until the peak efficiency is reached at about 200 µmol photons m-2

s-1, followed by a continuous decrease. The efficiency of photosystem II is

the highest at the lowest light intensity and decreases thereafter. NPQ, PRI

and ChlF responses, however, seem to follow the pattern of LUE: all three

indicators show a stronger response after illumination of approximately 200

µmol photons m-2 s-1.
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Figure 4.4: Relation of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation (A; in µmol CO2

m-2 s-1), LUE (mol CO2 per mol photons), ΦPSII and NPQ to ∆PRI and
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sugar beet (squares) leaves. nCO2 = 20 and nlight = 17.
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When comparing measured spectral responses of ∆PRI and ∆F740 to

physiological variables (Figure 4.4), it is immediately evident that the two

types of leaf response curves do not generate the same optical response. For

the light curves, dynamics of both ∆PRI and ∆F740 seem to be directly

driven by the increasing light intensity. Their relations with A, φPSII , NPQ

and LUE above the peak value are almost linear, as well as their relations

among each other. On the other hand, CO2 curves produce a seemingly more

unpredictable response, with higher variations in measured data, and less

obvious relations between the spectral and other variables.

Differences between the two species are generally minimal: sugar beet

seems to have better capacity for using elevated CO2 concentrations. However,

this adaptation is only expressed with CO2 concentrations above 400 ppm,

which is also evident from the light curves, where the response of the two

species is practically similar. The difference between sugar beet leaves reduced

to lower soil moisture seem to be more pronounced, but still small. Retrieved

V cmax values further support this point, and for this reason, we do not

differentiate between species and treatments in the following results of V cmax

retrieval.

Table 4.3: Statistical data supporting Fig.4.5. Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient (R2) and RMSE are represented per measurements type and per
method.

Method A V cmax

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

CO2 curves 1 0.98 1.002 0.82 6.165

2 0.80 2.926 0.03 23.680

3 0.85 4.533 0.08 10.048

Light curves 1 0.97 1.171 0.82 6.165

2 0.92 2.539 0.49 20.099

3 0.94 1.953 0.45 9.028

4.3.2 Retrievals of V cmax

V cmax retrieved in three different ways is presented in Figure 4.5, with

supporting statistical data shown in Table 4.3. All methods capture the span

of V cmax for both types of response curves.

In the top right panel we compare V cmax retrieved from CO2 and light

response curves of the same leaves. Data displays a high level of correlation

(R2 = 0.82 and RMSE ≈ 6), with very accurate predictions of A (R2 = 0.98

and RMSE ≈ 1). These values were taken as a standard to which all the

subsequent V cmax retrievals were compared to.

Predictions of A are accurate for the case, where hyperspectral data is

used to constrain the model (Method 3), with R2>0.85 and a low RMSE<4.6.
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Relatively low is also RMSE for V cmax retrieval (RMSE<10). Retrievals

from PAM measurements provide a generally highest error (RMSE ≈ 20-23).
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Figure 4.5: V cmax and A (both in µmol CO2 m-2 s-1), estimated with three
different methods. In Method 1, we compare V cmax retrieved from CO2

response curves to the ones retrieved from light response curves. In Methods
2 and 3 we compare the retrieved V cmax to the values estimated with Method
1. Number of samples (leaves) for CO2 and light response curves per method
is: nm1 = 34/34; nm2 = 19/13; and nm3 = 12/16, respectively.

Light changes can better explain variations in V cmax retrieved with

Methods 2 and 3. V cmax estimated from CO2 curves has a similar error to

that of the light response curves, whereas there is little correlation between

the retrieved values and the control. Predictions of A are accurate for all three

cases (R2>0.80 and RMSE<4.6), and in general at least 10% more accurate

for estimations from light response curves compared to CO2 responses.
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In Figure 4.6 we show supporting information for Method 3. Predicted

values of NPQ, Fs, ΦPSII and ETR, are compared to the measurements.

NPQ, ΦPSII and ETR are predicted relatively well. Fs, however, cannot be

reproduced. Light curves display a generally better goodness-of-fit, however

with similar values of RMSE as CO2 curves.
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Figure 4.6: Modelled versus measured NPQ, Fs, ΦPSII and electron transfer
rate (ETR) for Method 3. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2) and RMSE
are shown per measurements type, CO2 (red triangles) and light curves (blue
circles), respectively. nCO2 = 12 and nlight = 16.

The accuracy of retrieval for the Chamber dataset is presented in Figure

4.7. Spectral fit of T and forward ChlF in the selected wavelengths is

similarly good, with error close to 0 on average, with a maximal deviation of

4% for T , and 17% for ChlF .

In Figure 4.8 we investigate the separate contributions of the fitting

parameters used in Method 3 (V cmax, Ko
n and ς) to the spectra simulated by

the combined model. T is influenced most by V cmax, less by Ko
n, whereas ς

has no effect. This is no surprise, as ς is a scaling parameter and is not linked

to T in the model in any way. For ChlF the opposite holds true: ChlF is

influenced most by ς, less by Ko
n, and the effect of V cmax is minimal.
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the mean (broken line).
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4.3.2.1 Retrieving V cmax from FluoWat data
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Figure 4.9: Values of V cmax, retrieved for the FluoWat dataset with Method
3, versus control values for barley (red circles) and sugar beet (blue squares)
leaves. V cmax,Ko

n and ς were optimised to best reproduce measured (a) R
and backward ChlF , (b) T and forward ChlF or (c) all four simultaneously.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2) and RMSE are shown for all data
combined. Note, that the control values of V cmax (V cmax, Method 1) were
obtained by applying Method 1 to the Chamber dataset. Number of samples
for barley and sugar beet per retrieval is: na = 23/10, nb = 23/10 and nc =
14/5.

We further investigated the retrieval of V cmax from hyperspectral data

by using Method 3 to fit the FluoWat dataset. The retrieval was constrained

with bi-directional measurements of (a) R and backward ChlF ; (b) T and

forward ChlF or (c) all four simultaneously (Figure 4.9). It should be noted,

that the control values of V cmax were obtained by applying Method 1 to the

Chamber dataset. Even though the correlation between the V cmax retrievals

is low, the retrieval can estimate V cmax within the correct range, with a

relatively small error (RMSE ≈ 13). The error is similar to the RMSE values

obtained with Method 3 for Chamber dataset.

4.4 Discussion

We have presented a methodology to retrieve V cmax from leaf R or T and

ChlF by coupling Fluspect to a model for photosynthesis. Our results show

that V cmax can be estimated from combined information of hyperspectral

ChlF and green R or T , with values of RMSE generally below 14 µmol CO2

m-2 s-1.

For both types of responses, the magnitude of V cmax can be estimated

correctly (RMSE<10). However, light responses provide a higher goodness-

of-fit of V cmax for hyperspectral data (R2 = 0.45), while the values estimated

from CO2 responses are poorly correlated. Evaluation of the method with
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the FluoWat data (Figure 4.9) provides similar results, with error of about

13 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1, but also low correlation of V cmax.

Lower correlation could be a result of low variability of photosynthetic

performance between measured samples: differences between measured as-

similations rates and LUE between leaves and the two species were minimal.

A similar study of leaf level responses by Dechant et al. (2017) and a study

on airborne data by Serbin et al. (2015) found a similar error in their V cmax

estimations, with a much wider span of their V cmax measurements, ranging

from almost none to above 200 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1. Since the span of our

measurements was limited to 50 - 100 µmol CO2 m-2 s-1, leaf datasets with

a known wider span of maximum photosynthetic capacity would provide a

valuable further validation of the model.

In general, light response curves seem to have a more predictable behaviour

than CO2 response curves, and provide a higher accuracy of V cmax retrieval.

This is not surprising, as light is the primary driver: at lower intensities

photosynthesis is limited by the rate of electron transport and at high

irradiances by the activity of ribulose-l,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase

(RuBisCO) (Ögren and Evans, 1993). This can be observed as the plateau

phase of the light response curves. In fact, the initial slope of the light

response curve defines the quantum yield or LUE. With any further increase

of light intensity, photons continue to be absorbed in proportion to the initial

slope of the light curve (Björkman, 1981). This phenomenon can also be

observed in our measurements of A and LUE (Figure 4.3): the plateau of

assimilation is reached right after the peak in LUE. Moreover, above the peak

value of LUE, optical and physiological measurements follow the continuous

increase in illumination almost linearly, and are also linearly related to each

other.

Changing, and particularly limiting, the CO2 available to the leaf has a

much more profound effect. Lowering or increasing CO2 concentrations under

saturating light conditions, will affectively change RuBisCO’s carboxylation

efficiency. Concentrations of CO2 below the ambiental of about 400 ppm will

directly limit photosynthesis. Increasing the CO2 concentration, however,

has been shown to have little immediate effect on the photosynthetic capacity

of leaves, due to a limited supply of RuBisCO on the short term: meaning it

is more a matter of plant adaptation, which requires a considerably longer

period of time to develop (Sage, 1994). Moreover, CO2 highly competes with

O2 for available places on RuBisCO, known as photorespiration. This effect

is eliminated only at CO2 concentrations well above 1000 ppm (Sharkey et al.,

2007; Sage, 1994). In our measurements, the response of ChlF to changing

CO2 is minimal, while responses of NPQ and ∆PRI are clear, but much

more variable compared to the light response curves. The limited response
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4. Estimating photosynthetic capacity from leaf reflectance and chlorophyll fluorescence

of ChlF is due to the fact that under constant illumination, CO2 starvation

reduces PQ and increases NPQ, while the net effect on ChlF is minimal.

Complementary results to Method 3 (Figure 4.6) reveal that while ETR,

ΦPSII and Kn are estimated rather well, simulated to measured Fs is poorly

correlated. This was also noted in the development of the extended Biochem-

ical model (Figure 8 in Van der Tol et al. (2014)). On the one hand, the

poor correlation of Fs can be, similarly as hyperspectrally measured ChlF ,

related to the compensation of the effects of PQ and NPQ, resulting in a

small range of Fs, which is then prone to uncertainties. On the other hand,

measurements of PAM fluorometry in principle use relative expressions to

describe ChlF and NPQ dynamics (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000; Krause and

Weis, 1984).

In this study, to estimate V cmax from hyperspectral data, we link the

Fluspect input η to ε, expressed as the ratio of Fs to Fo. Both η and Cx

describe spectral changes in a physical way, and Fluspect-CX has been shown

to provide a generally good fit to the measured R or T and ChlF spectra

(Figure 4.7; see also Chapter 3). Potential errors in the model retrieval

could then arise from the prescribed relations of η and Cx to ε and Kn,

measurement errors and the Biochemical model itself.

One might also question the accuracy of V cmax values retrieved from A

curves with Method 1, and whether they represent a viable control. A study

by Miao et al. (2009) has shown that significant differences exist between

different methods of V cmax retrieval from A curves. They recommend using

non-linear one-step techniques, while fitting the whole A curve, which is in

accordance with the method used in this study.

When optimising V cmax, Ko
n and ς simultaneously, both T and ChlF can

be fitted well, with the maximal error slightly higher for ChlF (Figure 4.7).

In a separate attempt, not shown in the results, we only retrieved V cmax

(keeping Ko
n and ς constant at their initial values), but that did not provide

better estimations of V cmax. In fact, adding two additional parameters, Ko
n

and ς, to the retrieval greatly improves the accuracy of ChlF fit. This is

also suggested by the sensitivity analysis (Figure 4.8), which reveals that

T simulated with the combined model depends primarily on V cmax, while

ChlF is most affected by ς. On the other hand, Ko
n has a similar effect on

both indicators. These results also indicate that both T and ChlF contribute

to the V cmax estimations. Studies over various spatial scales support this

point: V cmax was linked to R dynamics (Dechant et al., 2017), ChlF dynamics

(Zhang et al., 2014), and whole visible and short-wave infrared spectra (Serbin

et al., 2015).

Nonetheless, increasing the number of retrieved parameters also increases

the risk of ill-posedness of the model inversion. Retrieval of V cmax could be
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improved by using prior information, either in form of a Bayesian approach

or by providing a rough initial estimate of V cmax based on vegetation indices

or pigment concentrations, of which chlorophyll concentration is a most valid

candidate (Gitelson et al., 2016; Houborg et al., 2015). In Method 3, the

prior information were the fitting parameters for Kn (Eq. 4.4 and Table 4.1)

of the Van der Tol et al. (2014) model, of which the Ko
n was kept free due to

the fact that this parameters already varied in the study of Van der Tol et al.

(2014) (see the two different parametrizations of the Kn(x) curve).

Modules in such combined models are interchangeable with other mod-

ules, providing many opportunities for improvement and development. For

example, the description of energy partitioning to NPQ used in this study

could be replaced with MD12 or a more detailed mathematical model, such

as models developed by Zaks et al. (2013) and Matuszyńska et al. (2016).

However, such models are often more difficult to use and invert due to their

complexity.

The combined model in this study is applicable on the leaf level. With

more extensive datasets that provide a wider range of known V cmax, it

could be investigated, how well this method can estimate the differences

in photosynthetic capacity due to plant stress, different species and also

differences in V cmax between the leaves of the same plant.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented the methodology to retrieve V cmax from

leaf reflectance or transmittance and chlorophyll fluorescence by coupling

Fluspect to a model for photosynthesis.

The method can correctly estimate the magnitude of V cmax, when com-

pared to the values estimated from gas exchange measurements. The span

of V cmax estimated from our measurements was, however, limited, and the

method should be further validated against a dataset with a much wider

extent of V cmax values.

Our results indicate a likelihood of retrieval ill-posedness, when other

parameters are retrieved together with V cmax. Retrieving V cmax alone,

however, cannot capture its variability. Retrieval of V cmax could be improved

by introducing prior information into the method, in a form of an initial

V cmax estimate. This estimate could be based on a Bayesian approach,

vegetation indices or chlorophyll concentration.

Both leaf models are an integrated part of the SCOPE model. With

SCOPE, a similar scheme can be devised for the canopy scale, as well as

airborne and potentially satellite imagery. With fast development of UAV

platforms and affordability of multi and hyperspectral cameras, such combined
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models could provide a robust and comprehensive method to estimate the

actual photosynthetic activity of vegetation at a time. When further coupled

to vegetation growth models, such models would present the foundation for

vegetation monitoring over time.
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5.1 Positioning the research findings

In order to monitor and effectively counter the consequences of climate change,

and meet the rising demands for food by the growing human population, it

is imperative to explore methods for monitoring of photosynthesis. Remote

sensing of vegetation provides efficient means to non-destructively monitor

plant photosynthetic activity and health, from leaf to potentially satellite

scales. ChlF and PRI have so far been shown to be the very promising

remote sensing indicators of photosynthetic efficiency. However, to correctly

interpret their information, physical and biochemical models are needed.

Incorporating both ChlF and the PRI effect into a leaf radiative transfer

model was, therefore, an important first step toward understanding and

correctly interpreting their dynamics.

With Fluspect, the dynamics of both indicators can now be simulated

simultaneously for the leaf. Fluorescence has been shown to reproduce the

observed spectra well, particularly in the case of natural illumination. Being

able to correctly reproduce SIF is particularly relevant for airborne and

satellite applications. Nonetheless, it is also important to correctly estimate

the probability of the absorption and subsequent emission of a photon with a

certain wavelength. Probability density functions for each of the photosystems

I and II that describe the wavelength of emitted ChlF, were determined

empirically. As indicated by the results of this dissertation, a revision may

be necessary, in order for the model to be able to exactly reproduce ChlF

based on any spectrum of incoming radiation. This is particularly relevant

for greenhouse applications, where artificial light often accompanies natural

illumination. An attempt for such an improvement has been done during the

course of this research, by re-calibrating the probability density function to a

single spectrum, using a similar technique that is used for in vivo calibration

of pigment absorption spectra. Nonetheless, most biochemical descriptions

of photosynthesis separate the contributions of photosystems I and II, and

as such, this separation is also preferred in the radiative transfer routines.

Green reflectance dynamics was included into Fluspect as as a first at-

tempt to quantitatively link NPQ dynamics with radiative transfer. Dynamics

of photochemical reflectance is much more complex than of ChlF: it combines

many sub-processes on a biochemical level, that all contribute to the final re-

flectance spectrum, but not all may occur under certain conditions. Moreover,

reflectance is very sensitive to the effects of illumination directionality, also

on the leaf level, further complicating both its measurements and modelling.

ChlF, on the other hand, is more homogeneously emitted in all directions:

a fact making it preferable for remote sensing applications. Nonetheless,

the results of this dissertation indicate that such a simplified representation
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may provide enough information to describe the dynamic changes in green

reflectance as a function of NPQ. Furthermore, the results of this study

also indicate that radiative transfer modelling provides a better approach to

studying xanthophyll and NPQ dynamics than PRI.

Fluspect, like PROSPECT, is based on the concept of a so-called compact

leaf. It assumes that the leaf interior is homogeneous, and it provides

directional-hemispherical simulations. On the other hand, measurement

techniques involving leaf-clips, popular for the fact that they are portable

and easier to operate, are bi-directional. This has caused many discrepancies

between the leaf models and measurements. In reality, leaves interior is far

from homogeneous, leaf surface is not Lambertian, and measurements always

include a certain bias. Nonetheless, Fluspect has been shown to produce

very accurate simulations of leaf reflectance, transmittance and fluorescence

spectra, despite its relative simplicity.

In modelling, a balance exists between complexity and practicality: a

complex model may describe the process more precisely, but it requires more

inputs, which may be hard to obtain in practice, and has a lower potential

for model inversion. A good example is the photochemical reflectance dynam-

ics: The absorption spectra of different pigments in the green region of the

visible spectrum greatly overlap - those of carotenes and xanthophylls nearly

completely. Incorporating each of them separately would make an accurate

model inversion practically impossible with standard retrieval methods. For

this reason, the spectral effect of the leaf xanthophyll de-epoxidation was

defined in the model as a change in the absorption of the total carotenoids,

instead of the absorption of each xanthophyll cycle pigment separately. How-

ever, the retrieval of leaf Cx was shown to still be complicated by model

ill-posedness due to pigment overlap in its retrieval region, on both diurnal

and seasonal scales. Diurnal dynamics of ChlF and Cx are important for

model development and studies of dissipation pathways, however, the real

interest lies on the longer time scales, such as seasonal dynamics in the case

of crops, or changes over the years, when it comes to studies of ecosystems.

To decouple these facultative and constitutive effects, prior information or a

different approach may be needed.

The accuracy of a model depends also on the quality of its parametrization.

For example, all the pigment absorption spectra in Fluspect (and thus also

PROSPECT) were determined empirically, with calibration methods based

on measurements of intact leaves, in contrast to the absorption spectra

obtained from homogenized pigment extractions. The calibration methods,

as well as instruments and measurements, are continuously being improved;

consequently, so are the pigment specific absorption coefficients. For the

work of this dissertation, the development of the model PROSPECT-D was
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particularly well-timed. The model included re-calibrated absorption spectra

of chlorophylls and carotenoids, and had included anthocyanins. All these

pigments absorb in the region of xanthophyll absorption, and their improved

spectra provided a better basis for our calibration of the change in the total

carotenoids as caused by the absorption of xanthophylls.

With both ChlF and photochemical reflectance incorporated into Fluspect,

their dynamics could be linked to a model for photosynthesis. Many different

biochemical models exist, varying in complexity and functionality. The model

chosen in this study was particularly suitable to be linked to Fluspect: it

requires few measured inputs, it empirically describes the relationship between

photochemistry, fluorescence and NPQ, and its outputs can be directly linked

to the dynamic inputs of Fluspect. Despite the relative complexity of the

combined scheme, this study demonstrated that the coupled model can be

inverted and the maximum carboxylation capacity parameter of leaves can be

estimated directly from hyperspectral measurements. Using a coupled model

instead of empirically derived relations among spectral and photosynthetic

information opens up new ways to study the link between leaf radiative

transfer and underlying biochemical processes.

5.2 Perspectives

With the incorporation of PRI effect into Fluspect, and coupling Fluspect

to a photosynthesis model, this dissertation laid the foundations for the

potential future research that may build upon the results obtained in this

work, and study these effect and methods on the canopy and higher spatial

scales.

Both ChlF and dynamic green reflectance are incorporated into SCOPE,

allowing them to be studied on the canopy level. Since the beginning of

this study, ChlF in SCOPE has been validated from leaf to satellite levels.

Photochemical reflectance, however, is a relatively new addition to the model,

and it has only been validated for the leaf. Preliminary results of the

canopy integrated photochemical reflectance, expressed as the top-of-canopy

PRI, indicate, that the model can separate the structural and physiological

contributions to the top-of-canopy PRI. Validation of the canopy integrated

green reflectance dynamics would, therefore, be seen as a logical follow-up of

the current work.

Once validated, SCOPE would allow us to study the dynamics of the

two signals simultaneously, on both leaf and canopy levels. Photochemical

reflectance could provide valuable additional information to that of ChlF.

Moreover, coupling SCOPE’s radiative transfer to the calculations of GPP

could provide a scheme to estimate photosynthetic capacity directly from
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canopy, airborne and potentially satellite data, similar to the one developed

for the leaf in this study. Since the upcoming FLEX satellite mission will

measure both reflectance and ChlF of terrestrial vegetation, SCOPE could

help interpret both signals, whereas a model linking them directly to pho-

tosynthesis is the eventual goal. Because SCOPE can simulate full spectra

of reflectance and ChlF, and FLEX will measure many bands in the visible

and near-infrared wavelengths, the information of ChlF and photochemical

reflectance could be combined with all available information, such as indices

or pigment concentrations. Their information could be used to study the

sensitivity of global vegetation to a changing climate, with satellite remote

sensing. Particularly relevant is the finding of this dissertation that changes

in green reflectance are more sensitive to differences in CO2 concentrations

than ChlF.

Such a model, where photosynthesis can be correctly estimated directly

from remotely sensed indicators, would be of particular interest also for

monitoring of vegetation closer to the Earth’s surface: Precision agriculture

is a fast developing field, employing the fast evolution of UAVs and optical

sensors, with a goal of improving food production, energy and fertilization

use. New and more affordable sensors could be developed, measuring only

wavelengths specifically required for detection of photosynthesis. Similarly,

in horticulture, plant phenotyping, together with traditional monitoring of

illumination and growth conditions could be extended with remote sensing

techniques to closely monitor crop development and adjust environmental

conditions on a daily basis. Moreover, coupling SCOPE to vegetation growth

models could provide further information on crop development.

Finally, one may consider using Fluspect and the models for photosynthesis

to better understand the complex physical and biochemical processes that

take place within leaves. Development of remote sensing techniques has

provided means to look at vegetation all the way from the limits of the Earth.

But to really understand the functioning of leaves, plants and canopies, how

they acclimate, adapt and evolve with the changing environment, we must

sometimes come back to the ground and look more closely.
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ABorder effects on fluorescence

In order to calculate the effective fluorescent emission from the complete leaf,

we assume that the only incident flux is the forward excitation flux at the

top interface, E−(0). In this case we use the following equations to derive

the incident fluxes on the leaf’s mesophyll layer (see also Fig.3.3).

E−(1) = tαE
−(0) + r21E

+(1) (A.1)

E+(1) = ρE−(1) + τE+(2) (A.2)

E−(2) = τE−(1) + ρE+(2) (A.3)

E+(2) = r21E
−(2) (A.4)

From the latter two of these equations we obtain first

(1− ρr21)E−(2) = τE−(1), (A.5)

and next we obtain the pair of equations

E−(1)− r21E
+(1) = tαE

−(0) (A.6)

−ρE−(1) + E+(1) = τr21E
−(2) =

τ2r21

1− ρr21
E−(1) (A.7)

Here the second equation gives the reflectance of the lowest two layers

together, Rb, since one can write

E+(1) =

[
ρ+

τ2r21

1− ρr21

]
E−(1) = RbE

−(1). (A.8)

We can now write

(1− r21Rb)E
−(1) = tαE

−(0), (A.9)

so

E−(1) =
tα

1− r21Rb
E−(0) = XE−(0), (A.10)

where

X =
tα

1− r21Rb
, (A.11)
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A. Border effects on fluorescence

and which is the forward flux incident at the top of the mesophyll layer.

Since

(1− ρr21)E−(2) = τE−(1), (A.12)

we find

E−(2) =
τ

1− ρr21
E−(1) =

τ

1− ρr21
XE−(0), (A.13)

and finally

E+(2) = r21E
−(2) =

τr21tα
(1− ρr21)(1− r21Rb)

E−(0) = Y XE−(0), (A.14)

where

Y =
τr21

1− ρr21
(A.15)

which gives the backward flux incident on the bottom of the mesophyll layer.

At the fluorescence wavelength the following equations are applied:

F+(1) = gE−(1) + fE+(2) + ρF−(1) + τF+(2) (A.16)

F−(2) = fE−(1) + gE+(2) + τF−(1) + ρF+(2) (A.17)

F+(2) = r21F
−(2) (A.18)

F−(1) = r21F
+(1) (A.19)

Substitution of the second pair of equations in the first pair gives

F+(1) = gE−(1) + fE+(2) + ρr21F
+(1) + τr21F

−(2), (A.20)

F−(2) = fE−(1) + gE+(2) + τr21F
+(1) + ρr21F

−(2). (A.21)

and next we find

(1− ρr21)F+(1)− τr21F
−(2) = gE−(1) + fE+(2) = P, (A.22)

−τr21F
+(1) + (1− ρr21)F−(2) = fE−(1) + gE+(2) = Q. (A.23)

The solution is given by

F+(1) =
(1− ρr21)P + τr21Q

(1− ρr21)2(τr21)
=

P + Y Q

(1− ρr21)(1− Y 2)
, (A.24)

F−(2) =
τr21P + (1− ρr21)Q

(1− ρr21)2(τr21)
=

Y P +Q

(1− ρr21)(1− Y 2)
. (A.25)

Substitution of P and Q finally gives

F+(1) =
(g + Y f)E−(1) + (f + Y g)E+(2)

(1− ρr21)(1− Y 2)
, (A.26)

F−(2) =
(Y g + f)E−(1) + (Y f + g)E+(2)

(1− ρr21)(1− Y 2)
. (A.27)
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The final fluorescence outputs at the top and the bottom of the leaf are

F+(0) = t21F
+(1) (A.28)

F−(3) = t21F
−(2) (A.29)

In order to derive the effective fluorescence coefficients, first the internal

fluxes at the excitation wavelength have to be expressed in the incident

flux E−(0), and next the above equations are used to determine the new

fluorescence coefficients, which are called f ′ and g′. To make a clearer

distinction between the wavelengths of excitation and fluorescence, in the

following we will use the subscripts e and f . So we write

E−(1) = XeE
−(0), (A.30)

E+(2) = YeXeE
−(0) (A.31)

and

F+(1) =
(g + Yff)E−(1) + (f + Yfg)E+(2)

(1− ρfr21f )(1− Y 2
f )

, (A.32)

F−(2) =
(Yfg + f)E−(1) + (Yff + g)E+(2)

(1− ρfr21f )(1− Y 2
f )

. (A.33)

Since the effective fluorescence coefficients are defined by

F−(3) = f ′E−(0), (A.34)

F+(0) = g′E−(0), (A.35)

it follows that

g′ =
(g + Yff)Xe + (f + Yfg)YeXe

(1− ρfr21f )(1− Y 2
f )t21f

= Xe
(1 + YfYe)g + (Ye + Yf )f

(1− ρfr21f )(1− Y 2
f )t21f

,

(A.36)

f ′ =
(Yfg + f)Xe + (Yff + g)YeXe

(1− ρfr21f )(1− Y 2
f )t21f

= Xe
(Ye + Yf )g + (1 + YfYe)f

(1− ρfr21f )(1− Y 2
f )t21f

.

(A.37)

Some further simplification is still possible since, in general,

1− r21Rb = 1− r21

[
ρ+

τ2r21

1− r21ρ

]
= 1− r21ρ−

τ2r2
21

1− r21ρ
(A.38)

= (1− r21ρ)

[
1− τ2r2

21

(1− r21ρ

]
= (1− r21ρ)(1− Y 2). (A.39)

This implies that

Xf =
t21f

(1− ρfr21)(1− Y 2
f )

=
t21f

1− r21Rb
, (A.40)
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A. Border effects on fluorescence

and thus one can finally write

g′ = Xe[(1 + YeYf )g + (Ye + Yf )f ]Xf , (A.41)

f ′ = Xe[(Ye + Yf )g + (1 + YeYf )f ]Xf . (A.42)
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BDerivation of Kubelka-Munk

parameters k and s

In order to derive k and s from given values of ρ and τ , we first establish

that, from Eq.2.23,

r−1
∞ − r∞ =

2m

s
and r−1

∞ + r∞ =
2(k + s)

s
= 2

k

s
+ 2, (B.1)

from which we obtain

s =
2m

r−1∞ − r∞
and (B.2)

2
k

s
= r−1
∞ − 2 + r∞ = r−1

∞ (1− 2r∞ + r2
∞) =

(1− r∞)2

r∞
, (B.3)

so

k =
m

r−1∞ − r∞
(1− r∞)2

r∞
= m

(1− r∞)2

1− r2∞
= m

1− r∞
1 + r∞

. (B.4)

In order to obtain m and r∞, we first introduce the auxiliary quantities

a and b defined by

a = r−1
∞ and b = em. (B.5)

Then one can write

ρ =
a−1(1− b−2)

1− a−2b−2
=

ab2 − a
a2b2 − 1

; τ =
(1− a−2)b−1

1− a−2b−2
=

a2b− b
a2b2 − 1

(B.6)

The sum and the difference give

ρ+ τ =
ab2 − a+ a2b− b

a2b2 − 1
=

(ab− 1)(a+ b)

(ab− 1)(ab+ 1)
=

a+ b

ab+ 1
; (B.7)

ρ− τ =
ab2 − a− a2b+ b

a2b2 − 1
=

(−ab− 1)(a− b)
(ab− 1)(ab+ 1)

=
a− b
−ab+ 1

. (B.8)

From these equations we obtain

a+ b = (ρ+ τ)(1 + ab) = ρ+ τ + ρab+ τab; (B.9)

a− b = (ρ− τ)(1− ab) = ρ− τ − ρab+ τab, (B.10)
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B. Derivation of Kubelka-Munk parameters k and s

and next, again by summation and subtraction, one finds the important

relationships

a = ρ+ τab; (B.11)

b = τ + ρab. (B.12)

The product of these equations gives

ab = ρτ + (ρ2 + τ2)ab+ ρτa2b2. (B.13)

From this quadratic equation in ab we can solve the product as

ab =
1− ρ2 − τ2 ±

√
(1− ρ2 − τ2)2 − 4(ρτ)2

2ρτ

=
1− ρ2 − τ2 ±

√
D

2ρτ
.

(B.14)

where

D = (1− ρ2 − τ2)2 − 4(ρτ)2

= (1− ρ2 − τ2 + 2ρτ)(1− ρ2 − τ2 − 2ρτ)

= [1− (ρ− τ)2][1− (ρ+ τ)2]

= (1− ρ+ τ)(1 + ρ− τ)(1− ρ− τ)(1 + ρ+ τ)

(B.15)

Finally, we use Eqs.B.11and B.12 again to obtain a and b separately as

a = ρ+ τab = ρ+
1− ρ2 − τ2 ±

√
D

2ρ
=

1 + ρ2 − τ2 ±
√
D

2ρ
; (B.16)

b = τ + ρab = τ +
1− ρ2 − τ2 ±

√
D

2τ
=

1− ρ2 + τ2 ±
√
D

2τ
. (B.17)

The product of the two solutions for a equals

1 + ρ2 − τ2 +
√
D

2ρ

1 + ρ2 − τ2 −
√
D

2ρ
=

=
(1 + ρ2 − τ2)2 − [(1− ρ2 − τ2)2 − 4(ρτ)2]

4ρ2

=
[(1 + ρ2 + τ2) + (1− ρ2 − τ2)]

4ρ2

· [(1 + ρ2 − τ2)− (1− ρ2 − τ2)− (1− ρ2 − τ2)] + 4(ρτ)2

4ρ2

=
4(1− τ2)ρ2 + 4ρ2τ2

4ρ2
= 1

(B.18)

The same holds for those of b. Since, according to their given definitions,

both a and b are greater than or equal to unity, we have to select the greater
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of the two solutions as the correct ones in both cases, i.e.

a =
1 + ρ2 − τ2 +

√
D

2ρ
; b =

1− ρ2 + τ2 +
√
D

2τ
. (B.19)

Expressing s and k in terms of a and b finally gives

s =
2a

a2 − 1
ln b; k =

a− 1

a+ 1
ln b. (B.20)
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CDerivation of doubling equations

with ChlF included

Writing for the optical quantities of the single elementary layer at the start

of the doubling sequence

r = sε; (C.1)

t = 1− (k + s)ε; (C.2)

f = ϕε; (C.3)

g = ϕε, (C.4)

we can write for the top layer of two identical layers

F−(1) = tfF
−(0) + rfF

+(1) + f ′′E−(0) + g′′E+(1) (C.5)

F+(0) = rfF
−(0) + tfF

+(1) + g′′E−(0) + f ′′E+(1) (C.6)

(C.7)

E−(1) = teE
−(0) + reE

+(1) (C.8)

E+(0) = reE
−(0) + teE

+(1) (C.9)

For an optically identical bottom layer we get the similar equations

F−(2) = tfF
−(1) + rfF

+(2) + f ′′E−(1) + g′′E+(2) (C.10)

F+(1) = rfF
−(1) + tfF

+(2) + g′′E−(1) + f ′′E+(2) (C.11)

(C.12)

E−(2) = teE
−(1) + reE

+(2) (C.13)

E+(1) = reE
−(1) + teE

+(2) (C.14)

A doubling step consists in combining the two above systems of equations

in order to obtain new effective quantities describing the optical properties

of the two layers added together. This is achieved by eliminating the fluxes

at the interface between the two layers, i.e. those at level 1. For the purpose

of deriving the doubling equations it is sufficient to assume that there is only
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C. Derivation of doubling equations with ChlF included

one incident flux, namely E−(0). Then, at the excitation wavelength, we can

write

E−(1)− reE+(1) = teE
−(0), (C.15)

− reE−(1) + E+(1) = 0, (C.16)

with the solutions

E−(1) =
te

1− r2
e

E−(0), (C.17)

E+(1) =
rete

1− r2
e

E−(0). (C.18)

Next the equations for the outgoing fluxes at levels 0 and 2 are used,

giving

E−(2) =
t2e

1− r2
e

E−(0) (C.19)

E+(0) =

[
re +

ret
2
e

1− r2
e

]
E−(0) (C.20)

From these we obtain the doubling equations for the reflectance and the

transmittance at the excitation wavelength. We can write

xe =
te

1− r2
e

; t′e = texe; r′e = re(1 + t′e), (C.21)

where the primed quantities refer to the newly formed double layer.

For the fluorescence wavelength we obtain similar equations. To obtain

the effective fluorescence matrices, we also have to find the fluorescent fluxes

at level 1. For this we use the equations

F−(1) = rfF
+(1) + fE−(0) + gE+(1), (C.22)

F+(1) = rfF
−(1) + gE−(1), (C.23)

giving

F−(1)− rfF+(1) =

[
f + g

rete
1− r2

e

]
E−(0) = (f + gxere)E

−(0),

(C.24)

− rfF−(1) + F+(1) = g
te

1− r2
e

E−(0) = gxeE
−(0). (C.25)

From these equations we obtain

F−(1) =
f + gxere + rfgxe

1− r2
f

E−(0), (C.26)

F+(1) =
(f + gxere)rf + gxe

1− r2
f

E−(0). (C.27)
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Substitution of these in the equations for the outgoing fluorescent fluxes

at levels 0 and 2 gives

F+(0) = tfF
+(1) + gE−(0) + fE+(1)

=

[
g +

(f + gxere)rf + gxe
1− r2

f

tf +
frete
1− r2

e

]
E−(0)

= [g[1 + xexf (1 + rerf )] + f(xere + xfrf )]E−(0),

(C.28)

and

F−(2) = tfF
−(1) + fE−(1)

=

[
f + gxere + rfgxe

1− r2
f

tf + f
te

1− r2
e

]
E−(0)

= [f(xe + xf ) + gxexf (re + rf )]E−(0).

(C.29)

These results imply that the doubling equations for the forward and

backward fluorescence are given by, respectively,

g′ = g[1 + xexf (1 + rerf )] + f(xere + xfrf ), (C.30)

f ′ = f(xe + xf ) + gxexf (re + rf ). (C.31)
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DList of abbreviations and symbols

Abbreviations

aPAR absorbed photosynthetically active radiation

BRDF bidirectional reflectance distribution function

ChlF chlorophyll fluorescence

D water deficit (drought) treatment

DC double-cloth (reduced light) treatment

DEPS de-epoxidation state of xanthophyll pigments

ESA European Space Agency

ETR electron transfer rate

FLEX FLuorescence EXplorer

GPP gross primary production

HL high light treatment

I unfiltered incident radiation

If filtered incident radiation

iPAR incoming photosynthetically active radiation

KM Kubelka-Munk (theory)

LAI leaf area index

LUE light use efficiency

NDV I normalized difference vegetation index

NIR near-infrared

NPQ non-photochemical quenching

OC one-cloth (reduced light) treatment

PAM pulse-amplitude modulation

PQ photochemical quenching

PRI Photochemical Reflectance Index
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D. List of abbreviations and symbols

PROSPECT Leaf Optical Properties Spectra

PS − I photosystem I

PS − II photosystem II

R reflectance

RMSE root mean-squared error

RRMSE relative root mean-squared error

RT radiative transfer

SCOPE The Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry and

Energy fluxes (model)

SAC specific absorption coefficient

SLA specific leaf area

SIF solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence

T transmittance

V IS visible spectrum

Symbols

A assimilation rate (µmol CO2 m-2 s-1)

α cone incident angle

β Fitting parameter for Kn

γ Fitting parameter for Kn

Cab chlorophyll a+b content (µg cm-2)

Cant Anthocyanin content (µg cm-2)

Ccar total carotenoid content (µg cm-2)

Cdm dry matter content (g cm-2)

Cs senescence material (fraction)

Cw water content (cm)

Cx photochemical reflectance parameter

∆pH proton gradient across the thylakoid membrane

∆PRI PRI normalized to the unstressed reference value

∆F740 ChlF at 740 nm, normalized to the unstressed reference

value

E− forward excitation fluxes

E+ backward excitation fluxes

ε fraction of the total optical thickness of the layer to be

simulated
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ε fluorescence emission efficiency of the Biochemical

model

ηI fluorescence quantum efficiency for PS-I

ηII fluorescence quantum efficiency for PS-II

F− forward fluorescence fluxes

F+ backward fluorescence fluxes

f forward fluorescence matrices of the leaf mesophyll

layer

Fo dark adapted fluorescence yield

F ′m light adapted maximum fluorescence yield

Fs steady state fluorescence

g backward fluorescence matrices of the leaf mesophyll

layer

J Jacobian matrix

k absorption coefficient

kd rate coefficient for heat dissipation

kf rate coefficient for fluorescence

kn rate coefficient for non-photochemical quenching

Ko
n Fitting parameter for Kn

kp rate coefficient for photochemical quenching

λ at wavelength

m Ball–Berry stomatal conductance paramameter

N leaf mesophyll structure parameter

φ fluorescence spectral distribution function

φPSII quantum yield of PS-II

R2 Pearson’s correlation coefficient

ρ reflectance of the mesophyll layer

s the backscattering coefficient

σp error propagation in the retrieved parameters

σr standard deviation of the measurements due to the

measurement noise

ς scaling factor of η to ε

τ transmittance of the mesophyll layer

τF transmittance of the filter

V cmax maximum carboxylation capacity (µmol CO2)
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D. List of abbreviations and symbols

x measure for the light saturation of photosynthesis
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